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Forthcoming Meetings
Weds 22nd April 2020

Colchester Borough Homes Limited
Minutes of the Hundred and Eleventh Board meeting held at Rowan House, Colchester, CO3 3WG
on Monday 9th December at 17:30pm
Present:
Dirk Paterson (DP)

Chair

In Attendance:
Karen Loweman (KL)

Cllr Nigel Chapman (NC)

Vice Chair

Matt Armstrong (MA)

Gareth Mitchell (GM)

CEO

Gerardine Murphy
(GMU)

Cllr Lesley Scott-Boutell
(LSB)

Board
Member

Sue John (SJ)

Karen Smout (KS)
Cllr Cyril Liddy (CL)
Julie Parker (JP)
Michael Campbell (MC)
Paula Goddard (PG)
Lorna Preece (LP)

1.
1.1

Board
Member
Board
Member
Board
Member
Board
Member
Board
Member
Board
Member

Angelique Ryan (AR)

Director of Operations
Director of Business
Improvement
Head of ICT and Business
Intelligence
Advanced Nurse
Practitioner, Essex
Partnership University NHS
Trust
Head of HR and
Governance

Observing
Cllr Derek Loveland
Martin Buddery
Rebecca Johnson
Heidi Mussett

Borough Councillor
Interim Client Services
Manager, CBC
Sheltered Housing Team
Leader
Rough Sleeper Outreach
Worker

2.

Apologies and Quorum.
No apologies were received, and the meeting was confirmed as being
quorate. The Chair welcomed all those present to the meeting.
Declarations of Interest by Board Members and Officers

2.1

No declarations were received

3.
3.1

Minutes of previous meeting
The minutes of the last meeting were reviewed, and the following matters were
noted:
Resident Engagement Strategy - KL advised the group that an outline of the KL
Resident Engagement Strategy would be discussed at the Board Away Day on 09.12.1
the 16th December 2019 and a draft strategy would be presented to the Board
in February 2020.
Risk register training – MA advised that following discussion at Finance and MA
Audit Committee, he would meet with KS in January to revise the current format 09.12.2
and when completed a workshop would be arranged for the Board. This would
also incorporate a review of risk appetite.
The Board resolved to:
I. APPROVE the minutes of the last meeting for the Chair to sign
1

4.
4.1

ii.NOTE matters arising
Voice Your View
None raised.

5.

Outcomes of Mental Health Support

5.1

KL presented the report to the meeting and was joined by Sue John,
Advanced Nurse Practitioner.

5.2

LSB advised that she welcomed the initiative and asked how long the pilot
had been running and whether there were plans to deliver a permanent
support service?
KL advised the service was being funded by a Ministry of Housing grant for
a 1 yr. pilot and communications were taking place with commissioners to
approve a continuation of the service which would be rolled out to not just
Colchester but North East Essex. KL advised that she would attend a meeting
in January to scope the programme.
She advised that that the project had been highly successful not just for
service users, but staff from both organisations had taken part in cross
service training, which had had improved understanding each other’s
language, and built trust between the two teams.
KL added that Sue had seen more than 100 people over the 1 yr. period and
all contacts were being recorded to follow customer journeys and outcomes.
This was data that could be shared with the Board as a further update at the
end of the pilot

5.3

Sue John advised she was seeing valuable benefits of the teams working
together; as the partnership working, education and information sharing have
meant that people have received the right service at the right time.

5.4

GM asked SJ what had been specifically beneficial to her team? SJ advised
that she had been able to learn, and then take information back and share
her knowledge. This meant she was seeing customers with housing needs
and could now advise at first point of contact which meant keeping people
safe in their own homes, this had brought about a massive development in
terms of aiding residents.

5.5

DP advised that he felt this was a great example of promoting good practice
of joined up working, and thanked KL for pushing through such a good
initiative. DP thanked Sue for attending.

The Board Resolved to:
I. NOTE the progress and outcomes achieved from the initiative to develop a secondment from
the Essex Partnership University NHS Foundation Trust (Home First team)
6.

Housemark Presentation

6.1

DP introduced the presentation. He advised that he was keen for the Board
to review the Housemark data as it represented an excellent news story for
CBH, and it was important for Board Members to be able to understand and
communicate this with stakeholders.
He advised that he had recently welcomed very positive feedback regarding
the data following meetings with Councillors over the last couple of months.

6.2

DP invited Gerardine Murphy to present the headline 2018/19 Housemark
Data to the group. She advised the Board of the main highlights:
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CBH aim to be in the lowest 25 percent for cost in the Eastern Region. This
benchmarking is produced by looking at CBH in context of other Housing
Associations, Local Authorities and ALMO’s in the eastern region.
CBH Overheads – lower than average in eastern region and nationally
CBH Value for Money Quadrant – Shows that the majority of our services are
in “good performance/low cost”. Further work needs to take place in terms of
resident engagement which is higher cost and lower performance.

09.12.3
KL

Repairs – CBH have a mix of direct labour organisation (DLO) and
contractors – to get the best balance between best value for money good
levels of customer satisfaction.
Voids – is an area of real focus – our main KPI is how quickly we can turn
around voids; which is currently below target. Extensive work is being done
by the executive to improve this performance both with the contractor and inhouse teams.
6.3

MC asked how can we improve our resident engagement in the VFM
indicator?
GMu advised that the last STAR survey results had advised that, relative to
other providers, tenants felt their views were not being listened to and acted
upon satisfactorily. Historically CBH had never scored well on this and this
result was a motivator for the Customer Plan and recent service reviews, so a
real focus on customer feedback and insight has ensued.

6.4

LSB asked if relevant customer data was collected and used from days such
as Making a Difference and the AGM. It was confirmed that this data was
collected and was being used to inform insight.
There is a further STAR survey in spring 2020 where we hope to see
improvement on this.

6.5

DP congratulated staff on the results on behalf of the Board. It was felt that
these were an incredibly strong set of figures, in particular delivering financial
savings of around 2.6m in 2018/19 to the Council’s housing revenue account
(HRA) compared to the average of eastern housing providers.
It was noted that the Board were assured that the Executive team are closely
managing voids and that Q2 figures have showed progress.

7.
7.1

Capital Investment Programme
MA was invited to present the report and highlighted the following:
This was an annual exercise which followed the decent homes standard.
The 1% rent cut has now ended so this will enable CBC to fund further works.
Cabinet will agree 1 year in detail – the further 4 years of the plan aids and
informs the procurement of our works
The Plan is drawn up in consultation with tenants – a survey was sent out to
500 tenants.
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7.2

MA advised that he is working with the asset management team to develop
further the revised Colchester standard.

7.3

MA explained that in year 3& 4 of the plan, the kitchen, bathroom and window
programme raises dramatically due to the effect of the decent homes work
which commenced in 2003. He assured the Board that the Executive were
considering with CBC, the logistics of the impact of delivering this rollout and
would update the Board early next year.

7.4

7.5

7.6

09.12.4
MA

LSB asked whether the plan included all bathrooms including sheltered
accommodation. MA advised this was the case and all sheltered
accommodation had level access showers (18-year lifecycle)
LSB asked if some bathrooms were shared – MA confirmed that Elfreda
House was the last sheltered accommodation to have shared bathroom
facilities and that in the next 3-4 years the new scheme will be completed. He
advised there were a few others in other schemes but on a lower scale.
JP commented that she found it promising that the programme was
expanding, and that CBC are investing in current stock. It was a positive
position to be in.

There being no objections or amendments the Board resolved to:
I. APPROVE that the draft five-year Housing Revenue Account (HRA) Capital Investment
Programme 2019-2024 as set out at Appendix 1 be submitted to the Council for consideration and
approval through the Council’s budget setting process
ii.APPROVE that the draft five-year HRA Repairs and Maintenance budgets as set out at
Appendix 1 be submitted to the Council for consideration and approval through the Council’s
budget setting process.
iii.NOTE that the Board will receive a report on the outcome of the Council’s decision at the Board
meeting of the 27th February 2020

8.

VFM, Tech & Investment Plan Review

8.1

MA presented the report and asked if there were any questions or comments.

8.2

KS commented that “£ reinvested” should be struck out of the document

8.3

KS commented that the Housemark Data should be updated to reference
2018/19

8.4

DP noted that he welcomed the transparency of the action plan and the work
being implemented by the Executive team

8.5

LSB asked what support would be provided for vulnerable people using
technology? MA advised that work is being done such as progress on selfserve access and I.T. training sessions were being rolled out for sheltered
residents.

8.6

CL asked if the Board could have a training/ information sharing workshop on
the new Northgate system? Action- MA advised that he would arrange this

09.12.5
MA
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The Board resolved to:

i.NOTE the progress made on the Value for Money, Technology & Investment
Plan 2018-22 to date
ii.APPROVE the updated key performance indicators and any amendments
to the Plan
Medium Term Delivery Plan Target Setting

9.1
9.2

9.3

9.4

The Board discussed the targets and questions arose regarding the void
target of 24 days. It was noted that the median of 22 days was quoted in
Housemark Data and it was asked whether CBH were setting a challenging
enough target?

.

DP added to this that the Labour Group advised that they wanted to see
upper quartile performance from CBH which pertained to a target of 18 days.
GM commented that the current state for voids was that of trying to stabilise
performance, owing to a prior failed contract. There had been enhanced
performance in quarter 2 but this was subject to ongoing effort. Once
stabilised, GM expressed that the Executive would then be able to set a
medium-term delivery target for performance, but at the moment he was not
able to commit to a more stringent target due to ongoing month to month
work.
CL requested more information regarding the failed contractor, and it was
agreed to defer this conversation to the confidential part of the meeting.

9.5

KL advised the Board that she had received a letter from the current
contractor to assure the Executive that they are doing all they can to meet
void performance figures. They have stated that they are happy to attend
Board meetings should the Board require further assurance. KL stated that
she required confidence from the contractor that every property is coming in
on target and for that reason she would advise keeping to the target of 24
days turnaround, with the aim of exceeding this if possible.
DP noted that Q2 performance had been good and the Board agreed that
they would continue to monitor voids and would like an update on this at
every Board meeting starting from February 2020.

09.12.6

KL

10.

Board Member Expenses Scheme Policy

10.1

Cllr Liddy advised that the Expenses scheme had been considered and recommended by
the Appointments & Remuneration Committee for Board approval.
He summarised that minor amendments have been recommended. These amendments
reflect rate changes for travel expenses and subsistence changes in accordance with the
Colchester Borough Council Members Expenses Scheme. The policy now also mirrored
the Colchester Borough Councils childcare/carer allowance calculations.
The Board were also asked to note the named post amendment from Board Assurance
Officer to Governance Officer.
The Board resolved to:
I. APPROVE the amendments to the Board Member Expenses Scheme Policy
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11.

Health & Safety Update Report

11.1

KP was invited to present the report. She highlighted to the Board that the
report reflected a high-level view of health and safety within the organisation
as this was requested by the Board previously. She advised that a new report
format would be presented to the Board in February which will provide
assurance on compliance.
JP advised that there would be value in reporting near misses as provides
key learning and she would welcome this in the next report.
The Board resolved to:
i.NOTE the Health and Safety Report
ii.NOTE that a new format will be presented to the Board at the Board
Meeting on the 27th February which will provide assurance and operational
detail

12.
12.1

13.
13.1

Strategic Risk Register
MA was invited to present the report. He summarised the key points to note:
• The current template had been reviewed by Finance & Audit
committee and there had been a recommendation to amend the
current format
• The Score before mitigations and after mitigations was to be included
on the new report as well as progress of action taken to mitigate for
full assurance.
• Amber risks currently do not show direction of travel – these risks are
scrutinised at F&A Committee but for full assurance a travel indicator
will be applied.
• New template and workshop for appetite to be arranged

09.12.7
MA

The Board resolved to:
I. APPROVE the Strategic Risk Register
ii. NOTE progress on Mitigating action
Strategic Plan Assurance Report Q2
The Q2 report was circulated to Board Members in October, therefore GM
invited questions from the Board.

13.1

LP advised that she was concerned with the decrease in % of staff who felt
supported by their manager and asked what was being done to improve this.
GM responded that there was work being developed as part of the People
Plan on management development

13.2

DP updated the Board that he planned to meet with staff in the new year –
through job shadowing and expressed that as all Board members were
Directors of CBH they would need to engage with staff and inspire
confidence.

13.3

LSB queried why there had been a decline in staff who agreed that CBH has
a positive impact on the wider local community and what had fed into that
perception? GM advised that the figure showed that the majority of staff think
that CBH do, and this was evidenced by the vast amount of work completed.
GM felt it may be because the staff perception is that it is business as usual
and was taken for granted.

13.4

KS – should we not be asking residents and partners the same question and
get their feedback? Staff may be too critical.
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13.5

MA assured the Board that the Executive and Management teams were able
to drill down into the feedback and identify pinch points to be able to work
with different teams on communications to improve the staff survey scores

14.
14.1

Medium Term Delivery Plan Q2
The Q2 report was circulated to Board Members in October, therefore GM
invited questions from the Board.

15.
15.1

No questions raised
Finance Assurance Report
MA was invited to present the finance report, and highlighted the following:
Underspend on budget is due to vacancy factor and the savings
made through the senior management review.
• Delegated budget underspent by just over £200,000 – this is due to
one-off charges which haven’t been received at this time – this will
show in the next report.
No questions were raised
•

The Board resolved to:
i. NOTE the budget position as at 30 September 2019 (Q2)
16.
16.1

16.2

16.3

Chief Executive’s Report
GM advised the Board that this report provides a high-level update on
operational activity in the organisation as well as policy and practice updates
from the sector. The highlights of the report were:
• National Federation of ALMO’s (NFA) Policy update which set outs the
work of our representative body and government developments
• Project Aurora update on the implementation of our new housing
management system
JP feedback that when attending the NFA Board Event, the CBH CEO was
mentioned in the MD’s opening speech on lobbying work with Government
ministers, and a photograph was shared of one of our tenants in one of the
presentations. This was good profile-raising for CBH.
LSB asked for update on Boxsmart and whether this will be continued, as
funding is available from Active Essex. GM expressed that Active Essex were
already involved this had been an excellent initiative that had been inspired by
staff feedback. He advised that there were desires to keep this running and
Mark Healy, Resident Engagement and Insight Officer, was the lead on this
project.
The Board resolved to:
i. NOTE the Chief Executive’s Report

17.
17.1

Committee Minutes & Forward Look
F&A – JP highlighted that internal auditors Mazars had not accepted the
extension to contract request therefore a joint procurement exercise with the
Council had been expedited.

17.2

Forward Look – no agenda items were raised
The Board resolved to:
I. APPROVE the Finance & Audit minutes
ii.NOTE the forward look plan
Meeting Review

18.

7

DP asked the Board members to review the effectiveness of the evening’s
meeting. Comments to be noted were:
•
•
•
•
•

19.

Use of technology to aid meetings – papers on the screen, software
to enable viewing board papers instead of print outs.
It was felt that the meeting had been positive
Informative papers – KL reminded the Board that if they should have
any questions on papers ahead of the meeting that they should not
hesitate to contact the author.
It was felt there was a good level of engagement
DP added that report formats would be reviewed by the Executive to
make information as accessible as possible.

DP thanked the Executive for their hard work and commitment to delivering
well-presented papers to the Board.
Any Other Business

19.1

MA updated the Board that Head of Finance Interviews had been concluded
and Cong Gu would be starting on the 3rd Feb 2020.

19.2

Meeting Schedule – Board Members fed back comments regarding the
200/21 Meeting schedule and a final version will be circulated by Jo Paget
for agreement.

19.3

JP advised that the F&A Committee on the 4th December looked at the draft
2020/2021 draft budget and draft 5-year business plan which will presented
at Board in February for approval following cabinet scrutiny in January.

19.4

MC advised he had attended various events including:
29th October – Housemark meeting
31st October – Make a difference day
4th November – Meeting with Mark Healy, Resident Insight and Engagement
Officer
11th November – Good Neighbour Awards
27th November – ALMO conference
4th December – Meeting with Mark Healy

19.5

PG advised that she was also in attendance at the Good Neighbour Awards
End of Open Meeting

20.

Confidential Meeting
Financial assurance report including trading

20.1

MA was invited to present the report – he highlighted the following key points
to the board:

20.2

This report reflected the end of period 2 with Trading costs included.
MA was happy to report a good news story in that the end of year forecast
was now a £167000 surplus instead of a £67000 surplus due to savings
achieved through the senior management team review and the operations
directorate.

20.3

DP congratulated the Executive team on the current financial position
particularly with the company re-structure costs as the company still held
very healthy reserves.
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20.4

20.5

GM addressed the question that had been raised earlier in the meeting
regarding contractors. He advised that the previous voids contractor had
been Mears.
KL advised the Board that the current contractor, Breyer were running below
procurement/contract costs, and assured them that this was being monitored
very closely. She advised that Breyer had formally written to her with regards
to the current voids position and advised they were tackling the capability of
their staff. They added that if performance did not improve in the New Year
there would be changes made to the team.
KL stated that November end to end days are now under 19 days compared
to 26 days in previous quarter, and in December Breyer have reported 4
voids with an average of 8.5 days.
KL to produce a report to February Board to provide more background on
voids performance and improvement plans.
KS thanked the Executive for her fantastic induction sessions. She advised
that she had been really inspired by the team at CBH.
The Board resolved to:
I. NOTE the financial position as at 30 September 2019 and its impact on
reserves;
ii.NOTE the Trading Account;
iii.NOTE the Cash Flow Forecast.

Date of Next Meeting
Monday 27th February
Action Tracker
Item

Action

09.12.2

09.12.3

09.12.1

09.12.4

Who

By When

Done

Risk Register Training - MA to meet MA
with KS in January to revise the
current format and when completed
a workshop will be arranged for the
Board.
This would also incorporate a
review of risk appetite.

Feb 2020

Resident Engagement Strategy - To KL
be discussed at Board Away Day
Capital Investment Programme - MA
Update report to Board in Feb 2020

Dec 2019

Update from MA
– Risk Format
revised and
workshop to be
arranged. Details
of date to be
discussed under
AOB at Feb
Board Meeting
Completed

Feb 2020

Completed

Resident Engagement - Outline of KL
the Resident Engagement strategy
to be discussed at the Board Away
Day on the 16th December 2019 and
draft strategy to be presented to the
Board in February 2020.

Feb 2020

Agenda Item Feb
2020
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09.12.5

The Board have requested training MA
workshop on the new Northgate
System

Feb 2020

09.12.6

Voids - KL to provide progress KL
report on voids to every meeting
Strategic Risk Register - New
MA
template and workshop for
appetite to be arranged

Feb 2020

09.12.7

Feb 2020

Date for
workshop to be
agreed and
arranged for
July/August 2020
Agenda Item Feb
2020
Update from MA
– Risk Format
revised and
workshop to be
arranged. Details
of date to follow
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FOCUS ON CBH FRONTLINE –
Andrew Grimwade - Early Response Rough Sleeper Coordinator

1.

Tell us about your job
I manage the Rough Sleepers outreach team which includes outreach workers/rough sleeper navigators, a
community psychiatric nurse and a soon to be appointed health outreach worker.
I oversee various projects such as the Housing Led house at Sanctuary Housing/Severe Weather Emergency
Provision/ Outreach worker drop-ins. I chair the joint referral panel for access into supported housing and the
Colchester Homeless Action Panel (CHAP) among other things.

2.

How did you get into this role?
I volunteered when I was around 18 in a homeless drop-in centre in Braintree as well as working for NERIL a
mental health support line in Maldon. From there I have worked in substance misuse services and within the
NHS as part of the original Crisis resolution and Home treatment team. Taking those skills I then moved into
housing to work within Housing Associations in a supported housing role- this led to me managing Supported
housing in Cambridge (a women only project) , Sudbury ( specifically focused on entrenched rough sleepers),
and Ipswich ( young person’s project). Along with this I also managed the associations temporary
accommodation and general needs properties within the Babergh area. All those skills equipped me well for my
current role.

3.

What is the best part of your job?
Working in a team where our focus is supporting wherever needed to enable someone to address whatever
issues they may have, to having a fulfilling life- developing services such as peer mentoring and Communities
of Practice and working with partners to affect change within the homelessness sector.

4.

What is the worst part?
Frustrations around getting adequate support to those who need it from statutory services. And when there are
barriers to support in general, such as someone not being able to access services because of the very issue
that they need support with.

5.

What would you change about your role?
I would like my role to have more of a say in service design regarding rough sleepers within Colchester

6.

If you could be CEO of CBH for the day, what would you do?
Embed the team including myself into the core structure of CBH as people sleeping rough is not a problem that
will go away-it may be reduced and better responses to rough sleeping will happen; but it will not disappear.

7.

Tell us something about yourself that no one else would know.
I’ve just started keeping chickens!

FINANCE AND AUDIT CHAIRS REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD
Recommendations
The Board is asked to:
1) NOTE the draft minutes and matters discussed at the Finance and Audit Committee on the
4th February 2020
2) APPROVE the Final Budget 2020/21 considered by the Finance and Audit Committee
3) APPROVE the Risk Management Policy considered by the Finance and Audit Committee
Executive summary
This report separates the work of the Finance and Audit Committee into a stand-alone report. This
report sets out the matters discussed at the recent Finance and Audit and Risk Committee and
seeks approval of the Committee’s recommendations on matters requiring Board approval.
1. Minutes and recommendations from the Finance and Audit Committee
The Finance and Audit Committee met on 4th February. The draft minutes form appendix A to
this report.
As part of its deliberations on the 4th December 2019 the Committee examined the proposed
Budget 2020/21 which it approved in line with delegations. As part of the meeting on the 4th
February 2020 the Committee considered a verbal update provided by the Director of Business
Improvement where he detailed a key change.
Following the approval of the 20-21 budget at the previous meeting, the 3-year draft pension
determination had been received from the Essex Pension Fund. This advised that employer
pension contribution rates for the 3 years commencing 1st April 2020 would increase from 16.6% to
20.2%. The budget presented and management fee agreed with CBC was based on the 16.6%
rate. The increase to 20.2% results in additional costs in year 1 of £208k, and then approximately
£230k in year 2 and £250k in year 3. Initial discussions have been started with CBC with regard to
the HRA funding this additional cost. One proposal is similar to that agreed in the last determination
i.e. it would be fully funded by the HRA in year 1, a 50/50 split with CBH in year 2 and then fully
funded by CBH in year 3.
Having considered these changes, the Committee resolved to recommend approval to the Board.
The Final Budget 2020/21 forms confidential appendix B to this report

At the meeting of the 4th February, the Committee considered the Risk Management Policy,
revised by the Director of Business Improvement from a single policy to a policy statement,
strategy and framework document. The Committee requested a number of minor changes, many
of these related to tidying of language, and the revised Policy for approval forms appendix C to
this report.

Recommendations
The Board is asked to:
1) NOTE the draft minutes and matters discussed at the Finance and Audit Committee on the
4th February 2020
2) APPROVE the Final Budget 2020/21 considered by the Finance and Audit Committee
3) APPROVE the Risk Management Policy considered by the Finance and Audit Committee

Minutes of the Finance & Audit Committee Meeting
Held at 5pm on Tuesday 4th February 2020
In Room 1, Rowan House
Present:

In Attendance:

Julie Parker
Karen Smout
Cllr Nigel Chapman
Paula Goddard

(Chair)

Matt Armstrong (MA)
Sarah Johnson
Cong Gu
Jo Paget
Sarah Watkins
Vanessa Bateman
Luke Morris

Director of Business Improvement
Finance Manager
Head of Finance
Governance Officer (Minutes)
Mazars
Mazars
Scrutton Bland

1.

Apologies for absence

1.1

Apologies were received from Cllr Cyril Liddy. No other apologies were recorded, and
the meeting was confirmed as being quorate. The Chair welcomed the new Head of
Finance to her first meeting.

2.

Minutes of the meeting held on 4th December 2019 and Matters Arising

2.1

The minutes were accepted as being a true and accurate record of the meeting held
on 4th December 2019 and were approved by the Committee.

2.2

Actions Update
5.2 – MA and KS have met to review the Risk Register and to agree a new format.
It was proposed that a workshop would be arranged in the new year to launch this
and look at Board Risk appetite.
7.5 – MA advised the Committee that Insurance Claims were being presented to
Corporate Management Team on a monthly basis and any themes or issues
identified – Management are being asked to escalate with the appropriate staff
member.
8 E Learning Access – Logins had been sent to all Board members to complete elearning and the Governance Officer was monitoring for completion.

3.

Final Budget 2020/21

3.1

MA advised the committee that following review of the Budget at the last meeting on
the 4th December there had been one change to the Budget details. He updated
committee that following the approval of the 20-21 budget at the previous meeting, the
3-year draft pension determination has now been received from Essex CC. This
advises that employer pension contribution rates for the 3 years commencing 1st April

2020 will increase from 16.6% to 20.2%. The budget presented and management fee
agreed with CBC was based on the 16.6% rate.
The increase to 20.2% will result in additional costs in year 1 of £208k, and then
approximately £230k in year 2 and £250k in year 3. Initial discussions have been
started with CBC with regard to them funding this additional cost. One proposal is
similar to that agreed in the last determination i.e. it would be fully funded by CBC in
year 1, a 50/50 split with CBH in year 2 and then fully funded by CBH in year 3.
Discussions are ongoing and Committee will be kept up to date with the outcome.
The Committee resolved to:
1.APPROVE the Final Budget 2020/21 for recommendation to Board on the 27th
February 2020

4.

Internal Audit

4.1

Sarah Watkins from Mazars summarised progress of the Internal Audit Plan to date.
Mazars have delivered 52 of the 95% planned days that equates to 55%
There has been 1 amendment to the plan with 7 days from the Housing Allocations
audit being moved to the IT SharePoint audit.
The headlines are that 2 final and 2 draft reports have been issued and there are 7
audits currently underway.
The IT audit is currently being scoped.
The Key Financials audit work is complete, and the report is being review.
Cash Management is now finalised (finalised since the AC papers were
submitted). The Cash Management audit has been awarded Substantial Assurance
and 2 priority 2 and 1 priority 3 recommendations have been raised. The
recommendations cover bank mandates (but this has now been resolved) and petty
cash with due dates set for 31/3/20.
Tenancy Fraud is also now finalised. Substantial assurance has been given with 1
priority 1, 3 priority 2, and 2 priority 3 recommendations raised. The priority 1
recommendation relates to tenancy fraud being on the risk register and to review the
approach and risk appetite going forward.
Housing Rents and Payroll audits are underway.
Follow Ups – issue with 1 priority 2 recommendation relating to Void Management. It
was stated in the management response that a missing Tenancy Agreement had been
obtained but this was not the case. On follow up it was stated that the agreement had
been requested but there were no notes on Capita to show this action. Also, there
was no evidence of the management checks as it was agreed that 1/4ly random
sample checks would be undertaken and the results recorded on Capita, however,
there was no record retained.

4.2

JP asked whether the change in plan meant that the resource allocated to the
allocations audit was sufficient? SW advised that an extensive audit was carried out
on allocations in the previous year.

4.3

Void Management - MA assured the committee that with regards to the tenancy
agreement this was a very rare occurrence and the issue had been caused through
the scanning process. He added that the new Housing system would address these
issues and provide further assurance with compliance and internal controls.

4.5

End of Year Assurance Report – JP asked Mazars when the Committee could expect
the end of year report and what the plans were to manage their exit?
SW advised that they were aiming to complete all reports by the 31st March and a
report would be available to the Committee at their next meeting in June. JP asked if
there were any concerns arising from the draft reports. SW advised the committee that
a priority 1 recommendation had been identified with regards to reviewing risk appetite
for tenancy fraud and using intelligence to drive this.
The Committee resolved to:
1.NOTE the Internal Audit Progress Report
2. NOTE the Internal Audit follow up actions

5.

External Audit Year End Plan

5.1

Luke Morris from Scrutton Bland introduced the external audit plan and summarised
the following:
1. Planning was underway and several meetings had already taken place
2. A new accounting standard, IFRS 16, would need to be applied for the first
time this year. Policy would need to be set around this, and the team would
need to look at how this was set retrospectively.
3. There would be an obligation to record annual leave accrual. The team had
already identified that this process could be challenging due to the introduction
of the new annual leave year and the system going online. This was being
reviewed and monitored at planning meetings.
4. There would be an obligation to declare any fraud – this had already been
discussed with the management team and nothing has been declared
5. Findings will be reported back to the Committee on the 4th June.

5.2

JP asked whether the fact that CBH internal auditors would be changing would have
an effect on the external audit report. LM advised that they did not take any of their
work in to account.
JP asked if the Finance Team were ready for the additional IFRS 16 work? CG
advised that she would be liaising with CBC to study their model and review their
depreciation policy. SJ added that work was being done to collate all relevant
documentation to which LM remarked that CBH were more ready than his other
clients.
JP asked whether Fraud review would be presented to the F&A Committee. JPag
advised that she had been in conversation with MA with regards to the format of
internal control assurance to the committee and that fraud had been mentioned as one
component of this. She advised that a housing association had its governance
rating downgraded after it was defrauded out of almost £1m as a result of cyber
scam carried out earlier this year, and that CBH needed to ensure its clarity on

internal controls.
The Committee resolved to:
1.NOTE the External Audit Year End Plan

6.

Risk Register Review

6.1

MA introduced the report and advised there had been no change to the register
since the report to Committee on the 4th December 2019.
Emerging risks – MA advised that he would add the tenancy fraud following
Mazars audit.

7.

Risk Register Deep Dives

7.1

No working housing management system
GM introduced the power point slides to the committee. She advised that the risk to
the company was not having the new housing system in place before the contract
expires with the old system on the 1st September 2020.
GM explained that CBH had a perpetual licence in place for the old system so it could
be used past the 1st September 2020, but it would not be supported. She advised that
there had only been a handful of times over the years where CBH had required
support and no serious incidents had occurred. She added that negotiations were in
place with Capita to support past 1st September 2020.
GM advised that Northgate were very experienced in their field and a serious of
workshops had been ran with CBC and CBH teams to plan for integration of all thirdparty systems. GM asked the Committee to note that Northgate had fed back how well
organised the company was in terms of project planning and progress.
PG asked if customers were being encouraged to go online for interactions with CBH.
GM advised that phase 2 of the Aurora project would provide an interactive customer
portal. PG asked if customers would need to re-register if already online – GM to let
PG know.
JP asked if consideration had been given to the Northgate system being delayed, or to
it not working? GM advised that Northgate was a commercial off the shelf system so
not bespoke to CBH. She advised that there were a lot of test environments already in
place for the working groups and staff so that a soft launch was in fact happening
already.
KS asked if GM felt that the risk would materialise. GM advised that she was very
comfortable that was a low risk. KS noted that at this time this risk was well mitigated

and was not a red risk as the net rating was low.

7.2

Staff unable to realise productivity gains
GM advised that the risk to the committee encompassed low staff satisfaction with
ICT, especially training, and core systems being inefficient. She advised that
mitigations were in place to look at the ICT competency Framework, and the Aurora
and O365 projects to enhance productivity.
KS asked whether the new technology was driving efficiencies in the business? MA
advised that this was in the VFM & Technology plan but as a directorate the Executive
were very conscious around the balance and monitoring of savings vs roles.
He added that the Aurora Project savings were unlikely to be realisable until 2021.
JP advised that the Committee required assurance that CBH were realising savings
and that Project Aurora was embedded into the organisation and recognised as
business transformation and not just a new system.
The Committee thanked GM for her time and resolved to:
1.NOTE the Deep Dive update provided to the Committee that enabled good
discussion

8
8.1

8.2

Risk Management Policy
MA presented the report and advised that the risk framework had been changed in
2019 which meant that the policy was due for renewal also. This had been deferred
however due to feedback from F&A and CMT that the new matrix was over
complicated and was not being used to its full potential.
MA advised that he had completely re-written and changed the format of the policy
from a single policy to a policy statement and strategy document.
The committee offered the following feedback:
1. 7.5 – change the terminology around the CBH internal audit team and clearly
define their role within the organisation
2. The committee wanted definition around who was screening and deciding the
risks on strategic risk register. It was agreed that the delivery plan lead would
escalate risks to CMT for consideration and the role of the F&A Committee was
to review and approve.
3. KS highlighted that the upcoming review of the Management Agreement did
not appear on the strategic risk register – MA advised that this was addressed
in the Leadership plan.
4. The Committee agreed that a risk appetite workshop for the Board should be
organised.
Risk Management Framework the following feedback was offered:

1. 4.2 – numbering was incorrect and should be 1-5
2. 4.4 – needs re-working as old multipliers were being used.

8.3

MA thanked the committee for their comments and advised he would send to the

members following amends and review by CMT.

The Committee resolved to:
1.APPROVE the Risk Management Policy for recommendation to Board on 27th
February 2020 following suggested amendments being satisfied.

9.

CBH Financial Update Quarter 3
SJ presented the report to the committee and summarised the following:
1. Both ‘Other CBC income’ and ‘Interest and Sundry Income’ are ahead of
budget profile as a result of additional funding streams that have emerged after
the budget was set, as detailed below: • PRS Access funding – initiative to access the private rented sector
• Navigator funding – part of the Rough Sleeper initiative;
• Project Aurora – funding to support the team implementing the new Housing
system.
SJ asked members to note that the increase in income compared to budget will be
offset by an increase in expenditure incurred on these initiatives.
2. At the end of Q2 a surplus of £167,500 was forecast. The change from that
position to the Q3 forecast deficit of £1,700 is primarily the result of a decrease
in forecast trading profit. SJ advised that at the end of September, the forecast
was a profit of £144,019. This swing of £182,341 is a result of the Garage site
development (Phase 2) reducing from 5 sites to 3 and the requirement to
commission external consultants to fill vacant roles within the team.
3. Capital and Revenue Programmes:
The CBH element of the 19/20 Capital Programme has increased from
£4,848,000 to £5,232,000. This is as a result of an agreement by CBC to vire
work from the CBC element of the Programme into the CBH element;
• As at the end of December, 77% of the Capital Programme is committed;
• Some procurement is still ongoing.
Detailed scrutiny is ongoing and further movement in budgets is likely to occur
between now and year end.
There being no questions the Committee resolved to:
1.NOTE the financial update for Quarter 3

10.

Governance Update
JPag summarise the report to the committee and no questions were arising.
The Committee resolved to:
1.NOTE the Governance Update
End of Open meeting – Vanessa Bateman, Sarah Watkins and Luke Morris left the
meeting
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A1.1 Risk Appetite
1.1

Risk appetite is best summarised as “the amount of risk an organisation is willing
to accept” and is set by the Board for each risk type detailed in the framework. As
a public sector organisation it is recognised that the appetite for risk will vary
according to the activity undertaken and hence different appetites and tolerances
to risk apply.

1.2

We are working to strengthen and clarify our definition of risk appetite to ensure it
reflects the acceptable levels of risk across the services of the organisation. Our
appetite was set in 2019 and requires an update as new Board members have
taken up their posts since then.

1.3

CBH aims to be risk aware, but not overly risk averse and to actively manage
business risks to assist us in meeting the targets set in the Strategic Delivery
Plans. The risk appetite should be reviewed annually or when changes in our
working environment require it.

A1.2 Risk Management Assurance
2.1

Assurance is provided at different levels throughout the organisation,
predominately based on the level and type of risk associated with the business
process . The level of assurance should reflect the level of risk appetite.
•
•
•
•
•

2.2

Business Processes
Incorporates day-to-day business practices.
Management Assurance
Embedded in some of our processes usually for financial and reputational
risks.
CBH Audit Team
Risk based approach to audit, assisting those risk owners with identifying
weaknesses within business processes.
Internal Audit
Assurance based approach to audit for key business processes.
External Audit
Financial based audit for closing the Companies accounts and reporting the
overall health of the business.

The new internal audit provider due to be procured and appointed in spring 2020
will conduct some assurance mapping of all our business areas to determine the
levels of assurance which already exist.

A1.3 Resources
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3.1

We recognise that the resources allocated to manage risks should be
proportionate to the nature of the risks faced and the overall resources available.
The use of internal audit should be considered by senior managers to ensure the
best use of resources are used for quality assurance and quality control.

A1.4 Guidance, education and training
4.1

The Director of Business Improvement is responsible for the development and
training of the organisation in risk management. Training will be provided when
this strategy is implemented and subsequent refreshers on an annual basis or if
the framework changes for any reason.

4.2

Guidance will be provided on the framework used for risk management in
appendix 2 to the Risk Management Policy.

A1.5 Communication
5.1

This strategy will be communicated to the organisation once the policy has been
adopted by the Board and embedded within our business processes through
Heads of Service and Line Managers. Further communication will occur as per
the action plan in A1.6.

A1.6 Action Plan
6.1

The action plan below will be developed further to ensure the key milestones are
completed on time.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Action
Adopt new Risk Management Policy, Strategy and Framework
Communicate new policy to CMT
Prepare Risk Appetite workshop
Set Risk appetite – 2hr workshop (delivered by DoBI and F&A)
Communicate Risk Appetite to CMT
Review Risk Registers:
• Customer Plan
• Community Plan
• People Plan
• Business Development Plan
• VFM and Technology Plan
• Leadership Plan
• MTDP
Review Internal Audit (IA) assurance mapping exercise and previous audits
Create Strategic Risk Register
Create Operational Risk Register
Create Emerging Risk Register
Approve all Risk Registers
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By Whom
Board
DoBI
DoBI, F&A
Board
DoBI
DoBI and…..
KW, KB
KL
AR
LS
GMu, CG
GM
CMT
DoBI, IA
DoBI
DoBI
DoBI
CMT, F&A

By When
27.02.20
28.02.20
16.03.20
w/c 23.03.20
24.03.20
03.04.20
03.04.20
10.04.20
10.04.20
17.04.20
24.04.20
01.05.20
01.05.20
22.05.20
22.05.20
22.05.20
04.06.20
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A2.1 Introduction
1.1

This framework sets out how Colchester Borough Homes (CBH) will manage its
risks. CBH recognises that risk management is an integral part of good
governance and the importance of managing risks correctly is essential in
achieving our objectives. The framework will provide a universal method used by
everyone in the organisation providing clear visibility of how risks are managed in
CBH.

A2.2 Approach
2.1

Risk is measured in terms of likelihood (the possibility of it happening) and impact
(the effect it would have on the company if it did happen). At CBH we measure the
probability of risks occurring and potential impact using a 5x4 matrix.

2.2

Risks are identified as strategic, operational or emerging and categorised under
the following headings:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Service Delivery Failure
Staff Welfare
Compliance Breach
Reputational
Direct Financial loss
Customer and public welfare
Business Objective

Categories can be added when required but an appetite must be sought prior to
scoring risks.
2.3

2.4

The key stages of our risk management process are:
•

Identifying the risk;

•
•
•
•

Evaluate the risk using the scoring matrix and apply the risk appetite;
Mitigate the risk;
Continual review, monitoring and escalation of risks
Monitoring of risk in accordance with the identified roles and
responsibilities.

A2.3 Governance
3.1

Each strategic delivery plan will have its own risk register monitored by the lead
for that plan. From the individual registers a strategic risk register, an operational
risk register and an emerging risk register will be presented at relevant meetings.
The Board will be provided a report on the strategic risk register at every meeting;
the Finance & Audit Committee will scrutinise the strategic and operational (red
and amber risks only) risk register at each meeting and conduct deep dives when
required. The Corporate Management Team will review the individual delivery
plan risk registers at every meeting.

A2.4 Risk Identification & Scoring
4.1

The descriptors for each category stated in 2.2 are as follows:
Service Delivery Failure
A priority service would be one that has significant and immediate impact of
customers, for example the responsive repair service, or the Gateway Housing
Options register. Customer Facing Services are ones used by customers such as
the CBH website, payment taking systems, the contact centre and service desks
at Greenstead Housing Office and the Library. The Capita Housing system is
designated a customer facing system as its unavailability impairs many of the
other elements of front line service delivery, not least repairs and the Contact
Centre. The loss of use of let properties is not considered a Service Delivery
Failure under these risk impact descriptors, it would be assessed under Customer
and Public Welfare. Back Office Services are services used only by staff and do
not directly or immediately affect customers, though prolonged loss of these
services would start to impact on customer facing service delivery
Staff Welfare
This descriptor only considers the risks to staff delivering CBH services. This
includes CBH employees, agency staff paid by CBH and staff employed by CBH's
contractors whilst working on CBH's projects. Impact on the welfare of all other
people is considered under the Customer and Public Welfare impact descriptor
Compliance Brief
This descriptor covers all forms of compliance breach in the broadest sense.
Included under this would be a breach of CBH's own internal policies such as its
Standing Financial Instructions or Contract Procedure Rules, failure to meet a
statutory duty, for example the Homeless Act or safeguarding, failure to complete
government returns, or failure to comply with tax or VAT legislation. This
descriptor would include compliance breaches by CBH's contractors where CBH
was also liable for any resulting penalties
Reputation Damage
This descriptor considers the impact on CBH's reputation arising as a
consequence of an event. This could include impact on CBH's reputation from the
actions of one of its contractors

Direct Financial Loss
This descriptor is used to assess financial loss arising from any event except for a
compliance breach, where the Compliance Breach descriptor is used to assess
the financial impact. The risk appetite rating gives two appetites: one for normal
operations and one for trading, where it is recognised that the additional
uncertainty inherent to trading activity requires a higher risk appetite.
Customer and Public Welfare
This descriptor is used to assess the impact on any person or groups affected by
an event. The impact on CBH's tenants, leaseholders and other service users is
considered here. It also covers members of the general public who have no
dealings with CBH but may be affected by something CBH does or does not do.
This could include, but is not limited to, people living adjacent to CBH managed
properties.
Business objective
This descriptor recognises that there may be events which do not affect any of the
other descriptors but nevertheless prevent CBH achieving a strategy or objective.
This descriptor enables these risks to be assessed and managed.
4.2

The likelihood descriptors are shown in the table below:
Descriptor

4.3

Score

Rare

1

Unlikely

2

Possible

3

Likely

4

Almost
certain

5

Frequency of event occurring

Time Period

Would only happen in very exceptional
circumstances
Not expected to happen but definite potential exists
- unlikely to occur.
May occur occasionally, has happened before on
occasions - reasonable chance of occurring.
Strong possibility that this could occur - could occur
several times.
This is expected to happen frequently / in most
circumstances - more likely to occur than not.

Less than once
in 10 years
Once in 10
years
Once in 5 years
Once in a year
Once in 3
months

The matrix below shows the scoring method with a generic appetite applied:

Almost
Certain
Likely

4

Unlikely Possible

5

Rare

LIKELIHOOD

RISK MATRIX

4.4

3

2

1

5

10

15

20

4

8

12

16

3

6

9

12

2

4

6

8

1

2

3

4

1
Minor

2
Significant

3
Serious

4
Major

IMPACT

A full risk appetite heat map is shown in the table below:

Descriptor

Minor
1
Unavailability or significant impairment
of: Priority Service for 1/2 day, or Single
Customer Facing Service for up to 1 day,
or Back Office Systems for up to 2 days.

Service delivery failure

Appetite - heat map

Appetite - likelihood rating
Staff welfare

Significant
2
Unavailability or significant impairment of:
Priority Service for 1 day, or Multiple Customer
Facing Services 1 day, or Single Customer Facing
Service for up to 3 days, or Back Office Systems for
up to 3 days.

Serious
3
Unavailability or significant impairment of: Priority Service
for 2 to 4 days, or Multiple Customer Facing Services for 2
to 5 days, or Single Customer Facing Service for up to 1
week, or Back Office Systems up to 1.5 weeks

Rare 1 - combined score 1
Unlikely 2 - combined score 2
Possible 3 - combined score 3
Likely 4 - combined score 4
Almost certain 5 - combined score 5

Rare 1 - combined score 2
Unlikely 2 - combined score 4
Possible 3 - combined score 6
Likely 4 - combined score 8
Almost certain 5 - combined score 10

Rare 1 - combined score 3
Unlikely 2 - combined score 6
Possible 3 - combined score 9
Likely 4 - combined score 12
Almost certain 5 - combined score 15

Major
4
Unavailability or significant impairment of:
Priority Service for in excess of 4 days, or
Multiple Customer Facing Services for in
excess of 5 days, or Single Customer Facing
Service for over 1 week, or Back Office Systems
for over 1.5 weeks
Rare 1 - combined score 4
Unlikely 2 - combined score 8
Possible 3 - combined score 12
Likely 4 - combined score 16
Almost certain 5 - combined score 20

Almost Certain - 5

Likely - 8

Unlikely - 6

Rare - 4

Minor injuries or stress with no workdays Injuries or stress level requiring some medical
lost or minimal or no medical treatment. treatment, potentially 1 or 2 workdays lost.
No impact on staff morale
Potential impact on morale & performance of
small number of individuals or a single team

Appetite - heat map

Appetite - likelihood rating
Compliance breach

Appetite - likelihood rating
Reputation damage

Rare 1 - combined score 3
Unlikely 2 - combined score 6
Possible 3 - combined score 9
Likely 4 - combined score 12
Almost certain 5 - combined score 15

Almost Certain - 5

Almost Certain - 10 (see Note B.1)

Possible - 9

Rare - 4

Minor external compliance breach with no
financial sanction. Significant breaches of internal
procedures resulting in a financial loss of up to
£1,000, adverse audit finding

Direct financial loss
Appetite - likelihood rating:
Appetite - heat map
Normal Operations

Normal operations

Appetite - heat map
Trading

Trading
Customer and public welfare

Appetite - heat map

Appetite - likelihood rating
business objective / strategic

Significant breach of external regulations
requiring disclosure to regulatory body.
Likelihood of financial cost in excess of £10,000
and/or other form of sanction. Or significant
breaches of internal procedures resulting in
financial loss in excess of £10,000

Rare 1 - combined score 2
Unlikely 2 - combined score 4
Possible 3 - combined score 6
Likely 4 - combined score 8

Rare 1 - combined score 3
Unlikely 2 - combined score 6
Possible 3 - combined score 9
Likely 4 - combined score 12

Rare 1 - combined score 4
Unlikely 2 - combined score 8
Possible 3 - combined score 12
Likely 4 - combined score 16

Almost certain 5 - combined score 5

Almost certain 5 - combined score 10

Almost certain 5 - combined score 15

Almost certain 5 - combined score 20

Almost Certain - 5

Possible - 6

Unlikely - 6

Rare - 4

Almost Certain - 5

Appetite - likelihood rating

Breach of external regulations with likelihood of financial
cost up to £10,000 and/or other form of sanction. Or
significant breaches of internal procedures resulting in
financial loss of £1,001 to £10,000.

Rare 1 - combined score 1
Unlikely 2 - combined score 2
Possible 3 - combined score 3
Likely 4 - combined score 4

Adverse comments amongst staff no
Adverse local press/public awareness, low level
external impact. Stakeholders not aware negative social media comment, stakeholder
aware of issue
Rare 1 - combined score 1
Rare 1 - combined score 2
Unlikely 2 - combined score 2
Unlikely 2 - combined score 4
Possible 3 - combined score 3
Possible 3 - combined score 6
Likely 4 - combined score 4
Likely 4 - combined score 8
Almost certain 5 - combined score 5
Almost certain 5 - combined score 10

Appetite - heat map

Appetite - likelihood rating

Rare 1 - combined score 2
Unlikely 2 - combined score 4
Possible 3 - combined score 6
Likely 4 - combined score 8
Almost certain 5 - combined score 10

Minor breach of internal procedures, no
consequential loss but resulting in
adverse audit report

Appetite - heat map

Appetite - heat map

Rare 1 - combined score 1
Unlikely 2 - combined score 2
Possible 3 - combined score 3
Likely 4 - combined score 4
Almost certain 5 - combined score 5

Life threatening or multiple serious injuries or
worse injury, or prolonged work place stress.
Severe impact on morale & service
performance throughout most of the
organisation
Rare 1 - combined score 4
Unlikely 2 - combined score 8
Possible 3 - combined score 12
Likely 4 - combined score 16
Almost certain 5 - combined score 20

Injuries or stressful experience requiring medical
treatment and up to 6 workdays lost. Major impact on
morale & performance of several teams

Between £0 and £5,000
Rare 1 - combined score 1
Unlikely 2 - combined score 2
Possible 3 - combined score 3
Likely 4 - combined score 4
Almost certain 5 - combined score 5

Likely - 8
Between £5,000 and £20,000
Rare 1 - combined score 2
Unlikely 2 - combined score 4
Possible 3 - combined score 6
Likely 4 - combined score 8
Almost certain 5 - combined score 10

Extended local press coverage, extensive negative social Adverse national media coverage / public
media, negative coverage in industry press, criticism from awareness, intervention by stakeholder
stakeholders
Rare 1 - combined score 3
Rare 1 - combined score 4
Unlikely 2 - combined score 6
Unlikely 2 - combined score 8
Possible 3 - combined score 9
Possible 3 - combined score 12
Likely 4 - combined score 12
Likely 4 - combined score 16
Almost certain 5 - combined score 15
Almost certain 5 - combined score 20
Likely - 12 (see Notes B.2)
Between £20,000 and £50,000
Rare 1 - combined score 3
Unlikely 2 - combined score 6
Possible 3 - combined score 9
Likely 4 - combined score 12
Almost certain 5 - combined score 15

Rare - 4
In excess of £50,000
Rare 1 - combined score 4
Unlikely 2 - combined score 8
Possible 3 - combined score 12
Likely 4 - combined score 16
Almost certain 5 - combined score 20

normal operations Likely - 4

Possible - 6

Rare - 3

Rare - 4

Rare 1 - combined score 1
Unlikely 2 - combined score 2
Possible 3 - combined score 3
Likely 4 - combined score 4
Almost certain 5 - combined score 5

Rare 1 - combined score 2
Unlikely 2 - combined score 4
Possible 3 - combined score 6
Likely 4 - combined score 8
Almost certain 5 - combined score 10

Rare 1 - combined score 3
Unlikely 2 - combined score 6
Possible 3 - combined score 9
Likely 4 - combined score 12
Almost certain 5 - combined score 15

Rare 1 - combined score 4
Unlikely 2 - combined score 8
Possible 3 - combined score 12
Likely 4 - combined score 16
Almost certain 5 - combined score 20

trading Almost Certain - 5

Likely - 8

Possible - 9

Rare - 4

Injuries or stress level requiring some medical treatment,
of a severity that for an employed person could result in
up to 3 workdays lost, or minor injury to multiple people,
or significant nuisance or disturbance to a large number of
people for 2 to 3 days

Serious injuries or stressful experience
requiring medical treatment and of a severity
that for an employed person could result in
more than 5 workdays lost to one person, or
injury requiring medical treatment to multiple
people, or life threatening injury , or
significant nuisance or disturbance to a large
number of for in excess of 3 days

Rare 1 - combined score 3
Unlikely 2 - combined score 6
Possible 3 - combined score 9
Likely 4 - combined score 12
Almost certain 5 - combined score 15

Rare 1 - combined score 4
Unlikely 2 - combined score 8
Possible 3 - combined score 12
Likely 4 - combined score 16
Almost certain 5 - combined score 20

Minor nuisance or disturbance to small
Persistent nuisance or disturbance to small
number of people for duration of up to 3 number of people for in excess of 3 days, or short
days. No physical injuries.
duration nuisance or disturbance to large number
of people, or minor injury to a person requiring
minimal or no medical treatment.

Rare 1 - combined score 1
Unlikely 2 - combined score 2
Possible 3 - combined score 3
Likely 4 - combined score 4
Almost certain 5 - combined score 5
Likely - 4
Little impact on the organisational
strategy or on it achieving objectives
Rare 1 - combined score 1
Unlikely 2 - combined score 2
Possible 3 - combined score 3
Likely 4 - combined score 4
Almost certain 5 - combined score 5
Almost Certain - 5

Rare 1 - combined score 2
Unlikely 2 - combined score 4
Possible 3 - combined score 6
Likely 4 - combined score 8
Almost certain 5 - combined score 10
Possible - 6
Some impact on organisational strategy or on
achieving objectives but this could be resolved
within existing resources.
Rare 1 - combined score 2
Unlikely 2 - combined score 4
Possible 3 - combined score 6
Likely 4 - combined score 8
Almost certain 5 - combined score 10
Almost Certain - 10

Rare - 3
Significant impact on the organisational strategic/critical
objectives and would require additional resources to
overcome
Rare 1 - combined score 3
Unlikely 2 - combined score 6
Possible 3 - combined score 9
Likely 4 - combined score 12
Almost certain 5 - combined score 15
Likely - 12

Rare - 4
Would require a significant change in
organisational strategy/critical objectives
Rare 1 - combined score 4
Unlikely 2 - combined score 8
Possible 3 - combined score 12
Likely 4 - combined score 16
Almost certain 5 - combined score 20
Unlikely - 8

B1: The likelihood score reflects that some of the work undertaken by CBH staff, for example in carrying out responsive repairs, visiting construction sites and for
Housing Officers meeting a wide variety of clients, has greater level of risk than exclusively office-based work
B2: The appetite likelihood rating recognises that CBH sometimes have to take decisions that will lead to unfavourable press reaction. Past examples of this have been
decisions taken about ASB cases

A2.5 Risk Monitoring and Reporting
5.1

5.2

Risks can never be eliminated completely, so risk management is used to ensure
risks are identified and their consequences understood. Based on this information,
action can be taken to ensure appropriate resources are directed at controlling the
risk or minimising the effect of the potential loss. Risks may be dealt with in the
following ways:
•

Tolerating the risk – If the company is unable to do anything to reduce the
risk, or it is too costly to mitigate effectively, it may require contingency
planning to deal with the risk in case the risk occurs (it may also be
possible to insure against this).

•

Terminating the risk – It is not always possible to eliminate a risk but it may
be possible to stop the activity giving rise to the risk.

•

Treating the risk – There may be an appropriate way to constrain it to an
acceptable level.

•

Taking advantage of the risk to gain a potential benefit – This is done in
conjunction with the above actions, as whilst the risk might pose a threat to
the organisation, there may be opportunities to be exploited from it.

•

Transferring the risk – Either through insurance or working in partnership
with another organisation.

5.3

The continual development of risk registers takes place to facilitate opportunities
and to reduce duplication between departments in identifying and managing
overlapping risks whilst providing opportunities for shared learning across the
organisation.

5.4

The risk management action plan details actions and targets which will ensure that
all opportunities are maximised, the likelihood of risks occurring are minimised and
the impact of any consequences are reduced. This plan ensures that the ongoing
monitoring and reporting arrangements at all levels are maintained and
incorporates risk management into the culture of the organisation.

5.5

The risk template below will be used to report, monitor and control each risk:

Risk number

Strategic / Operational / Emerging

Delivery Plan:

Business Objective:

Mitigation
status /
Direction of
Travel

Unmitigated
(inherent)
Probability

Unmitigated
(inherent)
Impact

Unmitigated
(inherent) Risk
Rating

Current
(residual)
Probability

Current
(residual)
Impact

Current
(residual)
Risk Rating

Target
(residual)
Probability

Target
(residual)
Impact

Target Risk
Rating

On Target

Likely 4

Major 4

Red 16

Likely 4

Serious 3

Amber 12

Unlikely 2

Serious 3

Green 6

Risk
Causes
Risk rating
justification

Consequences

•
[why have we rated the risk as above? Name the risk category]
Mitigations / Controls Currently in Place

•

Responsibility:

•

Additional Planned Mitigating Actions (and owner)
•

Input from:

Target date
/owner for
Actions

Target Outcome (ie
effect of actions on risk
rating)
[what will the mitigating
actions deliver? Will they
deliver the target risk
rating?]

Date risk recognised:

Date risk last reviewed:

A2.6 Risk Control and Escalation
6.1

High scoring risks are monitored at the Corporate Management Team meetings
and decisions on escalation of risks are fed back down. Risks added to the
Strategic Risk Register and red and amber Operational risks are monitored by the
Finance & Audit Committee.

6.2

Risk management needs to be embedded throughout the organisation and each
individual needs to understand their role in the process of managing risk.
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1.

Policy Statement

1.1

Colchester Borough Homes (CBH) recognises that effective risk management is
required in order to meet our company objectives as laid out in our six strategic
delivery plans. Implementing and maintaining a good risk management system
will ensure good governance, strategic planning, effective decision making,
budgeting, compliance and enable robust performance management.

1.2

We are committed to the identification, evaluation and management of strategic,
operational and emerging risks both internal and external to the organisation. We
are committed to adopting best practice in the management of risk to ensure
retained risk is of an acceptable and tolerable level in order to maximise
opportunities whilst meeting the required standards of accountability, compliance
and transparency.

1.3

CBH is clear that the responsibility for managing risk belongs to everyone and that
there needs to be an appropriate level of understanding of the nature of risk by all
stakeholders. We will actively promote the principles of effective risk management
throughout the organisation.

1.4

This policy is supported by a risk management strategy and framework to ensure
consistency and a universal system of managing risk. This policy will be
reviewed every 3 years and the strategy and framework every year, to ensure
their continued effectiveness.

Dirk Paterson

Gareth Mitchell

Chair of the Board

Chief Executive
February 2020
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Introduction and Purpose

This policy sets out the principles underpinning our approach to risk management
and the roles & responsibilities of stakeholders. The policy is supported by a
strategy and a framework. The strategy is our plan to ensure effective risk
management is exercised throughout the organisation in order to achieve our
company objectives. The framework defines the system we will use to identify,
evaluate, manage and monitor the risks which affect our business.
3.

Risk Definition

3.1

Risk is defined as the effect of uncertainty on an organisation’s objectives.

3.2

Risk management is the process of ascertaining what might go wrong, the
likelihood of the event happening, the impact on the company’s objectives and
deciding how best to minimise threats and maximise opportunities.

4.

Objectives

4.1

The policy objectives for managing risk are to:
•

Assist the organisation in achieving its strategic delivery plan objectives;

•

Support staff in their responsibilities for carrying out risk management and
communicate the benefits of risk management;

•

Protect physical assets, promote employee safety, protect our reputation,
minimise financial loss and deliver excellent customer services;

•

Embed risk management within our business processes in order to
minimise threats and maximise opportunities;

•

Promote good governance;

•

Create an environment and culture throughout the organisation where all
staff assume responsibility for managing risk.

5.

Risk Management Strategy

5.1

It will be the Director of Business Improvement role to ensure the strategy is
implemented. The strategy’s action plan will include the resourcing, training and
embedding of the risk management framework within the organisation.

5.2

The Board will set the organisation’s risk appetite which will be applied to the
evaluation and management of all risk types. This will enable staff to recognise
the significance of risks they identify, understand the implications to the
organisation and escalate the mitigating actions as necessary.

5.3

Risk assurance will be provided through:
• Effective business processes;
• the organisation’s team of auditors;
• Internal Audit;
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External Audit; and
The Finance & Audit Committee.

Internal Audit will develop an Assurance Map and an Audit Plan to indicate
sources of assurance and review the effectiveness of controls in place.
6.

Risk Management Framework

6.1

A robust framework will support this policy and will detail:
•

Our approach – the process we will use to manage risk;

•

Risk governance – the accountability structure we will use to embed an
effective risk framework;

•

Risk identification and scoring – how we will identify the risk type, the
scoring and application of appetite and the method of mitigating the risk to
an acceptable level;

•

Risk monitoring and reporting – our process for monitoring progress of the
mitigating actions against the target score, reporting the direction of travel
of risks and the overall risk heatmap. Reporting the effectiveness of our
risk management.

6.2

Each strategic delivery plan lead will maintain a risk register of the strategic,
operational and emerging risks in their area of responsibility. Strategic risks will be
collated and reviewed by the Board and scrutinised by the Finance & Audit (F&A)
Committee. Red and Amber operational risks will be reviewed and scrutinised by
the F&A Committee.

7.

Roles and Responsibilities

7.1

The Board will:
• Approve and adopt the Risk Management Policy, Strategy and Framework;
•

Instruct the Director of Business Improvement to ensure that risk
management is embedded throughout the organisation;

•

Delegate the responsibility to the Finance & Audit Committee for the review
and scrutiny of the strategic risk register and the red & amber risks on the
operational risk register;

•

Determine the risk appetite of the organisation for each risk type;

•

Contribute towards identification of strategic and emerging risks;

•

Review the Strategic risk register at each Board meeting;

•

Actively consider the risk management implications contained within all
reports;
Gain an understanding of risk management and its benefits which includes
attending relevant training.

•
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7.2

7.3

The Finance & Audit Committee will:
• Review and recommend to Board any updates to the Risk Management
Policy, Strategy and/or Framework;
•

Monitor the effectiveness of the risk management arrangements across the
organisation.

•

Review and scrutinise the strategic risk register and the red & amber risks
on the operational risk register;

•

Conduct deep dives into relevant risks to gain a wider understanding and
provide guidance to risk owners;

•

Monitor the implementation of the risk management strategy and the
effectiveness of the framework;

•

Approve the Internal Audit Plan.

The External Audit team will:
• Report to F&A and the Board the CBH financial statements and give their
findings and audit opinion;
•

7.4

7.5

The Internal Audit team will:
• Develop, present to F&A and then implement the annual Internal Audit
plan;
•

Conduct an organisational assurance mapping exercise annually to
highlight where further controls are required;

•

Provide an independent review of the corporate approach to risk
management and compliance;

•

Contribute to the accuracy and integrity of the strategic risk register (as part
of the risk-based approach to audit);

•

Provide an opinion as part of its annual assurance statement on whether
the assurance/risk management process is fit for purpose.

The CBH Audit team will:
• Develop auditors from across the organisation;
•

7.6

Provide a source of external assurance on the operation of internal
controls.

Conduct risk-based assurance audits throughout the organisation to
compliment the Internal Audit teams audit plan.

The Corporate Management Team will:
• Ensure risk management is embedded throughout CBH;
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•

Recommend a Risk Management Policy, Strategy and Framework to the
F&A Committee;

•

Lead on the identification and management of strategic, operational and
emerging risks;

•

Review strategic risks and operational risks to ascertain any red risks to be
brought to the appropriate committee.

•

Ensure adherence to the Risk Management Policy Framework and the
implementation of the Risk Management Strategy;

•

To communicate the principles of risk management into the culture of CBH;

•

Ensure risk management is a regular item on departmental management
team meeting agendas;

•

Maintain an understanding of risk management and its benefits which
includes attending relevant training;

•

Establish training requirements of managers in relation to all aspects of risk
management (where relevant).

The Heads of Service will:
• Identify, evaluate and record risks which could affect the achievement of
any strategic delivery plan objective;
•

Maintain awareness of and promote the approved risk management policy
and strategy to all relevant staff;

•

Ensure risk management is a standard item on team meeting agendas;

•

Monitor the progress of risk mitigation and update the risk register monthly.

The Director of Business Improvement will:
• Provide a focus for and coordinate risk management activities throughout
CBH;
•

Maintain the Risk Management Policy, Strategy and Framework documents
so that they reflect best practice and meets our needs;

•

Proactively identify and manage risk opportunities in accordance with best
practice;

•

Maintain the Risk Management Framework so that it reflects best practice
and enables us to satisfy the requirements of any external assessment the
company is subject to;

•

Monitor the progress of mitigating actions against the target score of the
risk;
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Communicate and provide risk management guidance and training to staff
of to raise staff awareness and ensure effectives controls are in place.
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REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD
DATE:

27 February 2020

TIME:

5.30 pm

VENUE:

Worsnop House, Old Heath Road, CO1 2ES

AGENDA ITEM:

07

SUBJECT:

Capital Investment Programme 2020/21

REPORT BY:

Matthew Armstrong, Director of Business Improvement
 (01206) 506917
 matthew.armstrong@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR DECISION
1.

Decision Required

1.1

That the Board welcomes the decision by CBC to accept the proposed fiveyear Housing Revenue Account (HRA) Capital Investment Programme (CIP)
2020-2025 submitted to the Council by CBH. Board notes the Council’s
approved HRA Capital Medium Term Financial Forecast (CMTFF) as set out
at Appendix A.

1.2

That the Board direct officers to implement the 2020/21 programme in
accordance with the requirements of the Council and the Medium-Term
Delivery Plan.

2.

Purpose of Report

2.1

This report sets out for Board Members the outcome of the Council’s
consideration and formal decision making regarding the proposed five-year
Capital Investment Programme 2020-2025 submitted to the Council by CBH
following the Board resolution on 9th December 2019.

2.2

This report provides details of the funding statements and sources of income
considered by the Council when making its decisions. It also recommends
that the Board accepts and implements the decisions of the Council.

3.

Background & Content

3.1

At its cabinet meeting on 29th January 2020, the Council approved in detail
the 2020/21 CIP and noted the CMTFF which provides an indication of the
potential expenditure requirements and funding sources for the years 2021/22
to 2024/25.

3.2

At its meeting on 9th December 2019, the Board resolved to submit a draft
HRA CIP 2020-2025 to the Council for consideration and approval through the

Council’s budget setting process. Board also requested to receive a further
report in February 2020 regarding the overall budget-setting decisions in
respect of the draft submission.
3.3

Each year as part of the process to agree the Council’s revenue and capital
estimates the Cabinet is required to agree the allocations to the Capital
Investment Programme. These allow for work to be undertaken to maintain,
improve and refurbish the housing stock and its environment.

3.4

Members agreed to accept the proposed 5-year CIP in principle as the
framework for procuring housing related planned works, improvements,
responsive and void works and cyclical maintenance.

3.5

It was also agreed that the proposed 5-year CIP would be linked to the Asset
Management Strategy (AMS) and reviewed annually in the light of available
resources for each annual allocation to continue to be brought to Cabinet for
approval as part of the overall CIP report.

3.6

Board Members should note that the decisions of Cabinet have resulted in the
adoption of the HRA CIP. This Programme was submitted to the Council as a
result of the Board decision on 9th December 2019.

4.

Key Issues for 2020/21

4.1

This will be the first year when rent increases will resume following the
Governments imposed rent reduction of 1% (year on year) from 2016/17 to
2019/20. Rents will increase in 2020/21 by the Consumer Price Index (CPI) +
1%.

4.2

This is the ninth year of HRA Self-Financing and the continued investment in
the housing stock and other projects is reflected in this report.

4.3

This report is considered as part of agreeing the HRA estimates as the
funding for the CIP, which covers capital investment in the housing stock and
is very much linked to the overall level of resources for housing.

4.4

The abolition of the debt cap now means there is no limit on the amount of
HRA debt the Council can hold, only that the debt must be affordable and
managed in accordance with the prudential borrowing code. The Council is
statutorily responsible for self-managing its long-term indebtedness.

5.

Risk Management

5.1

The outcome of this report will be to implement and deliver the Capital
programme for 2020/21. The risks related to the delivery is set out in the
MTDP Risk Register under:
Housing Asset Management – % of capital program elements completed
on time
4a. Risk: Procurement process overruns.

4b. Risk: Contractor under performs and does not complete works or
work is substandard and requires making good by a second
contractor .
4c. Risk: Contractor cannot get access to properties either because
tenants not given sufficient notice or tenants refuse works/access.
All risks have been mitigated to a green status.
6.

HR Implications

6.1

None.

7.

Legal Implications

7.1

None.

8.

Financial Implications

8.1

As set out in the report.

9.

Value for Money

9.1

Opportunities exist through procurement and a large proportion of the CIP
2020/21 will require tendering. Procurement will be undertaken in conjunction
with CBC with high value works procured in CBC’s name and the lower value
works in CBH’s name.

10.

Health & Safety Implications

10.1 There are no Health and Safety implications arising directly from the
recommendations of the report. However, budget provision has been
identified that will facilitate the ongoing management of Fire safety, Legionella
and Asbestos in occupied properties and common areas.
11.

Equality & Diversity Implications

11.1 An impact assessment has been prepared and can be viewed through the
following link:
http://www.colchester.gov.uk/article/12743/Commercial-Services
12.

Residents at the Heart

12.1 The Council conducted the bi-annual STAR survey through ARP Research in
April 2018 and will run it again in late 2020, with the specific aim of obtaining
customer feedback through a survey of general needs and sheltered tenants
and leaseholders. There was an increased response rate from tenants and
leaseholders on previous surveys. Questions were centred on performance,
tenant satisfaction with their homes, neighbourhood and services. The survey
also attempted to identify tenants’ priorities on where we focus the provision
of non-statutory services.

12.2 In April 2018, the Council updated its Asset Management Strategy for the
period 2018-22. Consultation with tenants and leaseholders took place around
the priorities for this new strategy. A further update is planned for October
2020.
12.3 It should also be noted that thorough consultation will be carried out with
tenants and leaseholders affected by any works to properties or areas as a
result of the works programmes proposed within this report.
12.4 All procurement related to works within this report will also include a section
on how contractors working for CBC and CBH can provide social value to the
Borough. Projects and requirements will be consulted on prior to a contract
being tender and the social value will be measured throughout the contract
using the Housing Association Charitable Trust (HACT) model.
13.

Decision Required?

13.1 Yes
14.

Appendix

14.1 The following document is appended to this report:
07a Appendix 1 – HRA Capital Medium Term Financial Forecast – 2020/21 to
2024/25

HRA Capital Medium Term Financial Forecast – 2020/21 to 2024/25
Expenditure

Notes

Appendix A

Stock Investment Programme etc

2020/21
£’000
8,637

2021/22
£’000
7,338

2022/23
£’000
8,569

2023/24
£’000
11,439

2024/25
£’000
9,330

Sheltered Accommodation Review

740

4,593

3,925

-

-

Adaptations

696

689

700

724

771

Stock Investment Sub - Total

10,073

12,620

13,194

12,163

10,101

New Build

9,950

16,068

10,982

2,875

-

Acquisitions

6,500

6,600

6,151

6,214

-

140

61

62

64

66

Other Works Sub - Total

16,590

22,729

17,195

9,153

66

Total Programme

26,663

35,349

30,389

21,316

10,167

2020/21
£’000
6,000

2021/22
£’000
6,193

2022/23
£’000
6,411

2023/24
£’000
6,598

2024/25
£’000
6,628

2,716

3,314

3,216

3,267

3,539

250

-

-

-

-

Retained RTB Receipts Reserve

2,820

4,583

2,297

1,927

-

New Borrowing

14,877

21,259

18,465

9,524

-

Total Funding

26,663

35,349

30,389

21,316

10,167

ICT

Resources

Notes

Major Repairs Reserve
Revenue Contribution to Capital
Capital Receipts

Stock Rationalisation
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SUBJECT:

Communication Plan 2020-22

REPORT BY:

Gareth Mitchell
 (01206) 282919
 Gareth.mitchell@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR INFORMATION
1.

Purpose of Report
To provide the opportunity for the Board to comment on the CBH
Communications Plan 2020-22.

2.

Background & Content
Recent feedback from key stakeholders and Board Members has highlighted
the need for an increased focus on proactive communications. As a result of
this feedback, a Communications Plan for the period 2020-22 has been
developed to guide communications activity and to ensure CBH key messages
are clear and are being reinforced at every possible opportunity.
The attached plan (Appendix 1) seeks to provide a focus and structure for
communications activity in support of the CBH Strategic Plan and company
priorities over the coming months.

3.

Risk Management

3.1

An effective approach to both proactive and reactive communications is an
essential part of managing and mitigating reputational risks to the company.

4.

HR Implications

4.1

None

5.

Legal Implications

5.1

None

6.

Financial Implications

6.1

Any financial implications of an increased focus on communications will need
to be considered on an ongoing basis by the Corporate Management Team.

There are no financial implications, however, arising from the activities
identified in this version of the plan.
7.

Value for Money

7.1

None

8.

Health & Safety Implications

8.1

The Plan identifies the importance of communications to residents and
stakeholders on the company’s compliance activities, including those which
relate to health and safety.

9.

Equality & Diversity Implications

9.1

None

10.

Residents at the Heart

10.1 Residents are one of the key audiences identified in the Communications
Plan.
11.

Appendix

11.1 The following document is appended to this report:
•

Appendix 1 – CBH Communication Plan 2020

Colchester Borough Homes
Communications Plan
2020-22

Story:
Colchester Borough Homes (CBH) is a company set up in 2003 by Colchester
Borough Council (CBC) to provide housing and property services to the local
community.
We deliver services to the Council’s 6,000 tenants and 1,000 leaseholders, including
taking responsibility for the management and maintenance of the homes they live in.
We provide property maintenance services for the Council’s operational property
portfolio, and design and construction management services to assist the Council in
delivering regeneration and construction projects. We also deliver the housing advice
and homelessness service for the Borough.
We employ over 200 staff who are committed to delivering great value services that
make a difference in the communities we serve.
We seek to always place our residents at the heart of what we do and aim to be the
trusted choice for local housing, property and community services.
Communications Plan Outline:
The Communications Plan demonstrates how we will share and promote our strategic
ambitions and our achievements with tenants, leaseholders, other customers, and key
stakeholders. It is imperative that all communications can be linked back to our plan
and key messages.
Our overall aim is to demonstrate how we’re delivering great value services that make
a difference by being the trusted choice for local housing, property and community
services in the borough of Colchester.
We will measure success through a focus on customer satisfaction, value for money
and positive outcomes in the community. To achieve this aim we have the following
supporting plans:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customer Plan
Value for money and Technology Plan
People Plan
Business Development Plan
Leadership Plan
Community Plan

We will also seek to ensure that our own strategic direction always aligns closely with
the Council’s Strategic Plan and emerging priorities. The Council’s current strategic
plan focuses on Growth, Responsibility, Opportunity and Wellbeing:
•
•
•

Growth – Ensuring all residents benefit from the growth of the borough.
Responsibility – Encouraging everyone to do their bit to make our borough
even better.
Opportunity – Promoting and improving Colchester and its environment.
2

•

Wellbeing – Making Colchester an even better place to live and supporting
those who need the most help.

We also need to consider the wider national context when delivering communications,
which within the timespan of this strategy means the following government policy
areas:
•
•
•
•

The forthcoming Social Housing White Paper.
The Grenfell Public Inquiry findings.
Developments in regulation against the Regulator of Social Housing’s
Consumer Standards.
Other policy developments.

Communications objectives:
Our communications objectives fall into two categories. To ensure we’re achieving our
objectives, we will:
Listen and respond to customers:
a) Regularly consult the results from the STAR survey (Survey of Tenants
and Residents) to understand the key issues tenants and residents want
addressing.
b) Encourage feedback and enquiries to be submitted to the Resident
Engagement Team. By listening to residents, we will ensure their views
are considered in all communication and marketing plans.
c) Communicate with stakeholders and members of Colchester Borough
Council in a more robust way and in the way that works best for them.
Promote a positive image:
a) Always create a positive image for CBH by promoting the work being
done to benefit tenants, leaseholders and communities.
b) Work in partnership with CBC to achieve CBH’s strategic goals and
maintain a positive reputation of both CBC and CBH.

3

Key messages:
To assist CBH in achieving its strategic ambitions, we will ensure that all our
communications support one or more of the following key messages:
1. We provide great value services that make a difference
We deliver critical public services for the Council and we perform well, despite our
benchmarked costs versus other housing providers being low. We are a visible
presence and force for good in the communities we work in.
2. We demonstrate good governance that gives assurance to the Council
Our company governance arrangements provide a critical level of scrutiny and
monitoring of the services we deliver, something that the Council and residents can
be reassured by.
3. We’re arms-length but fully aligned with CBC strategic priorities
We represent the very best of public service delivery, with clear accountability to
our parent council, and with the flexibility and focus that comes from being a
specialist provider of housing, property and community services.
4. We seek to be the trusted choice for local housing, property and community
services
Housing, property and community is what we do, and you can trust us to do what
we say we will, and to be there when needed.
5. We seek to place residents at the heart of what we do and be rooted in
communities
The voice of the resident permeates our company – from the boardroom to the
frontline – our customers and communities are why we exist.
Audiences:
Our key audiences are those who we work closest with. These include:
•
•
•

•
•

Tenants and Leaseholders
Other customers
Colchester Borough Council
o Portfolio Holder for Housing
o Ward councillors
o Cabinet members
o Group leaders
o Lead officers
Members of Parliament
Local media

We will primarily leverage our membership of the National Federation of ALMO’s
(NFA) and the work of their policy team to ensure our voice is heard at a government
and national level.
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Methods of communication we will use:
Listed below are the methods we will use to implement this plan:
External media:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Maintain a high level of proactive and reactive communication with local and
regional media.
Proactively promote CBH’s projects that have an impact on residents and
communities.
Work with CBC to support their initiatives, when appropriate.
Monitor all media enquiries, responses and coverage to achieve balanced
media coverage and protect CBH’s and CBC’s reputation.

Website:
a)
b)
c)

Ensure service pages are correct and up-to-date.
Promote self-service for tenants and leaseholders so they can have a
positive experience of CBH’s services.
Publish stories on the news section that demonstrate CBH’s commitment to
putting customers, leaseholders and communities first.

Print Marketing:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Continue producing Housing News and Views magazine for tenants and
leaseholders. Use it as a platform to promote community news and the
support from stakeholders.
Produce reports e.g. Annual Report to highlight achievements and key
statistics from the previous year.
Produce supportive material for customer and engagement projects.
Where possibly, use recycled paper to support Colchester Borough Council’s
environmental policies.

Social Media:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Have two-way communication with customers, stakeholders and staff.
Post proactive content demonstrating how tenants, leaseholders and
communities are benefitting from CBH’s services and projects that support
the strategic plans.
Share content from stakeholders and staff that support and promote a
positive culture in CBH.
Continue promoting partnerships with agreed organisations by sharing
content which involves CBH residents, staff and stakeholders.
Review successful content and work on having a focused social media plan
throughout the year.

Internal Communications:
a)

Deliver a quarterly staff e-newsletter that shows we’re listening to staff
feedback, promoting a positive culture and working towards achieving CBH’s
strategic goals.
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b)

c)

Send quarterly e-brief to councillors and stakeholders so they’re aware of
stories regarding resident and stakeholder engagement, and stories that
external media pushed. Focus on stories that promote supporting community
and value for money goals.
Ensure Board members receive communications and marketing so they’re
aware of methods being used.

Activity:
The following table demonstrates how the key messages can support CBH’s key priorities
over the next three years. The priorities support one or more of the key messages, and all
activities undertaken must benefit one of these.
Priorities

Future activities to support

•

Promotion of our performance against the HouseMark
benchmark which demonstrates good performance and
low cost versus other East of England housing providers.
Delivery of provisions in the Homelessness Reduction
Act through the Housing Options service
Communication on our compliance arrangements to
tenants and leaseholders through Housing News and
Views and our Annual Report and to councillors through
the quarterly eBrief
New compliance reporting arrangements for Board and
CBC Client team
Delivering a proactive Rough Sleeper Outreach service

•

Promote Peer Mentoring scheme

•

Continue supporting Streetlink

•

Playing a central role in supporting the Council to deliver
new council homes
Re-development of the Mercury Theatre
Delivering the Lighting of the Walls project

•
Performance
and cost

•
•

Compliance

•
Homelessness
and rough
sleeping
Role in new
build

•

CBC projects
Community
safety,
including ASB
& Partnership
work
Resident
Insight and
Engagement

•
•
•
•
•

•

Continue maintenance of the council’s operational
buildings, Town Hall and Colchester Castle.
Working with Essex Police to tackle Cuckooing and
County Lines.
Promoting ASB team and how they can help fight hate
crimes in communities
Support community projects such as Box Smart, a boxing
initiative that engages with young, vulnerable residents to
take up boxing and have a positive focus.
Continue holding resident engagement events such as
Make A Difference Days and Resident Panel.

Key
Messages
supported*

1 and 4
3 and 5
All
2 and 3
1, 3 and 5
3 and 4

1, 3 and 4

3, 4 and 5
1, 3, 4 and
5

1 and 5

*Numbers reflect Key messages from page 4
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How we will measure success:
By looking at the strategic communications aims and objectives, we can determine
successful communications with the following:
a) Reviewing the STAR survey and see how the delivery of the communication
strategy is working with CBH’s strategic goals to ensure tenant and leaseholder
satisfaction remains high and provides CBH and CBC with a positive image.
b) Work with the Resident Involvement Team to acknowledge residents’ views
throughout the year and see how communications can best support resident
engagement events going forward.
c) Monitor media coverage, review relationship and continue to work closely with
local media outlets to find the best ways of gaining positive coverage.
d) Analyse statistics of digital platforms to see what engagement there is across
the website, social media and e-newsletters.
e) Work with stakeholders and councillors to see if communications is meeting
their expectations.
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FOR DECISION

1

1.

Decision Required

1.1

This report is asking the Board to approve the new Resident Engagement
Plan 2020-23.

2.

Purpose of Report

2.1

The Resident Engagement (RE) Plan sets out Colchester Borough Homes’
commitment and governance in respect of resident engagement, continuing to
place residents at the heart of our business.

3.

Background & Content

3.1

The Resident Engagement Plan replaces the previous Resident Insight and
Engagement Strategy 2016-19.
The Regulator of Social Housing’s Tenant Involvement and Empowerment
Standard 1 requires us to demonstrate that we provide choice, information and
communication that is appropriate to the diverse needs of our tenants; and
have an approach to complaints that is clear and simple to access; that
ensures complaints are resolved promptly politely and fairly.
Our new Plan seeks to build stronger working relationships with our involved
residents, to deliver quality and accessible services. It also supports the CBH
Strategic Plan 2017-22.

3.2

Key achievements of the Resident Insight and Engagement Strategy 2016-19
• Developed the Residents Panel and scrutiny of services
• Demonstrated outcomes of engagement with annual report of impact
assessments

Regulatory standards – www.gov.uk/regulatory-standards

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Doorstep surveys – listening to tenant's views and acting on them
Let's get digital campaign and training for tenants delivered
Developed and supported Greenstead tenant panel – focussing on
local neighbourhood issues
Supported residents' associations – Grymes Dyke and Enoch House
Developed Customer Insight Dashboard
Community Initiative grant funding has supported local community
groups.
Working in partnership with C360 to deliver volunteer opportunities for
our tenants
Worked with Signpost to develop back to work pathways for tenants
Developed and implemented Chief Executive annual tenant roadshows
– listening to tenant's views and acting on them
Tenants reading panel have reviewed and suggested improvements to
CBH documents e.g. rent letter templates and repairs guide.

4.

Our Vision

4.1

The Resident Engagement Plan sets out how we aim to further develop and
embed engagement through:
•
•
•

Insight – the capacity to gain an accurate and deep understanding of
someone or something
Influence – the capacity to have an effect on the development of
behaviour of someone or something, or the effect itself
Impact – have an effect on someone or something

4.2

Recognising that improving the ways in which we engage with customers is a
journey and one of continuous improvement, utilising customer insight will
help us to make more informed decisions when designing and or improving
services.

4.3

Increasing opportunities for our residents to influence decisions on how we
deliver services empowers local communities. By delivering resident focussed
services we can maximise our impact and expect to increase overall
satisfaction.

5.

Risk Management

5.1

The Governance of Resident Engagement is scheduled in the Management
Agreement. A liaison protocol has been developed between Colchester
Borough Council and Colchester Borough Homes. The protocol makes
specific reference to how Colchester Borough Homes provides opportunities
for customers to become involved.

5.2

Progress with the implementation of this plan will be reported to Tenants,
Board and Colchester Borough Council in an annual document and presented
to tenants at the Annual General Meeting.

5.3

The achievement of the objectives in the Resident Engagement Plan is a key
component of the Company’s Strategic Plan and as such will be reflected in
the development of the company’s revised risk management framework.
6.

HR Implications

6.1

None

7.

Legal Implications

7.1

Regulatory standards contain specific expectations and the outcomes that
housing providers are expected to achieve. Boards and local authority
councillors who govern service delivery are responsible for meeting the
relevant standards and determining how this is done.
The Consumer Standards apply to all registered providers including local
authorities, and therefore through delegation to CBH. The Regulator of
Social Housing’s role is to set the consumer standards and to intervene where
failure to meet the standards has caused, or could have caused, serious harm
to tenants.
The Tenant Involvement and Empowerment standard sets out requirements
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/regulatory-standards

8.

Financial Implications

8.1

The Resident Engagement Plan is supported with an annual budget of £35k
and an annual grant funding budget of £40k. These budgets support local
groups, community initiatives and our engagement activities.

9.

Value for Money

9.1

The Resident Engagement Plan key driver is to improve customer satisfaction
which will deliver value for money services. Completion of impact
assessments on resident engagement opportunities and activities across the
organisation will monitor and report value for money.

10.

Health & Safety Implications

10.1 The Resident Engagement Plan will ensure good governance in assessing
our compliance with the consumer standards, ensuring we engage and give
tenants the opportunity to make their views known. This will include matters
relating to fire safety and the home standard.
11.

Equality & Diversity Implications

11.1 An Equality Impact Assessment has been completed alongside this plan. We
continue to ensure that all our customer engagement opportunities are
aligned to our Equality Duty ensuring equality of access to opportunities to

influence. We are completing equality and diversity data as part of the
evaluation of all resident activities and projects.
12.

Residents at the Heart

12.1 Whilst developing this plan we have asked questions and listened to what is
important to our residents. We held a task and finish group that was facilitated
by the Tenant Participation Advisory Service.
We also sent out an electronic survey to 3200 tenants who have provided us
with an e-mail address and received 262 responses. The STAR survey 2018
results and feedback have also been considered. After listening to our
tenants, we have created our commitments which are included within this
plan.
13.
13.1
14.

Decision Required?
Yes – Approval of new Resident Engagement Plan
Appendices

14.1 The following document/s is/are appended to this report:
•
•
•

Appendix 1 – Resident Engagement Plan
Appendix 2 – Resident Engagement Action Plan
Appendix 3 – Resident Engagement Survey and comments

RESIDENT
Engagement
PLAN
2020 – 2023

Opening wording

from Chief Exec, Gareth Mitchell

I am pleased to be able to share with you our new Resident
Engagement Plan for 2020 – 2023. This exciting three-year
plan sets out our commitments to you, and aims to make
sure everyone at Colchester Borough Homes (CBH) considers
your needs when delivering services. It will also give you more
opportunities to influence how we deliver our services. This
plan demonstrates not only the importance of listening to your
views but also how we communicate with you, and it forms an
important part of our overall plans as an organisation.

CONTENTS

3 - Introduction
4 - Insight
6 - influence
8 - impact
10 - the governance of customer engagement
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RESIDENT ENGAGEMENT PLAN

Introduction
The Resident Engagement Plan 2020-2023 replaces the
previous Resident Insight & Engagement Strategy
2016-2019. Our new plan seeks to build stronger
working relationships with our involved customers
and deliver a quality service that meets your needs.
While developing this plan, we have asked questions
and listened to what is important to you. A Task & Finish
Group has been facilitated by TPAS (Tenant Participation
Advisory Service) and we also sent out an electronic
survey to those who have provided us with an e-mail
address, which provided over 250 responses. Consideration
has been given to the Consumer Standards as set out
by The Regulator of Social Housing. An Equality Impact

Assessment has also been carried out to ensure this plan
does not discriminate against those protected under the
Equalities Act 2010.
After listening to your views, we have created our
commitments which form this plan. A more detailed
action plan sits behind each commitment and we will
provide you with updates on progress at our Annual
General Meeting (AGM), and through our Annual Report.

OUR VISION
We plan to deliver on the commitments set out within this
plan through insight, influence and impact. We recognise
that improving the ways in which we engage with customers
is a journey, and one of continuous improvement.
Customer Insight allows us to understand who our
customers are, what they need and what they think
about CBH and its services. By using this insight, we
can make informed decisions when designing services.
Increasing opportunities for our customers to influence
decisions on how we deliver these services empowers local
communities. By delivering customer-focused services, we
can maximise our impact.

Through meeting the commitments set out within
the Resident Engagement Plan, we expect to improve
your overall satisfaction with CBH. We will monitor our
progress against the STAR survey (Survey for Tenants and
Residents’ Transactions).
Thank you to those who contributed towards this plan.
We look forward to working with you to deliver on our
commitments over the coming years.

2020 – 2023
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Insight

4

1.

 e are committed to improving customer
W
satisfaction. By focussing more closely on
specific areas of the business and listening
to your experiences, we will make positive
changes to the way we deliver services.

2.

We will provide more ways for you to share your
experiences of our services, helping us listen to you.
As well as the existing methods of feedback such
as STAR (Survey of Tenants and Residents), we will
introduce more online methods through social media
or e-mail surveys, as well as increasing face-to-face
communication while out in our communities.

RESIDENT ENGAGEMENT PLAN

Commitments

3.

We will ensure that we understand and
can respond to the diverse needs of our
customers. Through improvements in I.T
systems and ongoing staff training, we
will provide a more personalised service to
improve your overall experience with us.

4.

 e will continue to develop and
W
improve the ways in which we
use customer feedback, to both
promote good practice as well
as learning from our mistakes.

2020 – 2023
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Influence

6

Commitments

1.

We are committed to improving access for
you to influence our services, as well as
increasing the number and diversity of our
involved customers. This helps us to deliver
services that meet individual needS.

2.

We are committed to building on the
foundations of the Resident panel, giving
you the opportunity to review and
scrutinise our services.
RESIDENT PANEL

RESIDENT ENGAGEMENT PLAN

3.

We will share with you the impact
that our engagement activities
have had each year.

4.

We are committed to ensuring that
our involved customers feel that they
have the necessary skills to influence
services. We will achieve this through
training and development opportunities.

5.

We want to provide you with reassurance
that we are listening to your views and
that you influence our services. Therefore,
our ambition is to have our approach to
engagement externally accredited.
2020 – 2023
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Impact

8

1.

We are committed to connecting and supporting
local communities within Colchester. We will
continue to invite local groups and community
projects to apply for funding through the
Community Fund, consulting with involved
customers to agree how funds are allocated.

2.

We have a dedicated budget that will
support us to deliver our commitments
within this plan.

RESIDENT ENGAGEMENT PLAN

3.

We will continue to deliver our
Make A Difference Day campaign,
with more emphasis being placed
on face-to-face communication
and listening to your views.

4.

We will continue to celebrate
residents who make a difference
within their communities, while
tackling any stigma towards
social housing.

5.

We are committed to maintaining
close links with communities
and will help to respond to
any emerging issues or trends.

2020 – 2023
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THE GOVERNANCE OF CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT
INVOLVED TENANTS & LEASEHOLDERS

CONSULTATION & COMMUNICATION

Quality Assurance advisors

TASK & FINISH GROUPS

LEASEHOLDER GROUP

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

EQUALITY AMBASSADORS

CUSTOMER INSIGHT

SHELTERED QUALITY
ASSURANCE ADVISORS

EVENTS

READING & MEDIA PANEL

COMMUNITY BUDGET
ALLOCATIONS

A liaison protocol has been developed between
Colchester Borough Council and Colchester Borough
Homes, which is a schedule to the management
agreement adopted by the two organisations.
The protocol makes specific reference to how
Colchester Borough Homes provides opportunities
for customers to become involved.
The chart sets out the opportunities of becoming
involved with Colchester Borough Homes.
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RESIDENT ENGAGEMENT PLAN

SHELTERED AGMS
MEDIA – HOUSING NEWS & VIEWS,
WEBSITE, SOCIAL MEDIA, PRESS

RESIDENT
PANEL

CBH
BOARD

RESIDENT
INVOLVEMENT TEAm
& SERVICE AREAS
If you are interested in any
of these opportunities to get
involved, please contact Insight
& Engagement Officer Mark Healy
mark.healy@cbhomes.org.uk or
03300 538022

Contact us
Email: info@cbhomes.org.uk
Colchester Borough Homes
PO Box 7888
Colchester CO3 3YB
www.cbhomes.org.uk
Tel: 01206 282514

Visit us
Our office in Hawthorn Avenue, Greenstead,
Colchester has free car parking and is open
weekdays from 9am to 5pm.
At the Colchester Community Hub
The Library, Trinity Street, Colchester.

Find us on
Colchester Borough Homes
@ColBoroughHomes
Colchester Borough Homes

Resident Engagement Action Plan 2020-2023
Aims

Commitment

Actions

The Resident Panel to identify individual service areas that are receiving low scores with customer satisfaction.
Leadership Plan - Improving customer scrutiny
To introduce 'mystery shopping' within service areas in order to identify service improvements, feeding back to
customers what has changed as a result. Customer Plan – Creating Insight into our customers
1. We are committed to improving customer satisfaction. By
focussing more closely on specific areas of the business and
To set up Task and Finish Group following the Resident Panel identifying a specific service area with low customer
listening to your experiences, we will make positive changes to
satisfaction, inviting those affected customers in, to share their experience with us. With outcomes being fed back to
the way we deliver services.
the Resident Panel and via Comms to customers.
To increase the use of Engagement Impact Assessments. The Resident Engagement Officer to liaise with each
service area to increase the use of impact assessments across CBH.

Insight

2. We will provide more ways for you to share your
experiences of our services, helping us listen to you. As well
as the existing methods of feedback such as STAR (Survey of
Tenants and Residents), we will introduce more online
methods through social media or e-mail surveys, as well as
increasing face to face communication whilst out in our
communities.

To use quarterly Microsoft Forms 'Snapshot' surveys, (linked to STAR survey and use to measure customer charter).
to act as a 'heads up.' Service areas will receive results, with a Manager feeding back any changes to Engagement
Officer and Comms, to promote positive messages around how Insight has been used 'You said we did'.

To improve feedback to customers following STAR survey, not only sharing outcomes but an action plan setting out
how performance will be improved.
To implement a new Housing Management IT system that will improve the way in which we consider the individual
needs of customers. To recognise communication preferences and automate different communication methods
where a customer has identified a need. Value for Money & Technology Plan - Investing for the benefit of
customers and communities - Using technology to work smarter.

3. We will ensure that we understand and can respond to the
diverse needs of our customers. Through improvements in IT
systems and ongoing staff training we will provide you a more
personalised service to improve your overall experience with
us.

Channel shift with new Housing Management system, encouraging customers to utilise the online portal and giving
them access to our services at a time that suits them. Customer Plan - Improving access to services - Develop
Channel Shift plan tailored to customer needs and supported by enabling ICT investment and
implementation
Regular Equality & Diveristy training for staff, recognising changes within our tenant base. We will consider our
approach to vulnerable residents through staff training. People Plan - To enable our staff to perform and do the
best job possible
Through working with our partners we will promoting inclusion through a variety of platforms e.g. Our website is
assessible with translation services, conditions of tenancy in alternative language available on the website.
Community Plan - Working more effectively with partners
To develop the use of transactional surveys and promote service improvements through Comms. Customer Plan Creating Insight into our customers - Develop learning plan for complaints and other feedback routes.
Measuring performance against our Customer Charter (complaints v compliments). Link with mystery shopping.
Reporting complaints and trends through the Residents Panel, to feedback any recommendations and impact of
changes made.

4. We will continue to develop and improve the ways in which
we use customer feedback, to both promote good practice as
well as learning from our mistakes.

Raising awareness of social media use and improving information shared via social media. Suggestion of a monthly
e-newsletter.
To improve the structure of customer feedback within various communication streams. Compliments and complaints.
To create a dedicated Engagement area within Housing News & Views which provides a customer feedback
overview.
To introduce a regular e-newsletter that compliments our Comms. To include performance data and other
information as directed following consultation with customers.
To further develop the Customer Insight Dashboard and embed across with manager across CBH, creating an an
impact assessment to assist managers when evidencing service improvements.

Resident Engagement Action Plan 2020-2023
A panel of involved customers are to meet in order to review Community Fund applications in order to agree the
allocation of funds. Community Plan – Promote resilience - Supporting community led groups to promote
We are committed to connecting and supporting local
communities within Colchester. We will continue to invite local To draft a press release following each community Fund round.
groups and community projects to apply for funding through
the Community Fund, consulting with involved customers to
A review of the Community Fund to be completed as part of the Impact Assessment annual review.
agree how funds are allocated.

Impact

To complete a review of the application process in order to align with the new Resident Engagement Plan and CBH
strategic objectives.
We have a dedicated budget that will support us to deliver our Engagement officer to report on monthly spend to Housing Manager/Head of Housing
commitments within this strategy
To forecast expenditure of the Engagement budget and ensuring it achieves value for money is achieved.

We will continue to deliver our Make A Difference Day
campaign, with more emphasis being placed on face-to-face
communication and listening to your views.

Engagement surveys and face to face discussion to be the main focus of the make a difference day events.
Mnagers to ensure that frontline staff maximise opportunities for face to face conversations with our customers whilst
in the community.
To engage with our customers who take pride in their community and go the extra mile, with the Good Neighbour and
Garden Awards.

We will continue to celebrate residents who make a difference
within their communities, promoting the positive impact of
social housing.
To identify and complete applications in order to recognise standout involved customers in National Awards.

To deliver a further Box Smart programme for 2020. Community plan - Outcomes from a range of activities that
reduce social barriers and develop skills
To deliver a Let’s Get Digital campaign. Community Plan - Outcomes from a range of activities that reduce
social barriers and develop skills

We are committed to maintaining close links with communities
To commit to delivering Neighbourhood Tours on estates to help maintain relationships with local councillors and the
and will help to respond to any emerging issues or trends.
community. Coimmunity Plan - Raising awareness of our work in the community
To deliver our Make a Difference campaign and complete an outcome report at the end of each year. Community
Plan - To make a difference in our communities

Resident Engagement Action Plan 2020-2023
To understand barriers to engagement, and whether options to incentivise engagement e.g. younger tenants, would
be possible?
We are committed to improving access for you to influence our Further developing our use of social media and digital technology to increase opportunities for discussion with our
customers.
services, as well as increasing the number and diversity of our
involved customers. This helps us to deliver services that meet
To ensure that all engagement events are accessible to our customers. In terms of time, place and accessability.
individual need.
To review and improve how we are promoting existing and new engagement opportunities.

Influence

All service areas to ensure that any redesign of services includes opportunity for customer engagement and is
recorded with an engagement impact assessment.

We are committed to building on the foundations of the
Resident panel, giving you the opportunity to review and
scrutinise our services.

We will share with you the impact that our engagement
activities have had each year.

The Resident Panel to be tasked to complete a review of how we are currently measuring satisfaction.

To actively promote the benefits of engaging with the Resident Panel in order to encourage new attendees.

To complete a yearly Engagement Impact Assessment yearly report, demonstrating the overall impact of all
engagement activities, which are measured against our core commitments within the plan, as well as value for
money.
Inviting involved customers to attend Tenants Partcipation Advisory Service (TPAS) regional events.

To provide 2 training events each year for involved customers that are to be delivered on specific areas, to be
We are committed to ensuring that our involved customers feel identified throughout the life of the strategy.
that they have the necessary skills to influence services. We
To keep a record of our involved customers and the training and development they have received, to assist with their
will achieve this through training and development
personal development should they wish to progress to different levels of involvement with CBH.
opportunities.
To succession plan for future Board memerbership, ensuring that we identify involved customers who wish to
develop themselves in preparation for future Board membership.
We want to provide you with reassurance that we are listening
to your views and that you influence our services. Therefore,
our ambition is to have our approach to engagement externally
Seek to achieve external accreditation (Tenant Participation Advisory Service (TPAS), Housing Quality Network
accredited.
(HQN) or other) in Year 3 of the Plan's supporting action plan.

Resident Engagement Plan survey – Review of results
In January 2020 a survey was sent to the 2,500 e-mails addresses that we hold for tenants and
leaseholders, seeking their views on what is important to them when it comes to being involved with
Colchester Borough Homes. We received 262 responses from our residents, with a breakdown of
those responses provided below:

The final, optional free text final question asked, ‘what one difference do you feel CBH could make
to give you more influence in how we deliver services and what happens in your community?’ We
received 214 responses to this question. The key themes from responses were: 1. Listening.
a. Ask more questions, talk to residents more and take notice of concerns raised
b. Access to raise issues at a higher-level
c. More visible housing officer and more contact from them whilst on the estate
2. Communication and more information.
a. More regular updates on what is happening across CBH. Also on a local estate
level
b. Monthly e-mail newsletter that includes performance charts. More face-to-face
communication
c. Better use of social media, such as voting on ideas
3. Doing what we say we will do/being open and honest.
a. Concern that people are told things will happen and then receive no further
updates and actions are not followed up.
b. Receiving more regular feedback until a matter has been resolved.
There were also a number of positive comments, which included:
“I'm very happy with the services.”
“The service I have received has been beyond reproach it’s been excellent.”
“We are having already all what we need, a lovely house. Thanks for that opportunity.”
“I think the opportunities are in place.”
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SUBJECT:

Community Plan

REPORT BY:

Karen Loweman, Director of Operations
 (01206) 282805
 karen.loweman@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR INFORMATION
1.

Board members are requested to note the progress toward the expected
outcomes from the Community Plan (Appendix 1).

1.1

Performance measure:
The % of staff who feel that CBH has a positive impact in
the wider community.
Value of our social impact in the community

Target

85%
Measure

2018/19
outcome

2019/20
- Q3

£303k

£496k

84%

79%

Periodic staff surveys provide the information to report on staff perception of
our impact in the Community, which provides a “point in time” measure.
The next survey is due in February which will provide the outcome for 2019/20.
The value of our social impact in the community is measured through selected
indicators from the Housing Association Charitable Trust social value impact
bank.
1.2

Update to the Plan for 2020/21:
Many of the objectives within the plan requires ongoing work to retain
partnerships and awareness. However, we are proposing to continue to
develop the plan with the additional objective to Encourage responsibility for
the environment - examples will include supporting and educating residents
to increase recycling and reduce waste; educating residents to behave as
responsible citizens and encourage our staff and residents to reduce carbon
emission

2.

Purpose of Report

2.1

The report provides an update on the achievements of the Community Plan
2018-22, with a focus on achievements since the last report to the Board in
February 2019; and the progress to deliver the agreed action plan (Appendix
2).

3.

Background & Content

3.1

In September 2017 the Board agreed the new CBH Strategic Plan 2017-22.
The CBH Strategic Plan is underpinned by six delivery plans, one of which is
the Community Plan.

3.2

The Board requested that each of the delivery plans should be reviewed on an
annual basis to provide an opportunity for oversight of progress towards the
achievement of the plan objectives.

3.3

The Community Plan was approved by Board on 22 February 2018.

3.4

CBH’s overall ambition as set out in our Strategic Plan 2017-22 is to be the
Trusted choice for local housing, property and community services.

3.5

We plan to do this by serving our communities and delivering services that
are valued by our customers. Focusing on our community work will help us
develop the partnerships that deliver for our communities.

3.6

We will develop our headline measure of developing partnerships that deliver
for our communities by listening to our residents to identify local solutions.

3.7

The aims of the Community Plan are:
• To raise awareness of our work in the community
• To make a difference in our communities
• To bring together organisations and residents for the benefit of
the community

3.8

Our ambition by 2022 is to become a community-enabling leader for
Colchester.

3.9

A staff team who have volunteered to lead on actions are delivering the plan
and understand that to deliver this we will need to show that:
• Others recognise the difference that we make in the community
• We provide opportunities for residents to help themselves
• We contribute to better outcomes for our communities by working with
others

3.10 CBH manages more than 7,000 homes in Colchester, but we want to
demonstrate that we contribute more than our core landlord role.
3.11 We want to make neighbourhoods happy, enjoyable and healthy places for
people to live. We do that by investing in homes, green space and leisure
facilities. And by supporting local people through training, with the opportunity
to develop outcomes for themselves and their families.
3.12 We are dedicated to the needs of older and vulnerable people – as the largest
provider of sheltered housing in Colchester. Our modern sheltered housing
and extra care facilities encourages people to live independently and keep
well, with support available if they need it.

3.13 Our support for people who are homeless, or looking for advice with housing
issues, includes help with welfare, debt, tenancy and family issues.
3.14 We want communities to thrive and develop, encouraging people to take pride
in where they live and to enhance their lives and others.
4.

Achievements 2019/20

4.1

A small group of staff members from a range of service areas have committed
time to participate in the Community Plan and their various roles support
embedding the aims of the Plan within teams across CBH.

4.2

To have a better understanding of our Community we have used a range of
data regarding our residents and conducted wider research with partners.

4.3

The group has held stakeholder meetings and staff and resident focus groups
to provide opportunity for a wide range of people and organisations to express
their views and experience. This information helps to direct future actions.
Six key strands of work support the objectives of the plan:
1. Employment & Training
2. Digital Inclusion
3. Health & Wellbeing
4. Financial Resilience
5. Environmental Sustainability
6. Community Development

4.4

Through research and updating information in relation to our residents we are
developing services that are more specifically targeted to impact and provide
measurable outcomes. The mapping work completed by Essex University
Catalyst project has helped us to identify and visualise, through maps, areas of
the community to develop more specific projects.

4.5

The project for CBH has supported us to:
1. Identify and predict risk and need earlier; leading to improved and
earlier intervention, improved resource allocation, better commissioning
and planning.
2. Reduce demand on services provided to vulnerable people and
provide seamless support across agencies where needed.
3. Improve community capacity and resilience with better community
engagement.
4. Develop intelligent mapping with training for CBH staff to track and
monitor activity via an app.

4.6

An example of this is the targeting of youth work (Box Smart) in the St Anne’s
area, to address emerging youth anti-social behaviour and gang related
activity in the area.

4.7

We have developed services with community partners of mutual benefit such
as smoking cessation and weight management programmes with “Provide”;
Dementia Friends and Champions; and Diabetes support groups.

4.8

Our work to reduce rough sleeping makes a key contribution to the Local
Authority’s aim to make Colchester a “better place, to live work and visit” and
provides an opportunity for local people to learn more about, and volunteer to
work, with homeless people.

4.9

This year we have been pleased to have worked in partnership with
Community 360 (Colchester Volunteer Services) to establish a drop-in support
and advice service for rough sleepers at the Community 360 shop in the town
centre. The funding that we have received in partnership with Colchester
Council has provided an Outreach team, development of a 4 bedroom
“Housing First” project and from November 2019, two additional posts.
Navigators who can work to prevent homelessness of vulnerable single people
and help to settle rough sleepers with support and links to services. This year
we have been pleased to have developed a pilot project with a mental health
practitioner working within the outreach team.

4.10 Through a closer working relationship with organisations such as “Signpost 1”
and “Wilson Marriage adult education 2” we have been able to encourage and
support our residents to attend events and classes, provide a wider resource in
the local community and support residents to aspire to a “better life”.
4.11 This year we have been particularly pleased to support a range of
opportunities to enhance IT skills, through “i-tea” events and the installation of
Wi-Fi access in our sheltered housing schemes.
4.12 Several sheltered schemes now have an i-pad fixed in the communal lounge
area to assist residents to access services on line.
4.13 Through the year our staff have collected goods for distribution through the
Foodbank, the C360 winter resilience project, supported the Red Box Project
to provide sanitary provision, collected toiletries and underwear for “Next
Chapter 3” and baby goods for the local group “Precious Bundles”.
4.14 The CBH Staff Forum arrange charity fundraising events, this year £370 has
been collected for our nominated charity Colchester Hospital.
4.15 By raising awareness of our donations to local charities and monitoring the
outcomes from staff donating and volunteering, it is anticipated that more staff
will appreciate the positive impact that they make on the wider community.
4.16 To sustain and empower the local community we provide a range of funding
opportunities for local organisations and charities who support those who live
in the communities where we manage homes.
4.17 We aim to deliver a range of customised activities that reduce anti-social
behaviour, whilst helping residents feel safe and create an improved sense of
belonging.
Signpost works to support people in deprived communities with a focus on unemployment.
www.sign-post.info
2
Wilson Marriage Adult education centre www.aclessex.com
3
https://www.facebook.com/thenextchaptereast
1

4.18 During 2019/20 we have provided £210,000 of funding to organisations in
Colchester. The funding ranges from grants to the Night Shelter to provide an
Outreach Support Worker, to small grants to Community Associations and
lunch clubs.
4.19 We have supported the North East Essex Health & Wellbeing Alliance, CBC
and Community360 to produce a report on community need and assets to help
us to work together to enhance local services 4. Our membership of the
strategic partnership “One Colchester” continues to maintain our position of
influence in the local community.
4.20 Our staff have continued to be encouraged and supported to take a
volunteering day. This benefits the individual’s personal development and
local organisations. 23 days volunteering have been taken (to end December
2019) ranging from re-landscaping the garden of the children’s ward at
Colchester Hospital to clearing litter from Mersea beach. Each volunteer day
has an assumed benefit value of £146; providing around £3,360 of value to the
community to date this year. If all CBH staff members take advantage of the
volunteer day the overall contribution would be around £37,000.
4.21 We have continued to fund a part time volunteer co-ordinator at C360 to help
to develop our volunteering offer, and to encourage and support our staff and
residents to volunteer and be active in their community.
Our residents have been supported to lead/support community events such as
local walks and deliver activities in sheltered housing.
4.22 Our procurement process now includes a commitment to enhance our social
value, this has helped to ensure that contractors consider local employment,
apprenticeship and work experience opportunities. A number of our
contractors have supported our resident engagement opportunities through
sponsorship and marketing opportunities.
5

Measuring Outcomes

5.1

We have continued to measure our social impact using the HACT Social value
bank calculation 5. Our understanding of this has developed with members of
our performance team attending further training.

5.2

The key measures/outcomes have been selected and are recorded from our
Resident Engagement work and reported during the year within the Strategic
Plan report:
Outcome/measure:

Description:

https://www.community360.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Community-Assets-in-Colchester-2019PUBLISH.pdf
4

5

https://www.hact.org.uk/social-value-bank

Active in tenants’ group
Regular volunteering
Member of social group
Local Environment survey

Tenant involvement in local services
increases satisfaction with
Community
Volunteers at least once per month
for at least two months Increases
capacity within community
Reduces isolation and increases
capacity of community
Record
Asks questions before and after an
intervention. Measures the shift to
qualify a value of the intervention
(e.g. question may ask “How much
of a problem is anti-social behaviour
in this area)

Our calculated social value (HACT) to end December 2019 is £496,138
5.3

The Board previously approved a measure within our staff survey as follows:
The % of staff who feel that CBH has a positive impact in the wider community.
The target set for 2019/20 was 85%. The outcome from the most recent survey
demonstrates 79%

5.4

A stakeholder survey is planned for March 2020; which will demonstrate the
perception of others of the Social value that CBH provides within the local
Community.

6.

Risk Management

6.1

The key risk identified is the potential to breach GDPR when sharing
information with partner agencies, which may result in ICO penalties. To
mitigate the risk, information sharing protocols are in place, and staff have
received relevant GDPR training.

6.2

The Strategic Plan risk register for the Community Plan is Appendix 3.

7.

HR Implications

7.1

HR administer the staff “pulse” survey four times annually, which captures the
views of staff of our impact on the wider community.

7.2

Our HR team support our volunteer induction programme and the
administration for work experience and training.

8.

Legal Implications

8.1

None

9.

Financial Implications

9.1

Service area budgets will support the project where required, including the
delegated Community Budget. Marketing and Communication Plan costs are
included in service area budget

9.2

The existing Community Budget and Grant fund is delegated by the Council for
CBH to make local improvements will provide an opportunity to develop
projects and volunteering opportunities.

10.

Value for Money

10.1 The completion of impact assessments on resident engagement opportunities
across the organisation is assisting us to monitor and ensure value for money
in our engagement activities.
11.

Health & Safety Implications

11.1 None
12.

Equality & Diversity Implications

12.1 The Community Plan demonstrates the value of use of insight data, enhancing
opportunities to ensure they are aligned to our equality duty.
12.2 The work in the plan will particularly assist those who are not in employment or
education, and those who are less able to access resources without support.
13.

Residents at the Heart

13.1 The Community Plan works to identify the needs of our residents and the local
community.
13.2 Recognising that our residents have skills and abilities that can be developed
to help themselves and others.
13.3 Developing communities that are resilient, where people can help one another
and have a voice to influence local services.
13.4 Our Resident Engagement & Insight Officer will align work plans and outcomes
to the Community plan.
13.

Decision Required?

13.1 No
14.

Appendices

14.1 The following documents are appended to this report:
• Appendix 1 – Community Plan 2018 -22
• Appendix 2 – Community Plan Action plan 2019/20 update
• Appendix 3 – Community Plan Risk Register
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1. Introduction & purpose
This community plan sets out our approach to developing our relationship with
our residents and the local community. We will support and take advantage
of existing local resources to develop existing Community assets within the
Borough.
Colchester Borough Homes manages social housing in a number of wide
ranging neighbourhoods across the Colchester Borough. These range from
large housing estates to small clusters of homes in rural villages.
We know that the housing that we manage makes a significant impact on its
local community. We want to support our residents to contribute to their
neighbourhoods and to look after themselves and their family.
Through development of our services we will make them simple to access and
understand. Using our resources (money and people) we will deliver positive
outcomes to benefit local people.

2. Strategic aims
CBH’s overall ambition as set out in our Strategic Plan 2017-22 is to be the
trusted choice for local housing, property and community services.
We plan to do this by serving our communities and delivering services
that are valued by our customers. Focusing on our community work will
help us develop the partnerships that deliver for our communities.
We will develop our headline measure of developing partnerships that
deliver for our communities by listening to our residents to identify local
solutions.
The aims of this plan are therefore to:
•
•
•

To raise awareness of our work in the community
To make a difference in our communities
To bring together organisations and residents for the benefit of
the community

Our ambition by 2022
Our aim is become a community enabling leader for Colchester.
To deliver this we will need to show that:
•
•
•

Others recognise the difference we make in our local communities
We provide opportunities for residents to help themselves
We contribute to better outcomes for our communities by working
with others

CBH Community Plan 2018-22
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3. How we will achieve our aim
We plan to achieve our aim of strengthening communities in Colchester by:
•
•
•
•

Raising awareness of our work in the community
Supporting community-led groups to promote resilience
Enabling residents to help themselves
Working more effectively with partners

This will be supported by the projects and work streams in the Community
Action Plan which accompanies this document.

4. How we will measure progress
We will monitor the following indicators to ensure we are on track over the
course of the plan:
•
•
•

Staff survey question on CBH’s impact in the community
The value of our social impact on communities1
Outcomes from a range of activities that reduce social barriers
and develop skills

Given the qualitative nature of what is covered in the plan there will be more
emphasis on reporting against specific workstreams.

5. Consultation
The CBH Strategic Plan 2017-22 gives overall direction to this plan. During its
development we consulted with:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Resident Focus Group
CBH Board
CBC Staff, July 2017
CBC Senior Management Team & Directors Management Team
Colchester voluntary services – Community 360
Local strategic partners – One Colchester.

6. References
Essex County Council Strategic Plan

We will demonstrate our social value in monetary terms using the HACT social value bank,
which calculates the value of outcomes f rom activities. This is accredited methodology widely
used in the housing sector to demonstrate social value and impact
CBH Community Plan 2018-22
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CBC Community Plan
CBC Strategic Plan

7. Related documents
The CBH Medium Term Delivery Plan 2018-22 sets out how we will deliver
services to the community on behalf of Colchester Borough Council to fulfil
our management agreement obligations.
The CBH Customer Plan sets out how we will use customer insight to del iver
services that reflect the needs and diversity of our customers. This is
supported by our Resident Insight & Engagement strategy to develop our
knowledge of our customers and demand for local services.
The CBH Strategic Plan 2017-22 gives overall direction to this plan.
The CBH Business development plan shapes how we will change the delivery
of our services and generate income to support our work in the community
The CBH Value for Money, Technology & Investment Plan guides how we will
work more efficiently and invest savings and new income for the benefit of the
community
CBH People Plan sets out how we will ensure our staff can make a difference
in the community.
CBH Leadership Plan sets out to show we can be trusted as an organisation
by demonstrating real accountability to our customers.
Our Estates strategy will support this Community plan by engaging with local
people to understand better how physical improvement might improve
perception of safety and well-being.
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Community action plan – updated February 2020
Focus
Raising
awareness of
our work in
the
community

Actions/projects/
workstreams
Draft and implement a
communications plan to
promote our work and impact
in the community to local
partners.

Measure and publicise the
value of our impact on the
community

Raise staff awareness of
CBH’s community impact so
they can be ambassadors.

Supporting
communityled groups to

Enable those working in the
community to support early
intervention for those at risk of
homelessness

Lead

Communication
Business
partner

Performance
team

Director of
Housing

Due by

Dec
2018

Impact on local
Community
Measured via
Stakeholder survey

March
2019

Value of Community
improvements
measured (e.g.
HACT) and publicised
as part of
communications plan.

On going

Staff survey response
about CBH’s impact in
the community.

Staff Forum

Tracey
Brushett

Success measure

(baseline 70%)

In progress

Duty to refer
outcomes

Progress

Notes

Social media plan in place
Brochure planned due for
publication Feb 2020

HACT presentation (May 2018)
Agreed values (Nov 2018)

Yammer and Social media updates
for staff using #Community

Homelessness reduction act in place
from 3 April 2018.
Training, advice and support
provided to those working in the

Focus

Actions/projects/
workstreams

Lead

Due by

Success measure

promote
resilience

Notes

community to intervene early and
direct for advice where appropriate.
Communication in place and
completion of Homelessness
prevention charter

Karen
Loweman
Develop our Volunteering offer

Yvonne Day

On going

Measured impact of
staff and resident
volunteering

On going

Staff involvement in
community plans

On going

Outcomes from
resident engagement
& development

HR

Support community, parish and Housing
neighbourhood plans
Management
team
Empowering communities to
develop support services

Enabling
residents to
help
themselves

Progress

Deliver money awareness
initiatives for residents.

Resident
insight and
engagement

Resident
Engagement

Sept
2020

Community Money
awareness
development

New offer developed with
Community360 co-ordinator funded
Over the past year staff have
volunteered at the Colchester
Foodbank, St Helena’s Hospice,
Colchester Hospital

Housing Managers to include within
Service Plans for Community
Housing officers
Grant funding outcomes monitored
(2019)
Small grants fund established with
Outcome measures (2019)
Events arranged in partnership with
Citizens Advice and Colchester
Credit Union.
November 2019 – Citizens Advice
service to be delivered from the
GLHO one day weekly

Focus

Actions/projects/
workstreams

Lead

Due by

Success measure

Progress

Notes

Financial
Inclusion
team

Support skills development to
support residents to manage
their homes.

Help people access the
internet

Resident
Engagement

Resident
Engagement
Older
persons
services

March
2021

Training courses
offered / referrals
made
Evidence of outcomes
from those attending

Training plan to be developed
through Resident Engagement
officer.
Funding available for 4 x training
annually
Training via Signpost and IT at
Wilson marriage Adult education
2019 – First Aid training for residents
and staff complete

2019 I-tea training events held
across 6 sheltered housing schemes
March
2022

Increase in services
delivered through
online transaction

2019 – IT course for tenant held at
Wilson Marriage centre
2019 – Wi-fi in place at all Sheltered
housing schemes
2019 I-pads installed at 5 Sheltered
schemes

Focus

Actions/projects/
workstreams

Provide employment skills and
experience opportunities to
local residents.

Working more
Commission services
effectively
differently when providing
with partners
grant funding to enable
maximum measurable impact.

Improve information and
insight sharing with local
organisations to benefit
Communities.

Improve partnership working to
reduce handoffs &
duplications.

Lead

HR

Karen
Loweman
Tracey
Brushett

Due by

Success measure

March
2022

CBH work
placements,
volunteering
opportunities,
apprenticeships and
trainee ships.

March
2022

Revised monitoring
processes in place for
range of services

New information
sharing protocols in
place.
Performance
team

KL/All

Complete
June 2019

March
2022

Community insight
developed

New pathways &
processes in place to
reduce handoffs and
duplication.

Progress

Notes

2019 - Link to skills development
training at Colchester Institute
2019 - Vacancies with CBH posted
to facebook

Grant agreements in place for 2019
New small grant application process
in place for 2019/20

University catalyst project to develop
mapped hot spots to help us to
develop measured impact of
community interventions.
Colchester Borough Council –
Community Asset brochure
published and presentation to
Catalyst conference (June 2019)

2019 Community plan group
contacting local groups to promote
and sustain partnerships

Focus

Actions/projects/
workstreams

Work with other organisations
to develop skills for
employment

NEW
Encourage
responsibility
for the
environment

Lead

HR
Resident
engagement

Due by

Dec
2020

Encourage CBH staff and
residents to reduce carbon
emission (transport, recycling,
thermal efficient homes etc)

Successful initiatives
with Job Centre plus,
"Signpost" and Adult
education centres

Progress

March
2021

Notes

Developing programme with work
coaches and adult education centre
Work experience placement in place
with Military Correctional Centre.
Local perspective

Develop and educate residents
to increase recycling and
reduce waste
Educate residents who behave
anti-socially

Success measure

CBH Strategic Plan assurance report
Q3 2019/20
Customer plan
Top 25% ALMO for satisfaction by 2022
Value for money and technology plan
Lowest 25% cost per property in the East by 2022
People plan
Times top 100 not-for-profit employer by 2022
Business development plan
£1.6m from trading income by 2022 (subject to annual review)
Leadership plan
Leadership that inspires trust and confidence in CBH by 2022
Community plan
A community enabling leader for Colchester by 2022

Key

On target

Currently below target but
expected to achieve
target

Strategic Plan Assurance Report Q3 2019-20 - February 2020

Unlikely to achieve target
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Customer plan
Top 25% ALMO for satisfaction by 2022
Highlights
•
•

New customer insight dashboards
Enhancements and changes made to website based on quarterly feedback
reports from customers
• Review of website and recorded messages for customers contacting by
phone
• Housing Options customer satisfaction measurement implemented –
baseline will be established during 2019/20 for inclusion in overall
satisfaction KPI
• Improved Right to Buy solicitor information to reduce repeat contact and
resolve more queries
• Customer journey review - action plan in place
• Qualitative capital works surveys introduced
• Launched My Customer presentation to new starters as part of induction
• Liaison work between Operational Support Unit, CBC Customer Service
Centre, contractors and supervisors to improve customer experience and
support Right First Time
• Repeat calls analysis in place with CBC to focus service improvement
tasks
• Launched customer service questions for all positions during interview
process
• Defined customer service standards/KPIs for Housing Systems team.
Revised helpdesk response times and recording methods and customerfocused approach applied to automatic responses
• Data mapping to identify digitally excluded sheltered tenants to plan IT
workshops
• Good Neighbour Awards event held in Town Hall
• New Customer Charter approved
• Customer insight training for managers launched
• IPads installed in four sheltered schemes
• Worked with Helpline, Foodbank and C360 to identify tenants who were
isolated and would need a visit to check on their wellbeing by Helpline
whilst the offices were closed over the Christmas period.
Risks, issues & support required
• STAR survey planned for Spring/Summer 2020 – will shed light on whether
improvements in customer transaction satisfaction are reflected in STAR
outcomes
2018/19 Late
Progress measure
outturn
st
% overall satisfaction
93.1
87.4
%
% satisfaction that we listen to & act on views of customers
65
65%
% customers accessing services digitally
n/a
n/a
Completed resident engagement impact assessments

115

63

Strategic Plan assurance report Q3 2019-20Strategic Plan assurance report Q3 2019-20
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Forward look
• Customer insight
training scheduled
for service
managers from Q4
• Further customer
feedback session
on website
scheduled for Q4
• Launch new
Customer Charter
• Development of
Service standards
review with tenants.
• Review of Service
Level Agreement
with CBC ICT &
other CBC services
• Review of ICT
helpdesk system to
improve customer
service
• Review of ICT
helpdesk system to
support customer
service - consider
integrating with
CBC helpdesk
• ICT newsletter and
more top tips for
staff on Yammer.
• Work plan for
Customer
Champions work
group

2019/20
target
89.3

2022
target

66
No target

71
No
target
60

26

92
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Value for money and technology plan
Lowest 25% cost per property in the East by 2022
Highlights
• HouseMark results for 2018/19 – CBH has the lowest combined housing
and property management cost per property in the East. Estimated cost
savings of £2.6 million in 18/19 compared with peer group median over
responsive repairs, void works, housing management and cyclical
works. Low cost/good performance in 7 out of 8 areas (exception being
resident involvement due to low satisfaction)
• Aurora business transformation programme on track – Northgate
contract finalised & implementation phase begun, including mobilisation
of project team, introductory and design workshops, progress on data
migration plans
• Annual review of VfM, Tech & Investment plan to refocus on technology
• Project 2020 service reviews – development of project initiation
documents
• SharePoint New Experience rollout complete
• Meeting site scoped in Office 365/SharePoint to enable a consistent and
efficient approach to running meetings
• Drop-in sessions to help staff work better in SharePoint. 1-1 ICT training
sessions offered for sheltered housing, housing management & asset
management staff
• WiFi & broadband upgrades at Greenstead Local Housing Office and
within Older Persons Services to enable smarter working
• Further development of Strategic ICT group to ensure
decisions/resources are aligned with company priorities – business case
process/template being developed
• Embedding of outcome-based performance management – ongoing
development of balanced scorecards, performance exception reports
Risks, issues & support required
• Head of Finance post vacant – new postholder starts February
• A number of unfunded fixed term ICT posts ending March 2020 – risk
further falls in staff satisfaction with ICT support provided by CBH.
• Risk Staff are not able or willing to use new technology to generate
improvement in productivity and lower costs or enhance services.
Mitigation detailed in refreshed VfM Action Plan reviewed at December
Board. Risk explored in depth at February Finance & Audit committee.
Progress measure
Cost per unit (repairs & housing management combined)
% staff satisfied with how CBH supports them in the technology
they use
Cashable savings achieved

Forward look
• Aurora – solution
design, build, training
activities, integration
workshops, further
work on migration
• Programme 2020
service reviews –
finalisation of plans &
moving into
implementation
phases
• Automation and
improvements using
improved document
intelligence within
SharePoint
• Trialling Micollab app
to improve mobile
connectivity within the
corporate telephony
system
• Device training for all
repairs and voids
operatives
• HouseMark action
plan
• Self-assessment
ahead of management
agreement review
• Assessing options for
leasing ICT equipment
with CBC
• Options for Board
meetings solution.

2018/19
outturn

Latest

2020/21
target

2022
target

£879
(2017/18
)

£836
(18/19
)

£1068
(top
quartile
18/19)

Top
Quartil
e

52%

48%

54

60

£0

£223.
3k

£190k

TBC

Strategic Plan assurance report Q3 2019-20Strategic Plan assurance report Q3 2019-20
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People plan
Times top 100 not-for-profit employer by 2022
Highlights
• Itrent online annual leave launched for all staff. New leave year
1 January- 31 December.
• Head of Finance recruited and starts 3 February
• Heads of Services currently working on their Programme 2020
service review proposals
• Work placement from the military correctional centre is
underway
• Number of key HR policies reviewed, including Absence
Management, Lone Worker, Travel and Subsistence, Market
Supplement and Internet, Email, Phones and Social Media
Policy.
• All frontline housing management staff attended Modern Day
Slavery and Human Trafficking awareness training. E-Learning
for Modern Slavery launched
• Essex County Council pension scheme workshops held in
November
• Menopause awareness session held in October
• Travel Plan Survey conducted
• 13 staff members have taken up supervisions with external
counselling service
Risks, issues & support required
• Risk Recruitment for hard-to-fill posts. New approaches are
being taken to advertise these roles, including paying market
supplements of up to 2 years.
• Risk Staff restructure leads to breach of employment legislation
and / or employee legal challenge. All CBH procedures and
employment legislation followed. Trained HR staff.
• Risk Poor level of IT skills with some staff which could
adversely impact adoption of new technology to improve
performance. Seems to be reflected in staff survey results.
Office365 training has taken place across the company. Need
to provide staff with ICT based e-learning.

Progress measure
% of staff who feel empowered to make decisions and
have ownership of their work
% of staff who are supported by their manager to do the
job to the best of their ability
% of employees who would recommend CBH as an
employer

Forward look
• Annual Staff Survey to go out
at the end of January to staff
• Suite of HR training to be rolled
out to managers in Q4
including managing a
restructure, absence
management and conducting
investigations
• E-Learning unconscious bias
and domestic abuse
awareness courses
• Review of E-Learning usage
and return on investment
• Drivers licence checks and
data to be added to I-trent
• Launch of Leadership
Commitment
• Formal sign up to the ‘Dying to
Work Charter’
• Revision of the appraisal
process
• Programme 2020 service
reviews
• Health surveillances for
Operatives and Community
Caretakers
• Menopause awareness
session 19th February
• Use of internal customer
satisfaction surveys to identify
& support staff development
needs
• Recruitment to next round of
Management apprenticeships

2018/1
9
outturn

Latest

2019/20
target

2022
target

79%

81%

81%

84%

84%

83%

86%

88%

82%

84%

84%

87%
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Business development plan
£1.6m from trading income by 2022 (subject to annual review)
Highlights
• New commissions received from CBC for feasibility work in
connection with Rowan House Redevelopment Project and
Heritage Highlighted Phase 2.
• Planning permission received for new flats proposed to be built at
Scarfe and Buffet Way. Hardings Close development due to go to
next Planning Committee. Project currently being developed to
tender. One Senior Building Surveyor and Project Manager
appointed to Design & Construction Management Team.
• Building Services Engineer interview held.
Risks, issues & support required
• Second Senior Surveyor and Project Manager Post not filled. Post
currently being advertised again with closing date of end of
January 2020.
• Commissions not yet received from CBC for either Elfreda House
or Military Rd projects. Subsequent delay in receiving
commissions has resulted in programmes for both projects slipping
and Design & Construction Management now predicting net loss
overall for FY 19/20.
• Shortage of technical resource within Design & Construction
Management Team has meant that more work has had to be
outsourced, further reducing Design & Construction Management’s
predicted fee income.
2018/19
Progress measure
outturn
£ net additional revenue per annum (net of direct costs)
£266k
£ net profit per annum after overhead
£(38k)
% of total company income that is non-Council
management fee

1.61%

Forward look
• Senior Building Surveyor
and Project Manager starts
January.
• Candidate for Building
Services Engineer post to
be offered position.
• Interviews to be held for
further Senior Building
Surveyor and PM post
pending receipt of good
applications.
• Official commissions to be
received for Elfreda House
and Military Road projects.

£255k

2019/20
target
£417k

2022
target
£1.6m

£54k

£67k

£235k

?

3.40%

2.97%

Latest
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Leadership plan
Leadership that inspires trust and confidence in CBH by 2022
Highlights
• New Governance Officer started with CBH October.
• Chair and 3 other board members attended National
Federation of ALMOs annual board member training day
in November.
• Board Away Day took held December and from this the
Board Values were agreed. These will be formally
approved and adopted at the next Board meeting in
February.
• Resident panel scrutinised Asset Management, Design
and Construction and Older Persons services with
questions and recommendations for improvements
• The key Skills assessment is awaiting final approval from
the Chair and will then be circulated to Board members
ahead of their annual appraisal and to prepare for the
recruitment of Vice Chair in July. This will also formalise
key skills requirements, strengths, gaps and
vulnerabilities and formulate the Board Training plan.
• The new Corporate Management Team (CMT) structure
has bedded in well with individual Heads of Service
focused on change management projects in their areas.
• Revised senior management meeting arrangements are
working well with the new CMT meeting arrangements
resulting in more focused and productive monthly
meetings.
Risks, issues & support required
• Ongoing board engagement in 2019/20 performance
challenges required to provide assurance to CBC.
• Forthcoming review of the CBC/CBH Management
Agreement requires proactive leadership and
engagement from the board and management team

Progress measure
% staff confident in the Directors Management
Team leadership
Stakeholder confidence in CBH’s leadership
Board skills required vs current Board Skills
Matrix (1-4)

2018/19
outturn

Forward look
• The CEO, Chair and 3 other Board
members will attend the NFA Annual
Conference
• The Governance Officer has been
reviewing the Board Framework and
will be presenting draft report
templates, a new Board Work Plan
(including Committees and Panels)
and Agenda template to the Chair
and Executive for approval. It is
anticipated that the Board will see
these changes in April.
• The Chair of the Board will be
participating in shadowing throughout
the company over the next 6 months.
Dates are to be confirmed.
• Cllr Nigel Chapman will be stepping
down from the Board at the end of
the municipal year.
• Two Board Away Days will be held
this year and are being planned for.
• Our New Head of Finance, Cong Gu,
starts with the company on 3rd
February, completing the new CMT
structure
• Review of Leadership Plan KPIs
• Board meetings IT solution – the
Board has been canvassed for their
opinions on priorities for an IT
solution to enhance meeting
efficiency and effectiveness. The
next steps will be to resolve whether
this solution will be provided in house
or will go through a procurement
exercise from a bespoke supplier.
2019/20
Latest
2022 target
target

70%

69%

72%

74%

n/a

n/a

No target

No target

3.4

3.4

3.5

TBC
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Community plan
A community enabling leader for Colchester by 2022
Highlights
• 23 staff have volunteered for a day in the local Community to end
Q3
• Looking at a new initiative with CoCo Care and C360 for people
with learning disabilities to work towards a volunteering
qualification by volunteering in our sheltered schemes.
• Citizens Advice trial surgeries commenced at Greenstead Local
Housing Office (every Thursday 10-2)
• Good Gym visited Worsnop House and The Cannons sheltered
schemes to sing Christmas carols with the tenants and Sea Scouts
visited
• Sea Scouts gifted goody bags to tenants and planted bulbs at
Walnut Tree House and provided a Christmas buffet.
• Provided ICT facilities to support Citizens Advice surgery run from
Greenstead Housing office.
• Arranged and promoted partnership working to tackle County Line
activity in CBC properties.
• Developing measure to demonstrate how much CBH spends in
Colchester contributing to local employment and the local
economy
• We are exploring the possibility of applying for funding for
community / client projects through the ‘Sureserve Foundation’
which is being led by our heating contractor (Aaron). The
foundation aims to help improve fuel efficiency and to help
alleviate fuel poverty.
Risks, issues & support required
• Support: To identify opportunities for community development and
social impact, particularly from our contractors
2018/19
Progress measure
outturn
The value of our social impact on communities
£303K
Staff who agree that CBH has a positive impact on the
wider local community

84%

Forward look
• Focus for 2019/20 Q4 is
financial resilience.
• New focus for 2020/21 will
be carbon reduction
• Maintaining staff awareness
of work through social
media
• Publication of Community
Plan brochure (February
2020)
• 5 February – Diversity event
at Community Stadium
• New – Resident
Engagement Plan for
approval at February Board
meeting

Latest
£496K
79%
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2019/20
target
No
target

2022
target
No
target

85%

88%

Medium Term Delivery Plan
2018 – 2022
Performance Report

2019/20
Quarter 3

Completed

In Progress/on
target

Not started/
behind schedule/
below target

Unlikely to
achieve target

Cancelled / on
hold
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Customer
Highlights
•
•
•

New Customer Charter approved
Customer insight training for managers launched
Working with Tenant Participation Advisory Service (TPAS) - Tenant consultation
workshop and online consultation for new draft Resident Engagement Plan completed.
• Focus group arranged to consult on new Resident Engagement Plan with residents,
facilitated by TPAS. Survey sent to all residents with e-mail address.
• Resident panel scrutinised Design and Construction, Asset Management and Older
Persons Services with questions and recommendations for service improvements.
• Make a Difference Day 2019 programme outcomes published on CBH website
• Housing Options customer satisfaction measurement implemented – baseline will be
established during 2019/20 for inclusion in overall satisfaction KPI
• Good Neighbour Awards event held in Town Hall to celebrate tenants who support
their neighbours and community
• Improved reporting on satisfaction with Customer Service Centre calls – now able to
report separately for Housing Options, Repairs, Sheltered, Housing Management
• Partnership approach to ASB established and promoted via A3 boards promoting
community cohesion and zero tolerance to ASB and County Lines.
• Pocket Guide to Support published for those close to losing tenancies relating to ASB
and behaviour change.
Risks, issues & actions required:
• Issue: Housing Investment Programme satisfaction dropped because of one poorly
performing contractor. Action: Escalated issue and contractor has replaced the contract
manager - improvement seen in addressing issues and quality of work.

Forward
look:

• Launch of
new
Customer
Charter
• Launch of
new
Resident
Engagement
Plan 202023
• Annual work
Plan for
Customer
Plan.
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Housing Options and Homelessness
Highlights
•

Forward look

Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government grant for 2020/21 confirmed.
This includes funding for homelessness prevention initiatives and the implementation
costs associated with the Homeless Reduction Act. The funding will enable us to
continue with landlord incentives, rent deposits and rent in advance payments which
help clients access the Private rented sector. The Housing Solutions Fund enables us
to assist clients relocate to the area of origin, clear a level of rent arrears and apply to
court to challenge possession proceedings.
• The New Burdens element of the funding will enable us to continue with the Initial
Assessment Officer role and also help us support the significant additional
administration required as a result of the Homelessness Reduction Act. This will free
up officer time to concentrate on the prevention and relief of homelessness.
• Rough Sleeper Navigators working to full case load, providing intensive support to
those who are rough sleeping or at risk of rough sleeping. They provide practical help
to assist them to maintain tenancies and attend relevant appointments.
• Severe Weather Emergency Protocol activated for 5 nights – 3 Rough Sleepers
accommodated.
• Sheltered Visiting Officer Working in partnership with Rough Sleeper Navigator to
settle in a tenant who had been living on the streets for several years. Have also
engaged with SSAFA (Armed Forces charity) for additional support.
Risks, issues & actions required:
• Increase in presentations as part of seasonal trend leading to increased acceptances at
a later date. May be seen in Q1 20/21
• 10 households in Bed & Breakfast at the end of December, down from 13 in November.
• Staff shortages creating backlogs. Significant rise in time spent in temporary & interim
accommodation - increased to average of 122 days in December from 115 days in
November and 93 days in April. Recruitment in progress.

• Notification of
additional
Rough
Sleeper
funding to be
announced
• Housing
Solutions
Officers to
become Hate
Crime
Ambassadors
• Launch
Home 2 Rent
bond and
insurance
packages for
the Private
Rented
Sector.
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Repairs and Maintenance
Highlights

Forward look:

•

• Tender for repair
contracts
• Review of properties with
high number of repairs
• Review of performance
indicators for repairs
contractors
• Fire door training March
• Audit of vehicle stock.
• Review with House Mark
the right first-time figures
- upper quartile is 96%

Repairs right first-time figures improving – 81.9% to the end of Q3
against a target of 80%.
• Christmas shutdown arrangements were effective. All repairs jobs
were attended to within target. No complaints were received.
• Safe zone implemented around joinery machines at Dedham. Safe
zone prevents people from entering area while machines are
active (best practice for wood working safety)
• Further development with works supervisors on helping them
support the CBC Customer Service Centre.
Risks, issues & actions required:
• Senior Field Electrical Supervisor leaving on 31 January. Concerns
about recruiting to the position - first phase of adverts completed.
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Housing Asset Management
Highlights

Forward look:

• All kitchen contracts now awarded - programme output on these works to rise over
the next quarter due to increased resource available.
• Procurement exercise for the adaptations project complete - contract to commence
Feb/March 2020.
• Preliminary designs for Elfreda House submitted to CBC. Early consultation with
Planning has taken place. Awaiting instruction to develop designs.
• CBC preparing report to Portfolio Holder regarding rooftop development project – to
consider currently difficulties/risks associated with the project and propose options for
moving forward.
• Planning approval obtained by Colchester Amphora Homes for Buffet and Scarfe
Way developments.
Risks, issues & actions required:
• Issue Elements completed on time behind target (75.8% against target of 91.2%).
Projecting completion on target by end of Q4 - to be monitored closely over the
coming months as numbers can easily drop due to refusals, or access difficulties.
• Risk Delivery of the capital programme will continue into Q4, which means the
planning for 2020/21 will push into the beginning of the new financial year. This has
happened in previous years; however, it is expected that the 2020/21 programme
will be larger. Action: Identify contracts working well and apply optional extension
years. Procurement programme is being developed to schedule and evenly
distribute procurement activities across 2020/21 in accordance with the Capital
Programme.

• Elfreda House
design to be
developed.
Anticipated
out to tender
date for works
September
2020.
• Current
heating/boiler
replacement
contract to be
extended by
12 months.
• HRA 20/21
budget report
to CBC
Cabinet 29
January.
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Housing Management
Highlights
• End of Quarter 3 – Only 5 evictions for rent arrears.
• 50 tenancies sustained in Q3 including 3 long-term complex hoarding cases,
including Sheltered Visiting Officer working with vulnerable tenant to de-clutter
home and clear rent arrears.
• 54 victims of domestic abuse supported in Q3, including 13 private tenants from
MARAC (Multi Agency Risk Assessment Conference) referrals.
• Rents audit completed – report and recommendations to be finalised.
• Ongoing support to assist tenants of Elfreda House to move to alternative
accommodation – 6 tenants have now moved with 21 remaining.
• Worked with Helpline, foodbank and C360 to identify tenants who were isolated
and would need a visit to check on their wellbeing by Helpline whilst the offices
were closed over the Christmas period. We also arranged for Winter warmth
packs and food parcels to go to those in need.
• Increase in high level drug-related ASB cases increased - working in
partnership with Essex Police we closed 4 properties with County line
connections.
Risks, issues & actions required:
• First rent increase for 4 years; not an automatic increase in Universal Credit for
claimants who will have to update their personal claim with Housing cost
element
• We have improved our ASB recording and have added low-level tenancy
breaches onto the Customer Services Module during 2019/20 which accounts
for most of the apparent increase. County Lines related ASB has increased our
workload during 2019/20 - 11 drug related closure orders have been
implemented YTD.
• 800 tenants now claiming Universal Credit - average arrears remain constant at
£250. Team remains focused on year-end targets
• Lengthy wait for court dates for possession proceedings.

Forward look:
• Review of Housing
Management
Structure
• Extra Care - new SLA
to be agreed with
CBC/CBH /Agincare.
• Welfare Reform and
Universal Credit
training update for all
front-line teams
• Launch of domestic
abuse eLearning
module
• Complete the review
and update of all key
housing management
procedures
• Self-assessment for
CIH domestic abuse
pledge “Make a Stand”
• Reviews of antisocial
behaviour and pets
policies.
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Letting Homes
Highlights

Forward look:

• December’s void performance was 18.15 days
• Void Improvement action plan monitored and reviewed with client team monthly
• Lettings Team working with Older Persons Services to move tenants from Elfreda
House. Currently 11 properties decanted out of 32.
• Despite the disruption of Christmas closure all properties allocated and re-let in
target during the festive period
• Agreed suite of 8 KPI targets with voids contractors – these are reported back at
Capital Monitoring Group quarterly.
• Voids team handed over the management of the buyback properties to Asset
management. Voids team completed approximately £185K of work in addition to
core voids work year to date.
• Regular monthly meetings held with the senior management of void contractors
Risks, issues & actions required:
• Performance of contractor continues to be monitored
• Member of the trade team off long-term sick, agency covering this position.
• Pre-termination inspections to recommence to improve effectiveness of voids
process.
• Considering recruiting charge hand (senior operative) to oversee skilled empty
properties work.

• New Void
Supervisor
starts January
• Meeting to
review
arrangement
with SSE with
provide
Gas/Electric to
our homes at
void
• Sign-off the
new SLAs
between
CBC/CBH
• Void workshop
to review critical
path and
improve current
process.
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Corporate Facilities Management
Highlights

Forward look:

• Surrender of the lease of Rowan House completed and all scheduled
inspections now being managed by Facilities Manager.
• Team supporting the design & specification of the new Northern Gateway
sports centre.
• Agreed one-year extension to CBC’s Smith Bellerby cost management
consultancy contract for metered electric/gas/water supplies
• Two operatives completed their pool plant operation training
• All planned preventative maintenance works completed on schedule.
• Completed Leisure World painting, flooring and ceiling works project.
• Internal audit of Corporate Facilities Management signed off
• Work experience with Military Corrective Training Centre – 6-month
placement for carpentry and general buildings tasks
• All long-term sickness managed and back to full capacity.
Risks, issues & actions required:
• Budget forecast overspend of £25K - being monitored by team
• Parts for Hoval boilers at Rowan House are now obsolete. Only one boiler
currently in service - working to source new gas valve for second boiler.
• Temporary heaters purchased for second floor area Rowan House where no
heating.

• Workshop to
review repair
reporting process
to include CBC,
Amphora & CBH
• Next steps to
create process
diagram
• Training arranged
for inspection and
fitting of fire doors
• Pool plant
operations training
following
cancellation
• CBC trying to
arrange facilities
manager access to
all staff email for
emergency
situations.
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Compliance
Highlights

Forward look:

•

• Audit on data held
within information
asset register
• Running of system
processes in Housing
systems to ensure
GDPR compliance
• SharePoint audit
• Review of
compliance system
called C365
• First reviewed
compliance report to
Board as part of
Health & Safety
reporting in February
• Two staff members
attending training on
managing
compliance.

Meetings held to review how compliance data will be reported to CBC
in future
• All gas servicing and repairs, to both domestic and corporate buildings
compliant
• All works resulting from fire risk assessments on schedule
• New data breach reporting procedures re-circulated to staff
• 3 Data protection breaches – all minor (not requiring referral to
Information Commissioner)
• 15 Freedom of Information Requests, 3 Subject Access Requests
processed & 1 Police enquiry processed
• Data protection e-learning completion rate stands at 77%
• Review of current arrangement to manage tree inspections
• Awareness raising of regulatory Consumer Standards with Corporate
Management Team and staff.
Risks, issues & actions required:
• Internal audit provider chose not to extend the current contract which
ends on 31 March 2020. A new procurement is underway with a new
provider expected to be appointed in March/April. Once the timetable is
confirmed any gaps in contracts will be filled by either extending the
current provider or through an in-house CBC resource.
• Work ongoing to address data recording and reporting related to
compliance management.
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REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD
DATE:

27 February 2020

TIME:

5.30 pm

VENUE:

Room 1, Rowan House

AGENDA ITEM: 11B
SUBJECT:

Medium Term Delivery Plan 2018-22

REPORT BY:

Gerardine Murphy, Head of ICT & Business Intelligence
 (01206) 282826
 gerardine.murphy@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR INFORMATION
1.

Decisions required

1.1

The Board is invited to consider and approve the CBH Medium Term Delivery
Plan 2018-22 (MTDP), including KPI targets and budgets for 2020/21 and
subsequent years.

2.

Purpose of report

2.1

The current CBH Medium Term Delivery Plan was agreed by CBC and Board
in 2018 and covers the period 2018-22. Budgets and updates to key
performance indicators (KPIs) for 2020/21 have been agreed by CBC,
pending confirmation from the CBH Board. The Board is invited to review and
approve the changes.

3.

Background

3.1

Under the management agreement there is a requirement for CBH to produ ce
a Medium Term Delivery Plan. The MTDP plays a central role in the
Company’s corporate planning and review cycle and is the main vehicle by
which CBH and CBC plan, deliver and monitor the fulfilment of CBH’s
management agreement obligations. It covers:
• CBH’s key priorities
• The resources available to provide the service
• Performance indicators and targets.

3.2

The management agreement states that the following elements of the plan
are to be reviewed annually:
• Performance plan
• Finance plan
• Resource plan.

3.3

The CBH Board had the opportunity to review the proposed targets at its

December 2019 meeting. The CBC Scrutiny Panel also reviewed the
proposed targets at its January 2020 meeting. Updates to the MTDP have
been reviewed by the Portfolio Holder for Housing and Communities, and the
MTDP was agreed at the joint CBH-CBC Principal Liaison meeting on 13
February 2020.
3.4

Once agreed by the Board, the MTDP will be approved formally by CBC by
letter in line with the management agreement. Performance indicators will be
updated with end-of-year figures when available and the final version will be
made available on the CBH website in April 2020.

4.

Changes to key performance indicators for 2020/21

4.1

By default, key performance indicators and targets for the life of the plan will
remain as previously agreed unless there is a compelling reason for change.
Targets for all KPIs remain as agreed in 2019/20 with the exception of the
homelessness prevention & relief KPI (percentage of homelessness
applications accepted), which has been relaxed in light of operational
experience of the second full year of working to the Homelessness Reduction
Act.

4.2

The CBC panel noted that all the targets are reviewed and agreed each year
recommended that particular attention be given to ensuring the empty
property turnaround target remains challenging yet achievable.

5

Homelessness acceptances

5.1

Data recording and reporting for homelessness prevention and relief has
changed significantly since implementation of the Homelessness Reduction
Act in April 2018. This necessitated a new methodology for reporting CBH’s
performance from April 2019.

5.2

The methodology agreed looks at the percentage of households who have
accessed our services and had a Personal Housing Plan drawn up who have
not been prevented from becoming homeless or had their homelessness
situation relieved and where a full homelessness duty is owed. This is
measured as a percentage against the total number of cases closed during
the period.

5.3

It was acknowledged when the new KPI was adopted that baseline figures
were to be treated with caution, as data recording and reporting was (and still
is) under development. Furthermore, the government acknowledged that
there is a significant time lag between implementation of the Act and
meaningful performance figures being available. When reviewing the target
for homelessness, comparisons with national and regional data has proven
difficult. The Ministry for Housing, Communities and Local Government has
only recently published quarter one data for 2019/20. The data still contains
“health warnings” in terms of the consistency and quality of the data provided.
There are considerable variations across the East of England, and nationally,
which make effective benchmarking comparisons difficult.

5.4

The targets for 2020/21 and 2021/22 have therefore been set at 30%, just
below the performance level for 2019/20, which is currently 30.4%. Please
note that this figure relates to homelessness acceptances as a percentage of
cases closed during the period. The previously reported figure of 28.0%
relates to cases opened rather than closed.
2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

Target

New

New

20

30

30

Result

New

27.8

30.4 (Q3)

6.

Risk management

6.1

There are many external factors which will affect our ability to achieve the
aims of the Medium Term Delivery Plan. It will continue to be reviewed
regularly to ensure that our aims remain ambitious yet achievable.

6.2

The horizons for KPI target setting cover the period to the end of the plan in
2022. This approach is designed to facilitate discussions both internally and
with CBC about forthcoming changes and available resources over the
medium term, which will clarify expectations, support better planning and
reduce risk.

6.3

Performance against Delivery Plan targets is reported quarterly to the Board
and CBC. The reporting format places emphasis on highlights, forward look,
risk, issues and mitigation.

7.

HR Implications

7.1

There are no specific HR implications to this report.

8.

Legal Implications

8.1

There are no specific legal implications to this report.

9.

Financial Implications

9.1

CBH’s budgets for 2020/21 were agreed by Cabinet on 29 January 2020 and
the proposed targets have been considered in the context of the resources
available.

9.2

Figures shown in the Financial Plan section were recommended to the Board
for approval by the Finance & Audit Committee at its December 2019
meeting. Approval of the 2020/21 budget by the Board is covered elsewhere
on the agenda.

10.

Value for Money

10.1

KPIs and targets have been chosen to represent the best balance between
cost and quality achievable within the available resources.

11.

Health & Safety Implications

11.1

The MTDP gives prominence to compliance, enabling key health and safety
information to be brought to the Board’s attention as appropriate.

12.

Equality & Diversity Implications

12.1

An equality impact assessment was been carried out on the Medium Term
Delivery Plan in January 2016.

13.

Residents at the Heart

13.1

Customer satisfaction is a key focus in the MTDP and customer feedback will
continue to be monitored closely as one of the headline KPIs.

13.

Decision Required?

13.1

Yes

14.

Appendices
•

Appendix 1: Medium Term Delivery Plan 2018-22

Medium Term Delivery Plan
2018-2022

Author: Gerardine Murphy, Service Development Manager

Version 1.3
April 2020
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Foreword from the Chair and Chief Executive
Our Medium Term Delivery Plan 2018-22 sets out the framework for delivery
and monitoring of services we provide on behalf of Colchester Borough
Council. We deliver a wide range of high-quality, low cost services, including
tenancy and property management for the Council’s tenants and
leaseholders, the housing options service, management of the Borough’s
public buildings and delivery of new projects.
Our aim is to deliver great services that make a difference and be the trusted
choice for local housing, property and community services. We will achieve
this by delivering services that are valued by our customers and serving our
communities. To do this we will continue to focus on customer
satisfaction, value for money and positive outcomes in the community, and we
have a number of other plans in place alongside this plan which set out how
we will develop as an organisation to support the services we deliver for the
Council.
Dirk Paterson (Chair) Gareth Mitchell (Chief Executive)
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Delivering our services – Performance Plan
2018-22
Customers
Our Customer Plan sets out how we plan to achieve our ambition of being
among the top 25% of similar organisations for customer satisfaction by
2022. We plan to do this by:
•
•
•
•

Communicating better with customers & promotin g more effectively
the value of our services
Listening to customers consistently across our business and
translating customer insight into priorities & service design
Improving access to services
Empowering staff & supporting a customer-focused culture.

Major areas of focus to improve customer satisfaction will in clude upskilling
and empowering staff, using customer insight and feedback to improve
services and upgrading of systems and our online offering to support better
customer service.
Customer satisfaction %
We will monitor satisfaction at the point of service to ensure customers are
satisfied with the service they have received. We will monitor aspects of our
service such as repairs and maintenance, new tenants moving in and
property upgrades.
2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

Target

New

New

89.3

91

92

Result

New

87.4

93.1 (Q3)
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Repairs & maintenance
The next few years will present an increasingly challenging environment for
our repairs and maintenance service. Managing the impact on demand for
responsive repairs due to reductions in the capital programme will be a key
priority, and will mean working with the Council to implement a new repairs
policy and repairs standards.
We will also need to manage the impact on customer satisfaction of difficult
decisions due to budget pressures, for example the reduced fencing
programme.
We will continue to focus on delivering an effective service for our
customers by focusing on getting repairs right first time and improving
communications around repairs; we will be working on making better use of
technology, including how customers report repairs and how repairs are
scheduled and managed.
Our challenges will also include making sure we continue to attract,
develop and retain the best staff in a competitive environment. This will
help us ensure that our repairs service delivers value for money by making
the best use of our own team and our network of suppliers.
We will be managing the framework of new repairs & maintenance
contracts in place from 2017 and our focus will be on ensuring customers
are satisfied with the service delivered by our subcontractors. The new gas
servicing & repairs contract is expected to save in the region of £100K per
year.
The introduction of new wiring regulations from April 2018 will potentially
impact on training and rewiring costs and these will need to be factored into
resourcing of the whole service.
Repairs completed on time %
We will monitor the percentage of repairs which are completed within
agreed timeframes: 21 working days for routine repairs, 24 hours for
emergency repairs, 3 working days for urgent repairs and 3 months for
programmed repairs.
2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

Target

96.75

97

97.25

97.5

97.75

Result

98.0

98.3

98.0 (Q3)
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Housing options and homelessness
We will continue to provide high quality housing options and homelessness
services, working with the Council and partners to deliver the local
homelessness strategy.
Our focus will remain on reducing homelessness through early intervention.
The new duties under the Homeless Reduction Act will mean increased
homelessness prevention and relief activity and are likely to result in higher
demand for the provision of accommodation , as well as a rise in associated
costs. An increase in customer demand, reviews and partner referrals will
require the development of new partnerships and improvement of existing
ones.
A new co-ordinated approach to tackling entrenched rough sleeping will
mean a renewed emphasis on improved partnership working, more work to
identify those likely to end up on the streets and new service level
agreements with partners to tie in with grant allocation.
We aim to minimise the use of temporary accommodation and in particular
bed and breakfast accommodation. Our focus will continue to be on
minimising temporary accommodation costs while increasing the supply of
good quality alternative accommodation; this will include improving the
private sector leasing scheme and Homefinder offer through better service
provision, developing an effective landlord incentive scheme and setting up
a project steering group to include private landlords.
Homelessness acceptances %
We will monitor the proportion of households for whom a Personal Housing
Plan (PHP) has been agreed where the actions outlined in the PHP have
not resulted in prevention or relief of homelessness and a full
homelessness duty is owed.
2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

Target

New

New

20

30

30

Result

New

27.8

30.4 (Q3)1

1This

figure relates to homelessness acceptances as a percentage of cases closed during the period.
The figure of 28.0% reported elsewhere relates to cases opened rather than closed.
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Housing asset management
Our challenge over the next few years will be to continue to provide high
quality homes in an environment of limited budgets. In response to
government policies, including rent reductions of 1% per year over 4 years,
the Capital Programme budget has been reduced by £2.25m per year for
the next 4 years.
Over the next few years our focus will be on implementing the Housing
Futures programme which will mean moving from a condition-based
investment programme to a planned approach . The revised programme will
only address retaining the Decent Homes standard and ensuring the stock
and surrounding estates are safe.
The team will be focusing on essential works: kitchens, bathrooms,
heating, rewires, windows, doors, roof replacements, footpath safety
repairs, asbestos removal and garage refurbishments.
We will continue to assist the Council in identifying medium term strategic
options for the stock under the Asset Management Strategy and we will
support the Council in ensuring the long-term sustainability of its 30-year
Housing Revenue Account Business Plan.
We will provide support to the Council on its ambitions for the development
of new homes.
Capital program elements completed on time %
We will monitor progress against the capital programme delivery schedule
agreed at the start of each year.

Target
Result

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

New

95

95.5

96

96.5

66.3

75.8 (Q3
target
91.2)

75.4
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Housing management
Welfare reform will continue to have an impact on our customers and the
business, in particular the transition towards Universal Credit. Our focus
will be on supporting tenants to sustain their tenancies and maintaining
collection rates.
To do this we will continue to develop staff knowledge and skills, and we
will work towards a better understanding of the support needs of our
customers to help them sustain tenancies.
To maximise income collection we will develop our rent collection
processes, and by ending tenancies more effectively we will reduce the
money owed by former tenants.
We will improve community safety by working with partners and offering a
range of interventions to support victims of antisocial behaviour throughout
the Borough. Ensuring that estates and communal areas are kept clean
and safe will continue to be a high priority.
Providing high quality, efficient services to our leaseholders and
maintaining collection rates for leasehold service charges and capital
repairs will continue to be an important focus.
We will communicate more effectively to demonstrate to tenants and
leaseholders that we listen and improve services.
Our new Community Plan will set out how we will work to ensure
vulnerable residents can access the support they need, promoting health
and wellbeing and tackling financial and digital exclusion, ensuring better
outcomes for the community by working in partnership with others.
Rent collection %
We will monitor the rent collected from current tenants as a percentage of
the rent collectable plus any arrears at the start of the year.
2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

Target

98.5

98

98

98.2

98.5

Result

99.9

99

98.1 (Q3
target
97.0)
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Letting homes
We will be working with CBC to review the Colchester minimum standard
for newly-let properties whilst endeavouring to maintain customer
satisfaction.
We will start, amend and end tenancies more efficiently, minimising void
times and rent lost through properties being empty. A key priority will be
maximising the use of Council homes, for example targeting underoccupation by promoting mutual exchanges and encouraging tenants to
downsize where appropriate.
As well as carrying out our own works to vacated properties we will be
managing the voids contract with Mears which commenced in 2017; the
contract now covers insurance works and will speed up turnaround times
for empty properties.
Average days to re-let general needs properties
We will monitor the number of days taken to re-let vacant general needs
homes, including any days spent in capital works.
2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

Target

25

25

25

24.75

24.75

Result

24.7

26.8

26.7 (Q3)
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Corporate asset management
We will continue to support delivery of the Council’s Corporate Asset
Management Strategy; this includes the completion of stock condition
surveys and resulting Building Maintenance Programme works. The team
develops and manages a planned programme of maintenance works
operating on a five-year cycle.
We will be working with the Council on the re-tender of its Planned
Preventative Maintenance contract for corporate buildings.
An important area of focus over the next few years will be enhancing the
effectiveness and value for money of the Technical Services team.
Corporate facilities repairs completed on time %
We will monitor the percentage of responsive repairs which are completed
within agreed timeframes: immediately in the case of emergencies, 24
hours for urgent repairs and 30 days for non -urgent repairs.
2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

Target

New

75

90

90

95

Result

63.1

95.5

91.4 (Q3)
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Compliance
We will continue to ensure that high-quality health and safety and risk
management frameworks are in place and that risks from gas, fire hazards
and asbestos are actively managed. We will implement best practice in
governance & risk management.
We will be completing works resulting from programme of Fire Risk
Assessments carried out in 2017.
Gas safety will continue to be a high priority; we will be managing the
Council’s gas servicing & repairs contract and implementing a new “MOT”
approach to gas servicing which has been in place since 2017 and is
expected to save in the region of £100K per year.
We will seek to maintain our accreditations for ISO 9001 Quality
Management, ISO 14001 Environmental Management, OHSAS
18001/45001 Occupational Health and Safety Management.
Gas compliance %
We will monitor the percentage of tenanted homes with a gas supply which
have a valid gas service certificate.
2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

Target

100

100

100

100

100

Result

100

100

100
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Financial plan
The annual turnover of the Housing Revenue Account (HRA) and Housing
Investment Programme is approximately £41million. Of this, £14.3 million
each year is for our management and delivery of services, with a further £21.9
million managed through delegated budgets.
The management fee is set in line with the provisions of the 30-year HRA
business plan on an annual basis. In addition, we also manage General Fund
activities relating to Housing Options and Corporate Facilities Management.
Our Business Development Plan will support us in our aim of generating extra
income to support our priorities and our sustainability as a business. Our
Value for Money, Technology and Investment Plan sets out how we will
generate savings and improve our services through investment in technology.
2019/20
£,000s
Turnover
Management fee
Capital works
Interest
Total turnover
Expenditure
Housing management
Sheltered housing
Business services
and overheads
Housing Options
Repairs &
refurbishment
management
Facilities
management of public
buildings
Corporate services
Revenue works
Capital works
Total expenditure

2020/21
£,000s

2021/22
£,000s

2022/23
£,000s

9,452
4,848
10
14,310

9,764
5,029
10
14,803

9,903
5,331
11
15,245

10,046
4,691
11
14,748

1,508
550

1,586
547

1,618
558

1,650
569

1,564

1,597

1,629

1,662

777

843

860

877

1,861

1,900

1,938

1,977

217

197

201

205

289
2,696
4,848
14,310

322
2,782
5,029
14,803

328
2,782
5,331
15,245

335
2,782
4,691
14,748

Figures from 2021/22 onwards assume a 2% per annum uplift (with the
exception of the capital and revenue work figures taken from the agreed Asset
Management Strategy) and can only be considered estimates at this stage; all
figures will be agreed on an annual basis over the lifetime of the plan.
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Delegated budgets

Budget
Housing Investment
/refurbishment programmes
Revenue works
Corporate facilities - capital
works
Corporate facilities - revenue
works
Total works
Revenue delegated budgets

2019/20
£,000s

Total delegated budgets

2020/21
£,000s

2021/22
£,000s

2022/23
£,000s

2,753

3,672

5,331

7,055

1,728

1,795

1,795

1,795

13,000

22,000

16,500

7,000

1,917

1,550

1,550

1,550

19,398

27,467

25,176

15,850

2,457

2,560

2,560

2,560

21,855

30,027

27,736

18,410

Figures from 2020/21 onwards assume a 2% per annum uplift (with the
exception of corporate facilities capital works) and can only be considered
estimates at this stage; these figures will be agreed on an annual basis over
the lifetime of the plan.
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Resources plan
The Colchester Borough Homes Strategic Plan sets out how we will develop
as a business to support and enhance delivery of our services and provide
customer satisfaction, value for money and positive outcomes in the
community.
Our staff are our greatest asset, and our People Plan will focus on how we
can continue to be an employer of choice and get the best out of our staff.
We are constantly striving for efficiency in every area of our business and will
continue to focus on achieving even more with the resources available. Our
Value for Money, Technology and Investment Plan and Working Smarter
project will help us to make the most of the resources we have, including
developing our use of technology, embedding a new outcome-based
approach to performance management and redesigning services to generate
efficiencies.
Our Leadership Plan will ensure we continue to develop the appropriate skills
and framework to support accountability and inspire trust in CBH as an
organisation.
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Monitoring Delivery
Delivery is monitored via a performance framework agreed with the Council
which encompasses partnership working, governance and tenant scrutiny,
regular planning and reporting, benchmarking with other organisations and
external assessment:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Council liaison: Quarterly meetings, performance data discussions,
Capital Monitoring Group, Asset Management Group meetings
Reports and key documents: Monthly and quarterly performance
reports, KPI packs, statutory returns, annual report, standardised
tenant survey report
Tenant Scrutiny: Resident Board members, Resident panel, focus
groups, satisfaction surveys, tenant and leaseholder events
Internal scrutiny: Board and committees, panels, internal audit
Benchmarking: HouseMark, informal benchmarking with other
organisations
External assessment: third party organisations/bodies, e.g. OHSAS
18001, Investors in People.

Key performance indicators are monitored using a quarterly performance
review approach. This involves targets and detailed analysis for a wide range
of indicators and is shared with the Council as well as being reviewed
internally and benchmarked externally on a regular basis.
We are committed to supporting local decision making and accountability and
we will continue to support scrutiny by Council tenants as part of the coregulatory regime. Our Customer Plan and Leadership Plan set out how we
encourage and facilitate wider and more representative participation by local
residents in shaping the delivery of housing services.
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Related documents – the strategic framework
Colchester Borough Council Strategic Plan
We are committed to working with our parent organisation Colchester
Borough Council to share in the delivery of its vision for the Borough .
The Council’s Strategic Plan 2018-21 outlines its overall objectives to support
Growth, Responsibility, Opportunity and Wellbeing (GROW) in the Borough .
Colchester Borough Homes can make a significant contribution, particularly to
the following aims:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Target support to the most disadvantaged residents and communities
Promote responsible citizenship by encouraging residents to get
involved in their communities and to identify solutions to local issues
Ensure residents benefit from Colchester’s economic growth with skills,
jobs and improving infrastructure
Educate those residents who behave anti-socially about the impact of
their behaviour
Encourage belonging, involvement and responsibility in all the
Borough’s communities
Work with Essex Police and partners in the Safer Colchester
Partnership to make Colchester an even safer place
Create new social housing by building Council homes
Develop jobs, homes, infrastructure and communities to meet the
Borough’s future needs by creating new Garden Communities
Work with partners to create a shared vision for a vibrant town centre
Encourage re-use and recycling to reduce waste to landfill
Improve standards in the private rented sector
Help residents adopt healthier lifestyles by enabling the provision of
excellent leisure facilities.

The Council has also set out a number of strategies and plans where CBH
has an important contribution to make, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Housing strategy
Homelessness strategy
Housing asset management strategy
Housing development strategy
Corporate asset management strategy
Environmental sustainability strategy
Community enabling strategy.
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Colchester Borough Homes Strategic Plan
The CBH Strategic Plan 2017-22 sets out how we will develop as an
organisation over the next few years to support us in delivering great services
that make a difference. We aim to be the trusted choice for local housing,
property and community services, and we achieve this by delivering services
that are valued by our customers and by serving our communities.
To do this we will need to focus on customer satisfaction, value for
money and positive outcomes in the community; we recognise that we will
need:
•
•
•
•
•

Excellent customer service
A smarter approach to the way we work
Increased income
Effective governance & leadership
Partnerships that deliver for our communities.

As well as the Medium Term Delivery Plan , we have a range of plans to
support our Strategic Plan priorities and make sure that we develop as an
organisation to support the services we deliver:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customer plan
Value for money, technology & investment plan
People plan
Business development plan
Leadership plan
Community plan.

Our Board, customers and staff will help us monitor progress against these
goals.
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REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD
DATE:

27 February 2020

TIME:

5.30 pm

VENUE:

Worsnop House, Old Heath Road

AGENDA ITEM:

11c

SUBJECT:

Void (Empty property re let) performance report

REPORT BY:

Karen Loweman, Director of Operations
 (01206) 282805
 karen.loweman@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR INFORMATION
1.

Performance update
Re let (void) performance is monitored as one of this company’s key
performance indicators and is also one of the 3 performance indicators (Void re
let time; rent collection; homelessness cases accepted) monitored by the
Council.

2.
2.1
3.
3.1

The indicator for re-let performance is currently below the target performance
of 25 days and has been under scrutiny by the Council as we seek to bring the
performance back on track with the target.
Purpose of Report
The Chair of the Board has committed to the Council that the Board will monitor
re let performance at each of its meetings. Demonstrating its strategic
commitment to improve performance.
Background
The performance indicator for measuring re let times is described as follows:
The overall time to re let General needs property (not Sheltered housing
or Temporary accommodation); excluding Major works.

3.2

Medium term delivery plan
Our Medium Term Delivery Plan sets out the following:

Letting homes
We will be working with CBC to review the Colchester minimum standard for
newly let properties whilst endeavouring to maintain customer satisfaction.

We will start, amend and end tenancies more efficiently, minimising void
times and rent lost through properties being empty.
A key priority will be maximising the use of Council homes, for example
targeting under-occupation by promoting mutual exchanges and encouraging
tenants to downsize where appropriate.

3.3

As well as carrying out our own works to vacated properties we will be
managing the voids contract with Breyer which commenced in April 2019; the
contract now includes insurance works and will speed up turnaround times for
empty properties.
Average days to re-let general needs properties
We will monitor the number of days taken to re-let vacant general needs
homes, including any days spent in capital works, but excluding Major works.
2017/18
2018/19
2019/20
2020/21
2021/22
Target
Result

3.4

3.5

25
24.7

25
26.8

25
26.6 (Q3)

24.75

24.75

Performance to end of January 2020
18 properties were re let in an average of 19 days reducing the cumulative
average re let time to 26.13 days
Performance
The performance of void re let times was particularly affected toward the end of
2018/19 and beginning of 2019/20 by the change in contractor, who undertake
50% of the repair works.
The new contractor Breyer has a 5-year contract with the Council, which is
managed and monitored by CBH. Information regarding performance is shared
with the Council at monthly Core Monitoring Group meetings.
The remaining 50% of repair works are completed by a small CBH repairs
team.
Performance over the same period was also affected by utilising the existing
resource to refurbish for letting properties which have been purchased through
the initiative to “buy back” former Council homes to increase the housing stock.
In October 2019 this element of work was transferred and now forms part of a
separate contract, avoiding any adverse impact on performance.

3.6

The graph below provides details of performance during 2018/19
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Letting properties

26.13 days

Re-letting properties effectively requires good co-ordination between the
tenancy management, lettings team and the repairs team.
Properties are advertised for allocation through
www.Gatewaytohomechoice.org and customers shortlisted for allocation as
vacant possession is confirmed. Customers view the property whilst repair
works are in progress and the new tenancy starts on the first Monday following
completion of the repairs.
4.

Action Plan for improvement
An action plan is now in place which brings together staff from the Tenancy
Management, Lettings and Repairs teams to improve performance
Some initial key actions have been achieved such as the separation of works
for the “buy back” properties and weekly briefings between teams.
Further improvements will achieve more effective works ordering with pre
tenancy termination inspections and reducing the level of improvement work

(such as installation of new kitchens) carried out whilst the property is empty.
The staff resource and functions within the repairs team are under review to
improve efficiency.
Some of the factors that impact on performance are:
•
•
•
4.1

The condition of properties returned – for example where storage and
clearance is required following eviction
Effectiveness of the capital improvement programme - reducing the
need for modernisation to the letting standard
The number of properties becoming empty in the period – which impacts
on resources and the calculation of average periods

Customer satisfaction
The level of monitored customer satisfaction with newly let homes remains
high, although the survey sample is limited by the response to telephone calls.
44 tenants have responded to the survey (of a possible 173) with 86% satisfied
with the condition of the property.
Improvements are currently being trialled to increase the number of satisfaction
surveys

5.
5.1

6.
6.1
7.
7.1
8.
8.1
9.
9.1

Risk Management
The performance risks not achieving the cumulative target of 25 days by year
end due to the performance above target in quarter one 2019/20.
Performance continues to improve and at the end of January the
cumulative outcome has reduced to 26.1 days, however the number of
properties becoming vacant and their condition is not predictable.
A higher scrutiny of performance and outcomes remains in place whilst the
performance is not achieving target.
HR Implications
The resources available within the CBH “in-house” team has been reviewed
and a post which has been vacant will be recruited to.
Legal Implications
The main legislation governing landlords’ responsibilities for repair and
maintenance is The Landlord and Tenant Act 1985 (Sec 8 and 11).
Financial Implications
The annual budget for delivery and re-letting empty properties is sufficient.

Value for Money
A review of value for money on delivery of major works to empty properties has
been undertaken. Improvement works will generally now be completed after
the new tenant moves in, which also provides improved customer engagement
and choice.
10.
Health & Safety Implications
10.1 No direct issues arising
11.
Equality & Diversity Implications
11.1 The needs of the incoming tenant are considered when agreeing works carried
out in empty property. For example, sheltered housing and properties which

12.

are likely to be allocated to elderly or disabled tenants may require a higher
level of decoration.
Residents at the Heart

12.1 Customer feedback and satisfaction help us to ensure that the standard of our
homes meets the requirement of tenants.
13.

Decision Required?

13.1 Item for Information

REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD
DATE: Thursday 27 February 2020
TIME: 5.30 pm
VENUE: Worsnop House
AGENDA ITEM: 11D
SUBJECT:

Health and Safety Compliance

REPORT BY: David Barthram – H&S, Environmental & CDM Manager
 (01206) 282433
 David.Barthram@cbhomes.org.uk
FOR DECISION
1.

Decisions Required

1.1

This is the first Health and Safety Compliance report presented to the current Board and
members are asked to discuss and approve the format and note the contents.

1.2

To ensure we comply with the new standards of the BS ISO 45001, additional changes to the
Health & Safety policy is required. The Board is asked to approve the revised Health and Safety
Policy.

2.

Purpose of Report

2.1

The purpose of this report is to inform the Board of the current status of activities relating to
all aspects of Health and Safety Compliance.
Improvements in health and safety are on-going across Colchester Borough Homes. The Health
and Safety team are working with all departments to increase compliance against audit actions.
Improvements in this area will show a greater level of legal compliance generally across CBH.
As detailed in our Strategic Health and Safety Policy, the “Plan, Do, Check and Act” approach
provides clear vision and we will continue to embed this approach to deliver a strong health and
safety culture at CBH.

3.

Compliance Assurance

3.1

Sheltered Schemes – CBH have 19 sheltered schemes and compliance data for each location
varies as not all sites/communal areas have the same services installed. Some schemes are
dispersed, and the compliance is picked up under the general needs service programs.

3.2

Type of
Service/inspection/assessment

Number
of
properties
that
require
the
detailed
service

How many properties have been assessed?

Gas

12

12

Legionella – Water risk
assessm ents

19

19

Electrical – EICR is an Electrical
Installation Condition Report.

19

19

Lifting Operations and Lifting
Equipm ent Regulations (LOLER)
1998 (Passenger lifts and lifting
equipm ent)

12

12

Fire alarm & em ergency lighting

19

19

Asbestos

19

19

Compliant

General Needs Blocks/Housing - Data detailed below covers over 6000 properties, however
compliance data for each property/building will differ due to what CBH must legally service within
a domestic dwelling, and what services are connected or installed at each location.
Typ e o f
Service/inspection/assessment

Number o f
p ro perties

Ho w man y p roperties h ave
been
serviced/inspected/assessed

Partially
co mp liant –
service/inspection
n o t o verdue but
o utstan ding

Overd ue visits

Gas

5214

5214

0

0

Leg io nella – Water risk
assessments co mpleted fo r 3
sto ry blocks with water sto rage
tan ks.

65

65

0

0

6118

2,519

3,599

177

145

32

467

378

89

2 sto ry blocks

447

344

0

31

3 sto ry blocks

107

100

0

7

Maiso nette

235

235

0

0

No n -compliant –
service/inspection
o verd ue

Electrical – EICR
5-year co mpliance

Fire safety in spections –
co mmun al area in spections
co mp leted by co mmunity
caretakers every 12 mo nths
(Ap ril 19 – March 20)
Blo cks Stairwells Asbesto s surveys/inspections

The Board are asked to note the following:
Overdue Asbestos inspections for 2/3 storey general needs blocks
Currently 99% of 3 storey blocks have an asbestos survey in place and 93% of 2 storey blocks
A schedule of work is in place to ensure asbestos survey compliance by end of March 2020.
Legionella – Water risk assessments in 2 storey blocks
The CBH Water risk assessment program does not currently include 2 storey blocks. To ensure
compliance, investigations have been carried out which indicate that most of the blocks have
been switched to mains water supply with a combi boiler installed. However, there are 12
locations that need further investigation to identify if cold water storage tanks are in place in lofts
spaces. An update will be provided in the next compliance report.
Electrical Installation Condition Report (EICR)
The requirement to maintain and repair the installation for the supply of electricity is set out in
Section 11 of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1985; under the general obligations for landlords.
EICR involves a visual inspection and electrical testing and whilst there is no legislation to require
this, it is recommended that this is carried out every 10 years in rented properties. It is further
recommended that the electrical installations are checked for safety at the beginning of each
tenancy.
The Council agreed a new policy in relation to fixed electrical installations inspection and testing
in April 2018, following the increasing risk and incidents of fires. The policy states that the
Council’s housing stock should have a satisfactory EICR of no more than 5 years old.
At the outset of the policy an inspection of all housing stock was required. As at the 14th January
2020, there were 3,599 properties without a satisfactory EICR (within 5 years old) on record.
In order to ensure the entire Colchester Borough Council Housing Stock has a satisfactory EICR
that is no more than 5 years old, it will be necessary to carry out testing and associated remedial
works to a further 2,720 properties during 2020/21.
4.

Fire Risk Assessment (FRA)
Fire risk assessments

Number of
properties

How many properties have been
serviced/inspected/assessed

Outstanding
visits

Overdue
visits

General needs blocks

433

433

0

0

Sheltered schemes

19

19

0

0

FRA Actions documented on
Assure
2366

4.1

High priority actions

Medium priority actions

Low priority actions

446 outstanding actions

13 outstanding actions

4 outstanding actions

In order to provide a coordinated approach to fire safety the CBH health and safety team
will ensure fire risk assessments are completed for all required locations in accordance with

policy requirements, this process is split into 3 areas, general needs blocks, sheltered
schemes and offices.
There are currently 463 outstanding fire risk assessment actions to be addressed, with 446
of these assessed as high priority.
The high-risk actions relate mainly to fire door upgrades/replacements, and
compartmentation repairs where a breach has been noted during the FRA process. The first
phase of the fire door programme has a completion date of March 31st 2020 and is running
to the set schedule. This programme has been delayed due to a national shortage of fire
doors, with suppliers waiting for confirmation of requirements from the government.
All fire risk assessment actions have been allocated to a person/contractor with a set date
to address the defect or upgrade to a set standard and no FRA action is overdue.
5.

Accidents, Incidents and Near Misses 2019

5.1

Health and Safety Executive’s (HSE) Involvement and Enforcement Activities During
2019/2020

5.2

The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) contacted the CBH health and safety team once during
2019 relating to an asbestos exposure incident at the Town Hall while contractors completed
boiler upgrades. The Health and Safety team investigated, a RIDDOR (Reporting of Injuries,
Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations) notification was made to the HSE, and a
detailed response was provided to answer all questions from the HSE inspector, who closed the
case.
Fire Incidents
Tiptree - Fire Crews were called to a first floor flat after a resident reported that she was trapped
in the property due to a fire outside the front door.
Firefighters evacuated the building the extinguished the fire, which started in a storage cupboard
on the communal landing.
Investigations could not determine the cause of this fire.
Grymes Dyke court – A Tenant at the scheme left a wok on the stove unattended in their flat,
which caused it to overheat, smoke and set off the smoke alarm which activated the fire alarm
system. The Tenant was evacuated from his flat by the onsite Visiting Officer and fire service was
called. The tenant was not affected by the incident and received support for future cooking

5.3

5.4

Violence and Aggression
Colchester library – Abusive and aggressive behaviours towards the team at the library was
happening on a regular basis throughout 2019, and after investigation by senior management, an
additional security guard was funded. Since this addition there has been a noticeable decrease in
reported incidents at the library.
Dangerous occurrences/ Major incident
During December 2019 a 2-storey block was struck by a falling tree during the night, which
caused damage to a neighbour’s house roof, garden fence and cut off the gas supply to the CBH
ground floor flat. Thankfully no one was injured, and repairs to CBH property and neighbouring
property were completed by contractors and insurers contractors.

2019 has seen CBH staff deal with a host of difficult and unexpected situations, from verbal
aggression during meetings or location visits, to discovering a firearm in a recently deceased
tenant’s property. This has highlighted how important the documented reporting process is; the
health and safety team are committed to continued improvement at all levels in the organisation.
5.5
Lone Working
There were 2 near misses during 2019, where people safe devices were activated but had
not been registered correctly. Thankfully these activations did not occur during a real
incident.
After investigation it was found that the People Safe team (external provider of the system)
had not entered the personnel details on to the system.
Control measure implemented – CBH line managers will be set up with individual logins for
the people safe system, each manager will have access to the staff they line manage so
admin tasks can be addressed at local level and remove the need to rely on People Safe.
The People Safe system is currently under review as the contract expired during 2019,
potentially a new company will be sourced to provide this service.
6.

Training Compliance

6.1

CBH have a Health and Safety Policy, which outlines our commitment to health and safety
training for all our employees, ensuring that we will identify training needs and requirements
during the recruitment process of new employees and that we will ensure that newly trained
employees should also receive close supervision to check they are competent to carry out
their duties in a safe manner.
For continual improvement a mandatory training document will be created to ensure that
new and existing training requirements, or refresher training requirements, are identified for
all individuals and captured on one training needs document.
Following this exercise, we will be able to capture training compliance across the
organisation more accurately.

7.

Policy

7.1

Health and safety policy update
To ensure we comply with the new standards of the BS ISO 45001, additional changes to the
health & safety policy are required.

7.2

Key changes to the policy are as follows:
• Hazard identification to be added to duties section of health and safety manager
Identify Hazards by carrying out workplace risk assessments, determine how employees, tenants
and others might be at risk and implement control measures.
• Communication and Consultation
Communication and consultation will be an essential part of the health and safety policy
implementation and reviewing process. Involving employees will enable them to perform at their
best if they know their duties, obligations and rights and have an opportunity to make their views
known to management on issues that affect them.
A Key method for communication and consultation will be at the Health & Safety Forum, team
representatives shall be nominated from the following areas:

•

Head of Repairs & Maintenance

•

Housing Options

•

Housing Management

•

Community Caretakers

•

Antisocial Behaviour

•

Repairs & Maintenance

•

Trade operatives

•

Corporate Facilities

•

Asset Management

•

Human Resources

•

Trades Unions

•

Health and Safety manager

•

Health and Safety officer

The following document is appended to this report:
•

Appendix 1 – Health and Safety Policy

Strategic
Health and Safety Policy
Author: David Barthram Health, Safety, Environmental & CDM Manager

Version 1.8
February 2020
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1.

Introduction & Purpose
At Colchester Borough Homes we recognise our responsibility to ensure the health,
safety and welfare of all our employees so-far as is reasonably practicable. This policy
sets out our commitment to endeavour to maintain a continual and measurable
improvement to our Health and Safety performance to ensure compliance with all
applicable Health and Safety legislation.
As a corporate body and employer, Colchester Borough Homes recognise and accept
our responsibility to provide a safe and healthy working environment for our
employees and non- employees who may be affected by our work activities, we will
take the necessary steps to fulfil our statutory duties under the Health and Safety at
Work Act (1974).
A positive health and safety culture will be encouraged, actively supported by senior
management, to involve employees in the decision-making processes either on an
individual basis or through their Health and Safety representatives.
Our approach to health and safety management operates on a cycle of four key
elements: plan, do, check and act (PDCA) – as outlined in HSG65 & BS OHSAS
18001/ISO 45001.
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2.

Policy Statement
We are committed to providing services in a way that promotes the health and safety
of our tenants, employees and other persons who may be affected by Colchester
Borough Homes activities.
To fulfil our statutory duties, the following form our Health and Safety aims and
objectives as a company.
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

To provide all employees with the necessary information, instruction, training and
supervision
To Implement structured, effective and documented health and safety
management arrangements for all parts of the CBH organisation to promote a
culture of safe working
To make sure that relevant information on health and safety is shared between
employees, tenants, people who use and provide our services, visitors and
contractors
To ensure all visitors, contractors and suppliers of goods and services comply
with our Health and Safety requirements
To devote the necessary resources in the form of finance, equipment, personnel
and time to develop a safe and healthy culture.
To seek the assistance of expert help where the necessary skills are not available
within the Company
To provide and maintain open channels of communication to enable employees,
people who use and provide our services to raise health & safety issues
To maintain the Assure system to ensure that all Accidents/incidents, ‘nearmisses’ and work-related ill-health are fully investigated and documented, with
appropriate action taken to reduce the likelihood of their recurrence
To Identify risks to health and safety and implement adequate controls measures
so far as is reasonably practicable
To conduct regular health and safety audits/inspections at CBH sites to assess
management systems and working practices
To review this policy annually

The Chief Executive is responsible to the Board for all Health and Safety matters of
the company.
The Director of Operations will be responsible for ensuring that strategic policies and
procedures are approved. Where this involves health & safety, this will be in liaison
with the Health & Safety Manager, Head of Repairs and Maintenance and the
employee and trade union representatives.
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Chief Executive
The Chief Executive acts with the authority and on behalf of the board. The Chief
Executive is responsible for the overall arrangements and for ensuring that the
company’s operations are always executed in such a manner as to ensure, so far as
is reasonably practicable, the health, safety and welfare of all employees and others
who may be affected by Colchester Borough Homes.
The Chief Executive is responsible for implementing and monitoring the Health and
safety policy and associated procedures. They may choose to delegate performance
of this task to a competent person.
The Chief Executive further delegates the performance of tasks required to meet
these responsibilities, as outline in the remainder of this document.

Health, Safety, Environmental & CDM Manager
The Head of Repairs and Maintenance is responsible to the Chief Executive for the
production, implementation and control of the Health and Safety Strategy.
The Health, Safety Environmental & CDM Manager has been appointed as the
‘competent person’ under the Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations
1999 and is responsible for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identifying upcoming changes to legislation, guidance, best practice and
enforcement practice to assess the likely impact to CBH.
Identify hazards by carrying out workplace risk assessments, determine how
employees, tenants and others might be at risk and implement control measures.
To provide guidance and support on how best to meet the requirements of
identified changes.
To provide support and guidance on Health & Safety on all CBH activities.
To ensure that all accidents/incidents, ‘near-misses’ and work-related ill-health
are fully investigated and documented.
More proactive approach to be implemented to prevent any future incidents, in
line with continuous improvement and lesson learnt.
Reviewing key performance statistics as agreed by the Corporate Management
Team.
Review CBH Health, Safety and Fire related policies.
Review procedures and guidance to ensure continued compliance with legislative
requirements.
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Strategic activities will include:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Advising management upon all Health and Safety matters, including safety
legislation, writing of core procedures, policies and guidance notes.
Ensuring employees/contractors have an appropriate Health & Safety induction.
Conducting Health and Safety audits to ensure compliance throughout the
Company’s undertaking using statutory and corporate Health and Safety
standards.
The provision and delivery of relevant Health and Safety training.
Advising managers and team leaders upon matters concerning the Health and
Safety of the employees under their control.
The supervision and control of all designated First Aid facilities.
Ongoing Health and Safety improvements by mean of the PDCA model.

Service activities will include:
Heads of Service, assisted by the Health & Safety Team, will be responsible for the
implementation of the Strategic Health and Safety Policy and for the production and
implementation of safe working practices for the service for which they are
responsible. These include but are not exhaustive of, the arrangements for the
provision of:
a)

Safe systems of work

b)

Safe places of work

c)

Environmental control

d)

Hazard reporting

e)

Risk assessment

f)

First aid

g)

Emergency procedures

Head of Service will make all employees under their control aware of safe working
practices and review and amend as appropriate.
Team leaders/supervisors will be responsible to the Head of Service for the
implementation of policies, procedures and safe working practice within the work
areas under their control.
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Employee duties
Employees have a duty to take care of their own health and safety and that of others
who may be affected by their actions at work. They must also co-operate with
management and co-workers to help everyone meet legal requirements. Employees
must:
Take care of their own health and safety and that of others;
Co-operate to help Colchester Borough Homes comply with health and safety
legislation;
Follow any instructions or health and safety training we provide;
Report any work situations that present a serious and imminent risk; and
Highlight any other failings they identify in our health and safety arrangements.

•
•
•
•
•

Employees also must not interfere with or obstruct anything provided in the interests
of health and safety at work.
Employee wellbeing
The implementation of this policy will also be supported by mental health first aiders
and other health & safety policies to create a workplace environment that promotes
the mental wellbeing of all employees. The supporting policies can be located on
Sharepoint:
•
•
•
•
•

Wellbeing
Sickness absence
Lone working
Alcohol, drug and substance abuse
Bullying and harassment.
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3.

Strategic Arrangements
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS
HEAD OF REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE
HEALTH & SAFETY MANAGER
STRATEGIC HEALTH AND SAFETY FUNCTIONS

IMPLEMENT AND
MONITOR
STRATEGIC
HEALTH AND
SAFETY POLICY

HEALTH &
SAFETY
OBJECTIVES
AND TARGETS

PRODUCE AND
MONITOR
HEALTH AND
SAFETY
POLICIES

PRODUCE AND
MONITOR
HEALTH AND
SAFETY
PROCEDURES

PRODUCE AND
MONITOR
EMERGENCY
PROCEDURES

PRODUCE AND
MONITOR HEALTH
& SAFETY
TRAINING
PROGRAMME

IMPLEMENT AND
MONITOR FIRST
AID PROVISION

MONITOR &
CONTROL OF
CONTRACTORS

UNDERTAKE
HEALTH AND
SAFETY
AUDITING
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4.

Operational Arrangements
DIRECTORS
HEADS OF SERVICE
IMPLEMENT
STRATEGIC
POLICY

MANAGE
SERVICE HEALTH
AND SAFETY

LIAISE WITH
HEALTH & SAFETY
MANAGER

TEAM LEADERS / SUPERVISORS

MANAGE
WORKPLACE
HEALTH AND
SAFETY

IMPLEMENT
STRATEGIC
POLICIES AND
PROCEDURES

PRODUCE CODES
OF SAFE WORKING
PROCEDURES &
PRACTICES

MANAGE RISK
ASSESSMENTS
PROGRAMME

ENSURE ALL
ACCIDENTS/
INCIDENTS ARE
REPORTED

LIAISE WITH
HEALTH & SAFETY
MANAGER

HEALTH & SAFETY MANAGER & OFFICER
FORMAL
REPORTING TO
CORPORATE
MANAGEMENT
TEAM AND NONEXECUTIVE
DIRECTORS

ADVISE
SERVICE
MANAGERS ON
HEALTH AND
SAFETY
MATTERS
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LEADERS/
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5.

Health & Safety Framework
We are an Arm’s Length Management Organisation (ALMO) set up by Colchester
Borough Council to manage the Council’s housing and corporate building stock. We
are wholly owned by the Council.
We can be divided into two principal areas, each with their own Health and Safety
risks, namely:
1.

Operations

2.

Business Improvement

As a company we have our own Health & Safety Policy (this document), our own
Health & Safety Manager responsible for advising on Health and Safety matters but
has formally adopted Colchester Borough Council’s Health & Safety procedures (as
from time to time adapted to CBH arrangements) recognising them as best practice.
We will participate in Health & Safety training and forums for Health & Safety
representatives, first- aiders, incident controllers and fire marshals as appropriate.
Communication and consultation will be an essential part of the health and safety
policy implementation and reviewing process. Involving employees will enable them
to perform at their best if they know their duties, obligations and rights and have an
opportunity to make their views known to management on issues that affect them.
A Key method for communication and consultation will be at the Health & Safety
Forum. Team representatives shall be nominated from the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Head of Repairs & Maintenance
Housing Options
Housing Management
Community Caretakers
Antisocial Behaviour
Repairs & Maintenance
Trade operatives
Corporate Facilities
Asset Management
Human Resources
Trades Unions
Health and Safety manager
Health and Safety officer
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We will seek to achieve (and retain) an internationally recognised standard for Health
& Safety management systems and practice (Occupational Health and Safety
Management Systems OHSAS 18001).
ISO 45001 which was published in March 2018 by the International Organisation for
Standardisation will replace the BS OHSAS 18001, as we are currently certified to
BS OHSAS 18001, we will then migrate to ISO 45001 by March 2021 to retain a
recognised certification.
The CBH headquarters at Rowan House are leased from Colchester Borough
Council. As landlords, the Council has procedures to manage emergencies and fire
and bomb threats and would therefore act as incident controllers in such a case.
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Strategic Organisation & Responsibilities
Primary duty holders for Health and
Safety across the company

Chief Executive
Directors

Responsible to the Board for the Health
and Safety Strategy

Head of Repairs
and Maintenance

Strategic

CBH Board

Health & Safety Manager

Monitor the effectiveness of the
strategic and Operational Health and
Safety Strategy, Policies and
Provisions

Health & Safety Officer

HSE eBulletin service
IOSH Membership

H&S Committee

Responsible to the Chief Executive for
the production, implementation and
control of the Health and Safety Strategy
Responsible to CBH Chief Executive
for provision of Health and Safety
advice, management and control of
the Health and Safety function

Support

6.

Specialist Advice

CBH Strategic Health & Safety Policy 2019

Health and safety bulletins/guidance is
released/available to keep industry up
to date with failures in equipment,
process, procedures and substances
used in the workplace
To provide a forum for management
and workers together to identify and
resolve health and safety problems,
and to develop and monitor safe
systems and procedure
Offer specialist advice to CBH Health
& Safety committee, undertake specific
Health & Safety duties as agreed
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Operational Organisation and Responsibilities
Responsible to the Head of Repairs and
Maintenance for the management of
Health and Safety within the Service

Senior Managers

Health & Safety Manager

Operational

Manager/Supervisor

Employees

Responsible for providing a
comprehensive, professional Health and
Safety Advisory Service to Group Service
Managers, Managers and Employees,
assisting in the implementation of Service
and Strategic Health and Safety Policies
and Procedures

To make representations to
management on behalf of their members
on all matters concerning their health
and safety

Health and Safety
Representatives

First Aiders

Responsible to the Senior Managers for
the management of Health and Safety in
the workplace, the production of Codes of
Safe Working Practices, Risk Assessments
and Accident Investigations

For taking care of their own Health and
Safety and the Health and Safety of others
who may be affected by what they do, or
fail to do

Support

7.

Fire Marshals
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To monitor the provision of the First Aid
services, and to provide first aid to
employees whilst at work and other persons
on Council and Company property
To manage emergencies such as fire and
bomb threats. To control building
evacuation and re- entry into buildings and
to liaise with the Fire and Police Authorities
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8.

Objectives
This Strategic Health and Safety Policy commits us to carrying out our undertakings
in such a way as to ensure that they are not harmful to the health and safety of our
employees, tenants, contractors, and other persons not employed but affected by the
CBH.
CBH recognises that Health and Safety is an integral part of the management function
and, as such, needs to be managed using the same managerial skills and techniques
that are used in the management of other services. To this end, Strategic Health and
Safety Goals have been set for the management of Health and Safety.
Purpose of Health and Safety goals
The purposes of the Health and Safety goals are to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Establish Health and Safety management standards
Establish the Health and Safety competencies of our workforce
Control the risks to all the Company and Council's assets
Ensure the control of contractors.

To carry out our undertakings in such a way as to ensure the Health and Safety of all
employees whilst at work and that of others who might be affected by the CBH’s
undertaking.
This includes the training of staff to undertake their own responsibilities to identify and
report Health and Safety risks and to protect others from harm on behalf of CBH.

9.

References
The principal references come from the requirements outlined in Health and Safety
Legislation specifically:
•
•
•
•
•

Health & Safety at Work Act (1974)
Safety Representatives and Safety Committees Regulations (1977)
Health and Safety Information for Employees Regulations (1989)
Management of Health & Safety at Work Regulations (1999)
Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order (2005)

10. Related documents
This document is expanded through supporting documents:
•
•
•
•

SAF 002 CBH Health & Safety organisational responsibilities
SAF 003 CBH - H&S Procedures
OHSAS 18001/45001 guidance, practice, report and recommendations
HSE Managing for health and safety - HSG65
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REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD
DATE:

27 February 2020

TIME:

5.30 pm

VENUE:

Rowan House

AGENDA ITEM:

11E

SUBJECT:

Finance Assurance Report

REPORT BY:

Matthew Armstrong, Director of Business Improvement
 07951 013364
 matthew.armstrong@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR INFORMATION
1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

To provide the Board with a high-level budget monitoring statement for the services
managed by CBH as at 31 December 2019.

2.

Recommendations

2.1

That the Board:

3.

• Note the budget position as at 31 December 2019.
.
Background

3.1

This report focuses on how the services that CBH manages are performing
financially compared to their budgets. This includes activities that are funded by
budgets held by CBC. It does not include CBH’s trading activity, which is
commercially sensitive, and so is not intended to provide a view of CBH’s
performance as an accounting entity.

3.2

The Management Fee Budgets are managed on a risk-based approach with a high
level of monitoring on the key risk budgets. These include salaries, premises, SLAs
and new services taken on from the Council. The salaries budget represents over
70% of the controllable budgets and a detailed model is used to monitor this.

3.3

The Finance & Audit (F&A) Committee monitors the progress against the budgets
in detail at their meetings during the year to ensure these are effectively monitored.

4.

Review of Budget Position as at 31 December 2019

4.1

Set out on Appendix 1 is a statement of the actual budget position as at the end of
December 2019 and a forecast of the full year outturn.

4.2

Expenditure on CBH Budgets
The quarter 3 expenditure is underspent compared to budget by £67.3k.
This underspend can be analysed on the budget streams as follows: •
•
•

Housing & Resources - under budget £1.5k
Property Services - under budget £85.0k
Capital works – over budget £19.2k

The underspend on Property Services was reported previously, and is mainly explained
by a vacancy factor, including the reduction from three to two Directors that arose from
the Senior Management review
It should be noted that internal recharges will be undertaken from the Directors Team
who are undertaking new duties previously undertaken by the Director of Property
Services so the profile of this under spend will not continue at the same level.
The year end forecast is showing a predicted overspend of £93.1k compared to budget,
primarily as a result of the 156.2k forecast overspend in Housing and Resources. This
can be explained by one off restructure costs which will be paid in year and by some
additional costs to support the implementation of the new Housing Management
system – the latter will be fully supported by additional income from CBC.
4.3

Expenditure on CBC budgets
The quarter 3 expenditure is underspent on budget by £271.6k.
This underspend can be analysed on the budget streams as follows: •
•
•

Capital – over budget £1.7k
Revenue – under budget - £132.2k
Delegated budgets – under budget by £141.1k

The underspend on revenue is due the voids programme which is behind profile
due to a new contractor being commissioned this financial year and the volume of
voids to date.
The underspend to date on the Delegated budgets is due to primarily to timing of
recharges for utilities, cleaning and grounds.
It should be noted that the year end forecast for Delegated shows a predicted
overspend of £535.1k. This is as a primarily as a result of initiatives to support
temporary accommodation and will be funded by grant monies received by CBC, but
yet to be drawn down into budget.
5.

Risk Management

5.1

A strong financial control framework is essential for the successful delivery of the
annual budget. Monthly review of all expenditure items takes place and income
invoiced and collected in a timely manner. Any material items that may result in a
significant deviation away from target will be reported to Finance and Audit
Committee accordingly.
This report addresses one amber risk on the Strategic Risk Register:

•

VFM and Technology Plan. 4b. Poor budget management or
unavoidable/difficult to manage cost pressures require resources to be
diverted from areas of need

6

Financial Implications

6.1

These are incorporated in the body of the report.

7

Value for Money Implications

7.1

Successful delivery on performance targets for the year within these financial
constraints will meet the requirements of the Value for Money delivery plan.

8.

HR, Health & Safety and Equality & Diversity Implications

8.1

None.

9.

Residents at the Heart

9.1

Residents are indirectly involved in budgetary control as they review our
performance on a regular basis. Our performance on standards is underpinned by
our expenditure.

10.

Appendices

10.1

Appendix 1 – Budget Expenditure Position

Review of Budget Position

Appendix 1
Year to December 2019
Actual
Budget
Actual
2019/20
2019/20 (more)/less
than
Budget
£000
£000
£000

Expenditure on CBH Budgets
Housing and Resources
Property Services (including Corporate Facilities)
Capital works
Sub-total

Actual
2018-19

£000

Full Year
Budget Forecast
Forecast
2019/20
2019/20 (more)/less
than
Budget
£000
£000
£000

3,637.5
3,944.5
3,992.3
11,574.2

3,636.0
3,859.5
4,011.5
11,506.9

1.5
85.0
(19.2)
67.3

4,647.3
5,154.2
4,141.7
13,943.2

4,721.5
5,215.2
5,232.0
15,168.7

4,877.7
5,152.1
5,232.0
15,261.8

(156.2)
63.1
0.0
(93.1)

1,730.5
994.4
3,459.2
6,184.1

1,732.2
862.2
3,318.1
5,912.5

(1.7)
132.2
141.1
271.6

3,553.6
1,361.4
4,999.3
9,914.3

2,369.0
1,751.0
4,638.0
8,758.0

2,369.0
1,751.0
5,173.1
9,293.1

0.0
0.0
(535.1)
(535.1)

17,758.3

17,419.4

338.9

23,857.5

23,926.7

24,554.9

(628.2)

Expenditure on CBC Budgets
Capital works
Revenue works
Delegated Budgets
Sub-total
Grand Total

REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES
DATE:

27 February 2020

TIME:

17.30

VENUE:

Worsnop House, Old Heath Road, CO1 2ES
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SUBJECT:

Strategic Risk Register

REPORT BY:

Matthew Armstrong, Director of Business Improvement
 07951 103364
 mathew.armstrong@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR DECISION
1.

Decision Required

1.1

To approve the strategic risk register and note progress on mitigating actions.

1.2

To note the comments from the Finance and Audit committee on the
operational red and amber risks.

2.

Purpose of Report

2.1

The purpose of this report is to inform the Board of the current strategic risks
to the company and to provide an update on the progress of the mitigating
actions. It also provides an opportunity for Board Members to suggest and
consider any emerging strategic risks.

3.

Background & Content

3.1

Since the last Board meeting a full review of the risk management framework
has been conducted and a new risk management policy, strategy and
framework has been written. This was presented to the F&A Committee on
the 4th February and is at agenda item 6 for adoption.

3.2

The risk appetite being applied is based on the original exercise held in the
summer of 2019, this will be updated in the spring of 2020 to coincide with the
new policy and take into account the new members of the Board.

3.3

The strategic risk register is presented in this report in its current format.

4.

Strategic Risk Register

4.1

The risks identified as strategic are taken from the individual strategic delivery
plan risk registers and can be seen at Appendix 3. They retain their original
reference number to ensure the link to the plan, where the action plan sits, is
maintained.

4.2

Two new risks have been added to the strategic risk register:
•
•

Leadership Plan 1d. That the Management agreement with CBC is not
renewed in 2023.
MTDP 7f. That the ALMOs are subjected to increased regulatory scrutiny
by the Housing Regulator.

Initial evaluation has taken place but further work is required to provide
mitigations, this will be conducted under the new framework and presented at
the next F&A Committee.
4.3

The F&A Committee conducted two ‘deep dives’ of the two red strategic risks:
•

6a. CBC/CBH has no working Housing Management System as existing
system ceases to function before new Housing Management System is
fully operational.

•

2a. New technology does not have the necessary capabilities to enable
improved productivity, lower costs or enhanced services

The exercise allowed Committee members to gain a deeper understanding of
the risks and challenge the mitigations presented by the lead officer. More
detail of the exercise can be found in the F&A minutes.
5.

Red and Amber Operational Risks

5.1

These risks were reviewed and noted by the Finance and Audit Committee at
their meeting on the 4th February 2020 with no further actions or
recommendations to the Board.

6.

Emerging Risk Register

6.1

The Finance and Audit Committee reviewed the emerging risk register at its
meeting on the 4th February 2020. There were no changes but the Committee
noted the importance to be aware of these potential challenges.

7.

Risk Management

7.1

If the Company does not have a robust Risk Management Strategy and Action
Plan, then its progress to achieving its key goals will be impaired or
unachievable.

8.

HR Implications

8.1

One of the aims of the risk management process is to ensure that any
possible adverse impact on staff is assessed and mitigated as appropriate, be
that from a chance happening or a business decision.

9.

Financial Implications

9.1

Robust risk management and financial management is required to ensure that
service delivery is not compromised and that financial exposure is mitigated.

10.

Value for Money

10.1 Strong financial control will identify and drive efficiencies, enabling resources
(both financial and people) to service provisions that may require it.
11.

Legal, Health & Safety and Equality & Diversity Implications

11.1 All of the above are given due consideration when determining the risk
exposure to the organisation. Where the position is unclear, professional third
party advice is sought.
12.

Residents at the Heart

12.1 Any possible adverse impact on residents is one of the most important factors
used to identify and score a risk. Resident considerations then form an
integral part in designing the action plan to mitigate or manage the risk that
has been identified.
13.

Decision Required?

13.1 Yes.
14.

Appendices

14.1 The following document/s is/are appended to this report:
• Appendix 1 – Impact Table
• Appendix 2 – Likelihood Table
• Appendix 3 – Strategic Risk Register

Appendix 3

Colchester Borough Homes
Strategic Risk Register

A. Risks to CBH’s financial viability

ref

1.
1c

Risk and
Risk Impact Descriptor

Current Score
I

L

Consequence

Owner

C

Business Development Plan
Develop a flexible resourcing strategy to ensure availability of key professional skills
STRATEGIC RISK: Design Team
high staff fixed cost making it
likely that CBH would make a
loss if net turnover reduces
Financial loss 17 6

If turnover net off specialist subcontractor fees falls CBH will make
losses;
Underutilised staff;
102

Mitigation

Progress

Ensure mix of staff meets requirements of
future projects
Explore ways to find self-employed contract
staff to cover peak demand
Continually forecast fee income for next 2 – 3
years to identify if turnover will fall to level
action would be required to address
unrecovered costs

Two posts have been re-evaluated and graded at a higher band. A
recruitment is currently live with a market supplement added,
providing a competitive salary.
A small number of freelancers have been identified, work continues
to identify more suitable freelancers
Regular review of forecast by DMT and annual submission of
business plan to BDP and Board

I – Impact score, L = Likelihood score, C = Combined score

Head of
Design and
Construction
Management
Due by
31 Mar 2020
On going
On going

ref

4
4a

Risk and
Risk Impact Descriptor

Current Score

I
Business Development Plan
KPI £ net additional revenue / profit

L

102
102

Mitigation

Increased financial pressure on CBH;
Potential to make losses if net revenue falls below cost of team;
Funds not available to invest in developing the business and
enhancing tenant homes and communities;

Progress

5 year Business Plan established with trading
targets. Forecast updated annually.
Outturn forecast updated monthly
BDP
Relationship with CBC

Owner

C

STRATEGIC RISK: Trading fails
to generate planned amounts
of additional revenue
Business objective / strategic 17 6
Direct financial loss 17 6

Consequence

5 Year Plan being established which will assume a trading income to
offset shortfalls within the core business. The plan will go to F&A in
Dec and Board in Feb 2020.
Reported to BDP and F&A meetings, discussed at DMT
Review of trading performance regular agenda item
Officers maintain close working relationship with CBC colleagues to
get early notice of changes to CBC plans that may affect CBH

I – Impact score, L = Likelihood score, C = Combined score

BDP / DMT

Due by
Feb 2020
On going
On going
On going

ref

4
4b

Risk and
Risk Impact Descriptor

Current Score
I

L

Consequence

Owner

C

VFM and Technology Plan
Directing resources to where they are needed most
STRATEGIC RISK: Poor budget
management or
unavoidable/difficult to
manage cost pressures
require resources to be
diverted from areas of need
Business objective / strategy 17 10 170
Reputation 6 6 36
Mitigation

Resources cannot be focused on areas of need as they have been
consumed elsewhere;
CBH makes a deficit;

Progress

DMT and F&A review of financial monitoring
reports and forecast outturn
Control process for pay costs
Risk monitoring process
Finance meetings with Budget Holders
Level of reserves allowing CBH to absorb in year
deficit without requiring emergency funding
from CBC

Regular reporting of results and forecast. New process in place to
report on Design Team performance and trading projects cost and
profitability through the BDP.
Process in place to check any change that impacts on salary cost
against budget or a funding source prior to its authorisation.
New risk management agreed by Board and being run out
throughout CBH. Remaining risk registers for MTDP to be developed.
Regular meetings scheduled
Exercise to review level of reserves and recommend reserve policy
to Board

I – Impact score, L = Likelihood score, C = Combined score

Director of
Business
Improvement

Due by
On going
On going
Sept 2019
On going
Sept 2019

ref

2
2a

Risk and
Risk Impact Descriptor

Current Score

VFM and Technology Plan
Using technology to work smarter

I

L

STRATEGIC RISK: New
technology does not have the
necessary capabilities to
enable improved productivity,
lower costs or enhanced
services
Business objective / strategic 17 4

Consequence

Owner

C

No gains from technology in terms of cost saving or improved
services;
Failure to meet Plan’s KPI of % of staff who feel productivity
improved through technology

Director of
Business
Improvement

68

Mitigation

Progress

Technology plan
Replacement of housing management system
IT Strategy group to prioritise and approve IT
investment and developments

Plan developed, to be reviewed at Board in Dec 2019
Project on schedule being monitored by its own project board;
Replacement housing system is identified as the major IT contributor
to performance improvement and efficiency
Group has prioritised the workplan for SharePoint and Housing
Systems team for coming year

I – Impact score, L = Likelihood score, C = Combined score

Due by
Dec 2019
Sept 2020
Mar 2020

B. Risk to Service Delivery
ref

4
4b

Risk and
Risk Impact Descriptor
Customer Plan
AIM: Improve access to services

Current Score
I

L

STRATEGIC RISK: CBC/CBH has
no working Housing
Management System as
existing system ceases to
function before new Housing
Management System is fully
operational
Financial 6 4
Service delivery failure 17 4

Consequence

Owner

Operating efficiency severely affected without a reliable housing
system;
Prolonged downtime if housing system not supported;
Increased operating costs; Increased risks of poor service delivery and
complaints.

Aurora
Project
Board

Progress

Due by

C

24
68

Mitigation
Project to replace the Housing Management
System underway.
Current supplier has confirmed that housing
system can be used after the De-Support date,
but without any support.

Aurora project proceeding, new provider appointed and project team
assigned.
System issues over last year have been reviewed and this shows very
limited support has been required from supplier. This provides
comfort that running in an unsupported state is feasible.

I – Impact score, L = Likelihood score, C = Combined score

Sept 2020

C. Risk to Staff and Public
ref

6
6.1

Risk and
Risk Impact Descriptor

Current Score

Consequence

Owner

I
L
C
Customer Plan
Trusted choice for local housing, property and community services
STRATEGIC RISK: Health and
safety risk to customers and
public including unintentional
breaches of legislation / best
practice, exposure to
hazardous substances, failure
to maintain housing stock
and public buildings to safe
standard.
Compliance breach 6
Customer and public welfare 6

Death or injury to customers or public;
Facilities being closed as unsafe;
HSE penalties, legal penalties

H&S
Manager
4
4

24
24

Mitigation

Progress

Qualified H&S manager
Qualified experience staff managing
properties
Assure H&S reporting/monitoring system
H&S work plan
H&S report to CMT
Insurance

Head of
Repairs and
Maintenanc
e

Due by

Position appointed to.
Training programme in place

Done
On-going

Develop use of system and new features
Report to Board 3 July 2019 meeting detailing H&S arrangements for
coming year
Monthly report on the CMT agenda
Renewal completed 1st August 2019

Mar 20
Done

I – Impact score, L = Likelihood score, C = Combined score

Done
Done

ref

5
5a

Risk and
Risk Impact Descriptor

Current Score

People Plan
Wellbeing

I

L

STRATEGIC RISK: generic H&S
risk to staff including breach or
failure to address legislation,
lone worker risks, abuse /
assault risk from customers or
others, accidents in offices or
work sites / homes, exposure
to harmful substances or
objects, unsafe work places
Compliance breach 6
Staff welfare 6

Consequence

Owner

C

Death or injury to staff
HSE penalties, legal penalties

Head of
Repairs and
Maintenance
H&S
Manager

4
4

Mitigation

24
24
Progress

Qualified H&S manager;
Assure H&S reporting/monitoring system;
H&S work plan;
Lone worker system;
H&S report to CMT;
Training and induction for all staff;
H&S standing item at team meetings
Insurance.

Position appointed to
Develop use of system and new features
Report to Board 3 July 2019 meeting detailing H&S arrangements for
coming year
Review of current system due
Monthly report on the CMT agenda
In house training packages being developed;
H&S Yammer page being developed
Check Team meeting agenda
Renewal for 2019/20 has been completed.

I – Impact score, L = Likelihood score, C = Combined score

Due by
Done
Mar 20
Done
tbc
Done
Mar 20
Done
Dec 19
Done

ref

1
1d

Risk and
Risk Impact Descriptor
Leadership Plan

Current Score
I

L

The organisation ceases to exist.
Preparation to TUPE staff.
No future planning or investment will affect the management of the
stock and our Tenants.

Management agreement
with CBC is not renewed in
2023.

7
7f

Risk and
Risk Impact Descriptor
Medium Term Delivery Plan

L

Consequence

Failure to demonstrate compliance could result in the regulator taking
action against CBC and/or CBH.

Business objective / strategic 17 6

Owner

C

STRATEGIC RISK: that the

ALMOs are subjected to
increased regulatory
scrutiny, eg need to
demonstrate compliance
with the Home Standard

Board
DMT

88

Current Score
I

Owner

C

STRATEGIC RISK: That the

Business objective / strategic 22 4

ref

Consequence

102

I – Impact score, L = Likelihood score, C = Combined score

CMT
H&S
Manager
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REPORT BY:

Gareth Mitchell, Chief Executive
 (01206) 282919
 gareth.mitchell@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR INFORMATION
1.

POLICY AND OTHER UPDATES

1.1

NFA Policy Updates
The January policy update from the National Federation of ALMOs (NFA) is
attached as Appendix 1.

1.2

Increasing the Supply of Affordable Housing - 100 Homes Project
In January, the CBC Cabinet considered a report on the 100 Homes Project,
which is an innovative project which would make a significant contribution to
meeting the housing needs of Colchester's residents who need affordable
rented, secure and decent homes. CBH Directors have been consulted on
this proposal as it would entail a new role for the company, and Matt
Armstrong now sits on the project team. There are legal and governance
implications arising from this project and so this item is included as a headsup to the Board while further details are clarified with CBC.
The report presented to the Cabinet is attached at Appendix 2 – board
members will find the executive summary and the final diagram provide a
helpful summary.

1.3

Business Continuity Plan
As part of our disaster recovery process, as an organisation it is important
that we test the effectiveness of our Business Continuity Plan to ensure we
can continue to deliver vital services to our customers in the unlikely event of
an emergency.
A communications cascade test was carried out in December 2019 to
simulate a scenario where all staff need to be notified out of hours of a change
in service delivery arrangements due to loss of an operational building. The
test resulted in a 63% response rate from staff. The Corporate Management
Team (CMT) are reviewing the response rate and are in discussion with their
teams for feedback on learnings.
The Business Continuity Plan is currently under review.

1.4

Chief Executive Roadshows
In November and December 2019, I invited all staff to join me at one of my biannual roadshow sessions. 77% of staff attended either at Rowan House,
Greenstead Community Centre, Gosbecks or the town centre library.
These roadshows are a great opportunity for me to meet with as many
colleagues as possible to talk about the important things that are happening
at CBH and in our external environment. This also gives staff the opportunity
to ask me questions and raise any issues they may have.
I have been holding bi-annual roadshows since I joined CBH, but with the new
senior management structure in place, I will from now on share the presenting
role at these roadshows with Karen Loweman and Matt Armstrong.

1.5

Programme 2020
Following the implementation of the new Senior Management Team structure
in August 2019, the arrival of Cong Gu as our new Head of Finance means
the structure is now complete.
As I set out in my proposals to the board last year, once completed my
intention was to put in place a set of phased service change projects, led by
the new Heads of Service with support from Directors, to deliver the changes
and improvements signalled in the management review. This set of service
change projects is called “Programme 2020”.
The aim of the programme is to make the strategic aims of the 2019 senior
management restructure real in service delivery terms, resulting in more
effective, efficient service delivery and higher levels of customer and
employee satisfaction.
There are 7 projects currently in planning stage and are listed below with their
Project Managers.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asset Management Review – Mark Wicks
Design & Construction Management Review – Lee Spalding
Empty Property Process – Kirk Braker
Finance Service Review – Cong Gu
Housing Management Review – Karen Williams
Housing Options Review – Tracey Brushett
ICT & Business Intelligence Review – Gerardine Murphy

The programme is being managed using an agile project management
methodology and I am Programme Sponsor. Project milestones and
outcomes are currently being finalised to enable ongoing programme
monitoring at Corporate Management Team meetings.

2.

PROJECTS

2.1

Project Aurora Update
The latest progress report is attached as Appendix 3.

3.
3.1

OPERATIONS UPDATE
Housing Management
Welfare Reform – Housing Management staff attended training for continued
development of knowledge of welfare benefits to assist tenant enquiries in
relation to benefits, particularly Universal Credit.
CBH will be supporting CBC colleagues with a campaign to increase take up
of Personal independence payments (PIP). When PIP is in payment,
claimants who are over 75 years old will not have to purchase a TV licence.
At the end of January 2020 18 of the 34 tenants at Elfreda House, had been
moved to new homes, in preparation for the re development of the sheltered
housing scheme.
The anti-social behaviour team were pleased to receive an award from the
Police to recognise 10 years of partnership accreditation. This accreditation
means CBH staff are trained and able to make use of police powers to
address nuisance.
At the end of January we hosted Will Quince MP, Minister for Welfare
Delivery, and two of his officials for an informal briefing on the impact of
Universal Credit on CBH tenants. The meeting was open and productive and
proved to be a very helpful opportunity for frontline CBH staff to talk to Will
about the challenges and opportunities they face in their day-to-day roles.

3.2

Housing Options & Homelessness
Peabody http://www.peabody.org.uk Care and Support have been awarded
the contract to deliver support for temporary accommodation for homeless
people in Essex. This continues our existing arrangement for supported
temporary accommodation in Colchester.
The Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government have confirmed
further funding of £296,144 to CBC as continued support for the rough sleeper
initiatives and our rapid rehousing project, providing staff resource and
accommodation for 2020/21.

3.3

Repairs & Maintenance
Our current focus in repairs and maintenance is to improve efficiency in
process and increase customer satisfaction. Whilst the service is demand
driven, we are developing predictors for demand and working closely with
the Asset Management team to focus on properties and elements of work
where demand for repairs is highest.
During the winter months there has been a high demand for property
inspections where mould growth is reported, commonly the solution is a

balance of heat and ventilation. Better information for tenants has been
developed to support this type of enquiry.
4.
4.1

BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT
Finance
Our new Head of Finance, Cong Gu, started with us on the 3 February.
Meetings have been held to plan and communicate Year-End timeframes
and deadlines with CBC, all departments of CBH and our External Auditors
Scrutton Bland. Scruttons also presented their Year End plan to the F&A
Committee on the 4 February.
The Finance team have completed the Quarter 3 accounts this month and
have been involved in Project Aurora workshops. Members of the team have
also been involved in the CBC ABS Finance system upgrade which has
included training on the updated modules and planning the best time and
way of implementing the full ABS system in CBH.

4.2

ICT
Since the launch of the new CBH website in April 2019, traffic has more than
doubled compared to the same period in the previous year. The new website
was designed with the input of customers, and customer suggestions have
been incorporated and fed back via focus groups. We are working with the
Housing Options Team to redesign their web pages to make the information
clearer and more accessible to customers.
Encouragingly, our “mobile first” approach design of the website has been a
resounding success with around 5 times more visits by mobile phone and
tablet users compared to the previous year. Over half of visitors are now
using a mobile device to browse the CBH site. Website users are also visiting
fewer pages each session and spending less time on the site, suggesting that
navigation has improved.
The migration to SharePoint New Experience was completed on schedule in
December. We have now enabled external sharing from anywhere on the
CBH SharePoint site rather than from dedicated areas only. This will simplify
sharing for staff, reducing the data protection risks associated with emailing
documents as attachments and making collaborative working with CBC
colleagues and external partners easier.
Training has taken place with the Older Persons Services on using handheld
devices to complete paperless documentation with customers in their homes
and to complete facilities management forms as they move around the
sheltered schemes.
The sheltered housing Wi-Fi project has reached completion. All sites with
the exception of the staff office at Elfreda House now have a new BT business
hub in both the office and the residents’ lounge. Terms & conditions of use
have been agreed and the Older Persons Services team will be launching the
service to customers at their upcoming digital skills sessions.
Costings are currently being modelled for IT device replacements for staff
using both leasing and capital purchase options. Scenarios are being

modelled on replacing all devices in year one or replacements spread over a
3 year period.
4.3

Business Intelligence and Operational Support Unit
The Operational Support Unit organised training sessions and device sessions
with operatives to support them with ICT devices and new HR processes.
The Operational Support Unit facilitated a corporate buildings repairs workshop
to look at the processes involved, establish some consistency and highlight any
issues and inefficiencies that could be addressed going forward. The team also
carried out work shadowing with the Housing Solutions, Rough Sleeper
Outreach and Accommodation teams to support a review of customer journeys
for Housing Options clients.
The team also has quarterly liaison meetings with the asset management team
which are proving very beneficial. The team has improved its internal
processes to increase resilience and efficiency, allowing them to take on some
additional administration duties to support current resource issues.
The Tenant Liaison team is supporting Asset Management with access issues,
qualitative satisfaction surveys and kitchen and bathroom installations.
Further improvements have been made to Business Intelligence processes for
year end, including increased automation of information for statutory returns.
We are improving collaboration with CBC on coordinating complaints which
cover both organisations.

4.4

Mercury Theatre
Phase 1 works to construct the new production block building are progressing
well. All structural works are now complete and internal and external masonry
walls have been built up to the 2nd floor level. The roof deck has been installed
and the profiled insulation for the new roof membrane is in the process of
being installed.
First fix mechanical and electrical works are also well advanced with the new
electrical substation having been installed by UK Power Networks connected
to the new building electrical supply.
It is intended that the Mercury Theatre will occupy the new production block
as soon as practical completion of this phase has been achieved.
Phase 2 works to redevelop and refurbish the existing theatre building have
been hampered by the discovery of unprecedented quantities of additional
asbestos-based materials within the building. These have now finally been
removed from most areas, permitting internal partitions to be built and first fix
mechanical and electrical works to commence.
The final demolition required to form the new bar and restaurant facility at the
front of the building is programmed to commence imminently and the

construction of the steel frame, concrete floors and roof of the new entrance
and Creative Learning suite structure is now complete.
Due to the delay caused mainly by the discovery of the additional asbestos
within the existing building, the project overall is now forecast to complete in
July 2020. However, the Design & Construction Management (DCM) team is
working with the principal contractor to review the sequence of works within
the project programme to mitigate this delay as much as possible.
4.5

Housing Revenue Account Programmed Delivery
Delivery of the Capital Programme 2019/20 is on target to complete by March
2020; 74.6% of the budget is currently committed with 47.2% paid and
complete.
Asset Management is currently planning and programming procurement to
ensure that the contracts are in place to complete the Capital Programme
20/21. The team are working closely with CBC Procurement, and Policy and
Corporate to devise a work programme. We have already agreed strategies
for Kitchen and Bathroom replacements, Fascia’s, Soffits & Gutters, and
Window & Doors. We are currently working on the strategy for the Electrical
inspection and testing works.
The current heating replacement contract has been extended to March 2021.
The current contractor is currently completing around thirty-five installations
each month, providing value for money, and extremely high levels of customer
satisfaction.
Garage Site Development – Planning permission has now been granted for
garage site developments proposed at Buffett and Scarfe Way on the
Greenstead Estate and at Hardings Close in Aldham.
The DCM team are now working with external consultant partners to complete
the technical design and tender documents for all three sites and is currently
on target for the project to go out to tender in March 2020. Works are still
expected to begin on site in August 2020 and to be completed by August
2021.
Two further developments planned at Holly Road and Cross Cottages remain
on hold.
The DCM team continues to act as Principal Designer and Contract
Administrator on the project for CBC, working in conjunction with Colchester
Amphora Homes Limited (CAHL).
The DCM team has now also begun working with CAHL to explore potential
sites for future phases of garage site development.
Military Road – The DCM team is to be commissioned to work alongside
Architects Barefoot & Gilles and CAHL to deliver eight new dwellings at
Military Road in Colchester. DCM’s commission will take the project through

the technical design and tender stages, performing the role of Contract
Administrator and managing works on site, through to completion and
handover.
The project currently has obtained planning permission and Barefoot & Gilles
are in the process of discharging certain planning conditions ahead of
commencing with the technical design stage alongside DCM.
Elfreda House – The DCM team is to be commissioned to deliver this project
from inception to completion and handover.
To date the DCM team has prepared some concept plans for pre-application
consideration by the planning department and a high-level cost plan for the
project. Upon receipt of a formal commission from the CBC Client, the team
will commence the detailed design stage and preparation of a formal planning
application. Currently the team expects to be able to complete the detailed
design and be ready to submit a planning application within a month of
receiving a formal commission.
5.
5.1

HR and Governance
HR
HR Business Partners have been working with Heads of Service on their
Programme 2020 service change projects. HR will deliver organisational
change management training to Heads of Service, taking them through the
steps in our HR policies.
A number of key HR policies have been reviewed, including Absence
Management, Lone Worker and Market Supplements.
HR training will be delivered to managers over the next quarter on managing
absence, disciplinary/ grievance investigation and report writing and managing
the appraisal process.
An online annual leave request and approval process is now in place using the
corporate iTrent ICT solution and all staff have moved to an annual leave year
of 1 January- 31 December. Managers and HR are now able to generate reports
to monitor the amount of leave being taken.
The next full staff survey is due to go out to staff at the end of February, these
results will be ready to report to Board in April as part of the People Plan review.

5.2

Data Protection
85% of staff have completed the Data Protection e-learning course. This up
from 76% (mid-January). Work will continue to increase this figure.
Data Requests (Dec 2019 and Jan 20):
1 Subject Access Request (SAR) received
No Police Requests were received
9 Freedom of Information (FOI) requests received

Data Breaches (Dec 2019 and Jan 20):
6 breaches, all classed as ‘minor’ (not Information Commissioner’s Office
reportable), as follows:•

•
•
•
•
•

A Right To Buy (RTB) letter was sent out to the correct person but personal
data about a third party was included in error (relating to another RTB
enquiry).
Disclosure of identity of a CBH tenant by a member of staff to their family
members.
A member of staff submitting their resignation alleged a data breach
involving unauthorised use of their image.
Incorrect customer details (data subject) passed to contractor.
Works order raised for incorrect address.
Internal email about a neighbour dispute was inadvertently sent to another
CBH tenant. There was no connection between the data subject and data
recipient.

Planned work includes 8 meetings with Information Asset Owners and
Administrators taking place in February and March to review and complete
information held on the data asset register and to help determine where
supplementary privacy notices are required.
5.3

Equality and Safeguarding
A combined total of 92% of staff have completed the Equality and Diversity elearning course. This is up from 91% (for the staff course) and 84% (for the
managers’ course) for mid-January.
4 face-to-face training sessions ‘Respecting Diversity & Understanding Bias’
will be delivered (primarily to Housing Options team) in May. A review of
feedback will determine whether this course is subsequently rolled out to
other front line staff.
The review of Equality Frameworks is still ongoing. This has been expanded
to include two additional frameworks facilitated by the Chartered Institute of
Housing (CIH) and ‘Inclusive Employers’ in addition to Housing Diversity
Network’s (HDN) for comparison.
A workshop is being planned during Inter-Faith Week in November. This is
likely to target tenants of minority religious communities in order to maximise
equality of access to housing and in order to promote financial inclusion.
9 adult social care referrals were made in December and January.
A total of 70% of staff have completed the Modern Slavery e-learning course.
Work will continue to increase this figure.
7 face to face safeguarding training sessions will be delivered during April,
May and June for Board Members, CMT, Designated Safeguarding Officers,
and frontline staff.

5.4

Governance
The Governance Officer has reviewed the Board Framework and the Board
will benefit from new report templates at the April Board Meeting. A new Board
Work Plan will replace the forward look to provide a comprehensive view of
decision making throughout the Board and Committee delegation.
The Board have been canvassed for their opinions on priorities for an IT
solution to enhance meeting efficiency and effectiveness. The Governance
Officer is now working with the Business Intelligence team to scope whether
this solution can be provided in-house or whether a bespoke product will be
procured.
Stage 3 Complaint hearing was heard by three Board Members on 20
January. They upheld the decisions made by officers and have referred the
resident to the Ombudsman. The complaint referred to an alleged noise
nuisance being generated by solar panels. The Board were assured that
officers had exhausted all avenues of investigation and had provided an
appropriate response. An annual complaints assurance review will come to
Board in April.
Board Appraisals have been diarised and skills self-assessment paperwork
has been circulated to members. This will formalise key skills requirements,
strengths, gaps and vulnerabilities and formulate the board training plan.
The next board away date has been announced as 1 June 2020, following
members agreement to hold these every 6 months.
The Chair has diarised team briefings throughout the organisation in order to
build his knowledge of the services delivered and to provide opportunities for
interaction with members of staff.

6.
6.1

Appendices
The following documents are appended to this report:
• Appendix 1 - NFA January Policy update
• Appendix 2 - 100 Homes Project CBC Cabinet report
• Appendix 3 - Project Aurora progress report
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NFA Update
Research
The NFA, ARCH and CIH
has published wellreceived research on
what is stopping
councils from building
more houses.

Policy Update

Issue #1
January 2020

NEWS AND VIEWS OF THE HOUSING WORLD
Housing Management
webinar
Places are still available
on the Housing
Management online
webinar on the 6th
February (2pm to
3.15pm). To book onto
the webinar, please
contact Alli Ward at
alli.ward@almos.org.uk
Annual Conference
We are still taking
bookings for this year’s
NFA Annual Conference
on the 30th April and 1st
May. Confirmed
speakers include the
Social Housing
Ombudsman Richard
Blakeway, Fiona
MacGregor from the
Regulator of Social
Housing, BBC’s Mark
Easton, and speakers
from JRF, ASB Resolve,
and the UK Green
Building Council.
Further information on
the programme is
available here.
We are also looking
forward to seeing
showcase boards from
ALMOs. Please send
them through to Alli by
10th April 2020.
The NFA has been
invited to join a
complaint handling
best practice working
group set up by the
Housing Ombudsman.

Government News
Grenfell Inquiry
Phase 2 of the Grenfell tower fire
public inquiry started on the 27th
January. The list of the areas that
the inquiry will focus on is available
here. Further information, including
the order of modules for
investigation, is available here.
The Government has published its
response to stage one of the
inquiry. The House of Commons
library has also published a briefing
setting out the Government
response to the fire.
MHCLG has announced new
measures on building safety,
including a new Building Safety
Regulator, consolidated advice for
building owners, and further details
on the Fire Safety Bill.
The Government announced
additional funding for homelessness
and rough sleeping prevention.
They have also pledged an
additional £112 million for the
Rough Sleeping Initiative and listed
the areas which will receive funding
in 2020/2021.
They have also announced the
funding settlement for local
government for 2020-21, including
£907 million to continue the New
Homes Bonus Scheme.
The Government announced there
will be a Budget on the 11th March.
The NFA will prepare a submission
to the budget process in
partnership with ARCH, and met
with ARCH and Treasury staff on the
28th January to discuss our asks.

CONTACT DETAILS
Lisa Birchall
Policy, Communications & Research
Officer
Lisa.birchall@almos.org.uk

The Government has announced that
the National Living Wage will rise in
April 2020.
The House of Commons had a question
and answer session on Housing,
Communities & Local Government on
the 13th January.

Consultations
MHCLG has launched a call for
evidence on Fire Safety: risk
prioritisation in existing buildings
(deadline 17th February 2020).
Although the NFA will not be
submitting evidence, we would
appreciate it if you could forward us
any evidence you submit.

The LGA has published research looking at
affordable homes and office conversions.
The Resolution Foundation has published
The long and winding road, the introduction
and impact of Universal Credit in Liverpool
City Region and the UK.
Thinkhouse has a range of other research
reports published in January 2020.
The Housing Ombudsman will publish a new
series of reports providing insight into their
complaints data and individual complaints.
The first Insight report highlights that
complaints about repairs continues to be the
biggest category of complaint, accounting
for 29% of complaints received.
The Building Better, Building Beautiful
commission has published its final report.

MHCLG has also launched a consultation
seeking views on the ban of the use of
combustible materials in and on external
walls of buildings (deadline 13th April
2020). We will be submitting a response
to this. Please forward any thoughts or
concerns to chloe.fletcher@almos.org.uk
by the 3rd April to help us shape our
response.

UC and HB

End Furniture Poverty has launched a
survey to gather views on the barriers to
providing furnished tenancies in the
social housing sector. At the same time,
Turn2Us have launched research and a
campaign, the #livingwithout campaign,
which highlights the scale and impacts of
appliance poverty.

MHCLG has published its monthly data
release on the Building Safety Programme.
MHCLG has published the headline report
from the English Housing Survey.
MHCLG has published social housing
lettings data for April 2018 to March 2019.
MHCLG has published Energy Performance
of buildings certificates statistics.

Research
The House of Commons library has
published a briefing paper on affordable
housing.
The Local Government and Social Care
Ombudsman has published a report
looking at how local authorities deal with
appeals against housing benefit claims.

DWP has published new guidance on the
Landlord Portal, Trusted Partner Scheme
and APAs. They have also published top tips
for landlords.
The Government has confirmed that the
LHA freeze is ending as planned and LHA
rates will go up by CPI.

Statistics

Awards- Congratulations!
TPAS: The ALMO sector and tenants have
been shortlisted for nearly 30 awards
across a broad range of categories in the
TPAS awards.
UK Housing Awards: The ALMO sector has 10
nominations, including Stockport Homes in
the UK Landlord of the Year category.
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1.

Executive Summary

1.1

Colchester Borough Council (CBC) has continually sought new and innovative ways to
tackle the national housing crisis. CBC and Colchester Borough Homes have had some
real successes in preventing homelessness from occurring in the first place and the
Council has delivered on its housing targets, as well as putting an ambitious new council
house building programme in place.

1.2

However, new homelessness legislation has seen the pressure on an already-limited
supply of affordable accommodation increase, as local housing authorities are now
obliged under their new homelessness duties to offer temporary accommodation to more
people including those not in priority need.

1.3

This report recommends that the Council takes a new innovative approach to increasing
the supply of affordable housing by purchasing 100 former council homes and homes on
the open market. The Council would complete any required repairs and refurbishment of
the properties ready for letting.

1.4

The Council would then transfer the properties on a long lease to a limited liability
partnership (LLP). The Council and a newly established independent charity would enter
into the limited liability partnership The properties would be leased in tranches of
approximately 33 properties to the LLP. To alleviate the pressure on temporary
accommodation for homeless households and to ensure homes are not standing empty
pending transfer to the LLP, the properties will be let on a non-secure basis by the
Council to households who are homeless.

1.5

The LLP would fund the lease from the Council by borrowing and using rental income
from the homes to repay the debt. At the end of the lease the borrowing is fully repaid.
The LLP would be the landlord and day to day management of the homes would be by
an experienced housing manager, Colchester Borough Homes, under a separate
management agreement with the LLP. Rents would be specified under the terms of the
lease to ensure that the homes are genuinely affordable for Colchester residents.

1.6

The Council would provide some capital funding to secure nomination rights to the
properties which in the future would be let through the choice-based lettings system,
Gateway to Homechoice.

1.7

The 100 homes project would make a significant contribution to meeting the housing
needs of Colchester’s residents who need affordable rented, secure and decent homes.

2.

Recommended Decision

2.1

To approve the addition to the capital programme for the acquisition of approximately
100 local homes at market rates.

2.2

To agree to assist with the setting up of a new charity whose charitable aim will be to
work to reduce homelessness in Colchester and to delegate the approval of any
associated expenditure, which will be fully recovered, to the Assistant Director for Place
and Client Services.

2.3

To approve entering into a limited liability partnership (LLP) with the new charity
“Hollytrees Homes” for the purpose of managing genuinely affordable local homes.

2.4

To approve the long-term leasing of the acquired homes to the limited liability partnership
for a minimum of 80 years.

2.5

To approve the granting of up to £2 million of retained right to buy receipts, affordable
new homes bonus and affordable housing commuted sums to the limited liability
partnership to use to increase designated affordable housing for borough residents.

2.6

To approve that the initial rent levels for the homes, as dictated by the lease with the
limited liability partnership, be no more than the Local Housing Allowance to ensure that
they are genuinely affordable for local residents.

2.7

Delegate authority to the Chief Finance Officer/S151 Officer, in consultation with the
Portfolio Holder for Resources, to finalise the funding arrangements that will enable the
limited liability partnership to obtain its long leasehold interest.

3.

Reason for Recommended Decision

3.1

There are currently just under 3,000 households on the Council’s Housing Register
seeking affordable housing. The Council continues to seek new and innovative ways to
increase the supply of affordable housing and provide good quality, affordable and stable
homes for Colchester’s residents who are in housing need.

3.2

The use of a charity led LLP enables the Council to maximise the use of retained Right to
Buy receipts, affordable housing new homes bonus and commuted sums to secure far
more affordable homes than just using this funding on its own and to do so at pace. The
proposed lease solution ensures that the homes remain genuinely affordable and are
offered on a longer-term basis than other solutions to provide households with greater
future certainty and security. The lease structure also ensures that the Council retains
the freehold or long leasehold interest in the homes and can benefit from any future
capital appreciation or additional revenue income.

3.3

By matching the future repayment of the funding of the acquisition of the homes to
expected rental income profile, the LLP is being financed in the most cost effective way.
This funding will come via an institutional investor with a lower initial cost that increases
by inflation over the duration of the agreement.

3.4

The lease and funding structure will enable a small financial surplus to be generated by
the LLP which will flow back to the Council as rent under the lease. This surplus will
contribute to funding front line services for Colchester residents.

4.

Alternative Options

4.1

The Council could do nothing however, as detailed in section 5 below, with rising
homelessness pressures resulting in reduced lifetime outcomes for the affected
households and the financial impact for the Council, this not considered a realistic option.

4.2

The Council could extend its own acquisition programme within the Housing Revenue
Account (HRA). However, this would require additional borrowing within the HRA, along
with subsidy from other sources such as Right to Buy receipts. This would need to be
justified by a business case under the prudential borrowing regime. Any solution
delivered in the HRA can potentially be affected by central government policy regarding
rent levels, tenancy types and changes to the right to buy rules. The LLP solution, as it is
not constrained by central government rent policies, offers much greater future flexibility
on the use of the homes and rent levels.

4.3

The Council could set up a community benefit society (CBS) or a wholly owned company
(in addition to the existing wholly owned companies the council has setup). Both of these
have been explored and discounted because the CBS model would see the CBS take
ownership of the assets meaning it benefits from any increases in the value of the homes
and that the Council would not have any mechanism to control the use of the assets or
rent levels in the longer term. The wholly owned company model has been discounted
because the Council has already undertaken significant borrowing to then on-lend to its
companies and any additional borrowing would further expose the Council; as any new
company would be wholly owned it would not be able to benefit from the subsidies
available such Right to Buy receipts that the Council can make available and improve the
viability of the model. It would also be a less tax efficient model than the LLP, reducing
the financial benefit that can be achieved.

5.

5.1

Background Information
Colchester Borough Council’s housing duties
The Council has a wide range of housing duties which include, but are not limited to:
• Assessing the current and future need for affordable housing and the demand for
market housing.
• Planning and facilitating new supply.
• Preventing and relieving homelessness and where they are unable to do so
provide temporary accommodation until permanent housing can be secured.
• Publish an Allocations Policy setting out how social and affordable housing will be
let and maintain a Housing Register of those in housing need.

5.2

Assessing the current and future need for affordable and the demand for market housing
The evidence base for our emerging Local Plan includes two assessments of the need
for housing. These assessments, produced using Government guidance and complex
methodology, provide the overall number of homes needed in Colchester and the
number of affordable homes needed. The number of new affordable homes needed to
meet need is 278 each year.

5.3

The chart below shows the number of new affordable homes delivered in Colchester
over the past four years.

Figure 1 - New affordable homes
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5.4

Planning and facilitating new supply
The Council has ambitious plans to deliver 350 new affordable homes over the next
5 years through a number of projects. These include the Council building homes on
former council garage sites; through its Housing Company Amphora Homes which will
deliver market and affordable homes; and a modest acquisitions programme.

5.5

Preventing and relieving homelessness and where they are unable to do so provide
temporary accommodation until permanent housing can be secured
The introduction of the Homelessness Reduction Act 2017 in 2018 has fundamentally
changed the duties placed on local housing authorities and the way in which they respond
to homelessness. Local housing authorities’ duties have widened to include single people
who are at risk of or are homeless along with more time to work with everyone who is at
risk of homelessness to give advice and assistance to prevent homelessness occurring.

5.6

The new Homelessness Reduction Act places two additional statutory duties on local
housing authorities:
The prevention duty – requires councils to intervene to prevent homelessness at an
earlier stage, when a household is at risk of losing their home in the next 56 days. This is
particularly relevant for those living in privately rented homes who are served with notice
and provides more opportunity to support people directly into another tenancy.
The relief duty - requires councils to offer more advice and support to anyone who is
already homeless, regardless of whether they are in priority need and may involve
offering accommodation.
The duties that existed under the previous homelessness legislation, known as the
The main duty remains in place. A main housing duty is owed where homeless
households are eligible (certain persons from abroad are ineligible for housing assistance),
have a priority need for accommodation and are not homeless intentionally. Before the
introduction of the Homelessness Reduction Act Colchester had almost eliminated the use
of Bed and Breakfast accommodation, but the pressure that Colchester now faces, having
to prevent or relieve homelessness, has led to increasing use of short-term
accommodation, including Bed and Breakfast.

5.7

The most significant change is that local housing authorities are now obliged under the
new homelessness relief duty to offer temporary accommodation to more people including
those not in priority need or intentionally homeless, and the pressure on an already-limited
supply of affordable accommodation has increased.
Figure 2: Homelessness - Applications and acceptances

Source: 2016/2017 and 2017/2018 - DCLG P1E 2018/2019 - MHCLG H-CLIC statistical returns

5.8

Before the introduction of the Homelessness Reduction Act, Colchester had almost
eliminated the use of Bed and Breakfast accommodation, but the pressure that
Colchester now faces, having to prevent or relieve homelessness, has led to increasing
use of short-term accommodation, including Bed and Breakfast (see Figure 3). This is
disappointing but inevitable, as options to prevent and relieve homelessness using
available accommodation are both expensive and in short supply.

Figure 3 Use of Bed and Breakfast for homeless households in 2019/2020
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5.9

Working with the Council’s arm’s length management organisation, Colchester Borough
Homes, a number of solutions have been developed including:
• with local landlords through provision of incentive payments, deposits, bonds and
rent in advance;
• a matching service to help homeless people find suitable lodgings;
• acquiring family homes either purchasing directly or through a private sector leasing
scheme
• support, which at a time of crisis can prevent homelessness;
• building new council homes on former garage sites and with our housing company
Amphora;
• working with housing associations to deliver new affordable homes.
However, the supply of affordable rented homes in Colchester is not enough to meet
demand and as can be seen from Figure 4 below, we still have households living in
temporary accommodation who were accepted under the previous homelessness
legislation and to whom a duty to provide a permanent home was accepted prior to October
2018.

5.10 The underestimated consequence of the Homelessness Reduction Act appears to be the
increased need for temporary accommodation for the required 56-days, which is intended
to give time and opportunity to relieve the situation and find an alternative. In Colchester,
where private sector rents are high and generally not affordable to those who approach us
for assistance and a limited supply of affordable rented housing, this leaves few options
and many with expectations of housing that we are not able to deliver.

Figure 4 Households placed in temporary accommodation since the
introduction of the Homelessness Reduction Act
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Note: Due to changes in the data collection systems information for those households in temporary
accommodation prior to March 2019, where a duty was owed under the previous Homelessness Act,
was not collected on a monthly basis
Source: H-CLIC Statistical Returns

5.11

As a result of the additional temporary accommodation costs, there are significant cost
pressures resulting from providing temporary accommodation. The net cost of an
individual placement varies but averages at £1,130 per additional acceptance and
therefore the acquisition of 100 homes would be expected to produce a cost avoidance
of an estimated £113,000.

5.12 Publish an Allocations Policy setting out how social and affordable housing will be let and
maintain a Housing Register of those in housing need.
An Allocations Policy is a legal requirement for local authorities allocating affordable and
social housing. Colchester Borough Council is a partner in the Gateway to Homechoice
(G2H) Partnership along with seven other Essex and Suffolk local authorities. The
Partnership has one Allocations Policy which sets out; who can join the Housing
Register; the priority applicants are awarded on the Housing Register to reflect their need
for housing which properties applicants are eligible for; and how the policy works.
5.13 At the end of September 2019 there were just under 3,000 households seeking social
and affordable housing in Colchester. Bands A, B and C are the Priority Bands for
rehousing. Band A applicants have a critical or urgent need to be rehoused, Band B
applicants have a serious need to be rehoused and Band C applicants have medium
need to be rehoused. Of the total applicants on the register, 50% are in the priority bands
A to C.

Figure 5 Households on the Housing Register
Priority Banding Number of households
A
B
C
D
E
Total

80
601
728
165
1293
2867

Source: Gateway to Homechoice, September 2019

5.14

Innovative approach to increasing the supply of affordable housing
In order to address the need for affordable rented housing, the Council is seeking a
solution to increase the supply of affordable rented housing which ensures:
• That the homes are let to Colchester residents on longer term tenancies at
genuinely affordable rents;
• That the properties remain available as affordable homes in the long term;
• The use of the any capital funding contributed by the Council is maximised and
adds value;
• It can benefit from the long-term ownership of the homes;
• Alternative forms of funding can be accessed to ensure that the solution does not
require an annual subsidy.

5.15

It is proposed that the Council acquire approximately 100 homes on market terms which
it will then long lease on to a newly formed limited liability partnership (LLP). The
proposed100 homes project delivers the outcomes in 5.14 above because:
• The LLP is between the Council and a new independent local charity, “Hollytrees
Homes1”. The charity will be the majority partner in the LLP meaning it has legal
control and enables the granting capital funding including retained Right to Buy
receipts granted to it by the Council.
• As a result of the granting of capital funding the Council will receive nominations in
perpetuity to those homes so it can allocate to households on its Housing
Register.
• The lease between the Council and the LLP will dictate the key policy drivers of
the Council, such as rent levels and tenancy type, under which the LLP must let
the homes for the duration of the lease. The lease will also require that the homes
are maintained to an agreed standard with adequate provisions made for periodic
replacements and repairs. The length of the lease will be dependent on the
unexpired term on any leasehold homes acquired but would be expected to be for
a minimum of 80 years with a Council only break option to coincide with the
repayment by the LLP of any debt on the homes.
• The lease will enable the LLP to enter in to an underlease agreement with
institutional investors to raise the funds to repay the Council the initial purchase
cost of the homes. In addition to the purchase price, the lease premium paid on
the head lease by the LLP will also ensure that the Council recovers any
associated costs of purchase including but not limited to stamp duty land tax,
surveys, conveyancing, refurbishment and any temporary borrowing costs will be
offset upon lease to the LLP. This will ensure that the Council does not have an
increase in debt as a result of the acquisitions.

1

Hollytrees Homes is the proposed name of the new independent charity in recognition of a famous Colchester house which
was purchased by the Colchester Corporation (a predecessor of CBC) in 1920.

•

At the end of the lease, or at an agreed break point to coincide with the repayment
of the debt by the LLP, the freehold or long leasehold interest in the homes will
revert to the Council and, as a result, it will directly benefit from any capital uplift in
values or future revenue income from the homes. See Appendix 1 for a diagram of
the proposed 100 homes structure.

5.16

To enable the creation of the charity, individual trustees will be identified who will be
responsible for its operation and accountable to the Charities Commission. The Council
will provide the support for the creation and initial operation of the charity, including any
submissions to the Charities Commission, with the ambition that it operates on a
standalone basis as soon as possible.

5.17

It is proposed that the homes be funded on an indexed linked basis from an institutional
funder This reflects the expectation that the net income from the homes will rise on an
indexed basis

5.18

The recommended structural and funding solution outlined above is that used by the
London Borough of Croydon to acquire 250 homes approved in July 2017 and
implemented through 2018 and 2019.

5.19

The proposed solution is for an initial acquisition of approximately 100 homes with the
mix of homes shown in Figure 6 below. Within the acquisitions programme, properties
will be identified which are suitable for adaptation to make them suitable for wheelchair
users and those with restricted mobility. This reflects the anticipated need for homes and
where the Council experiences the greatest financial pressure from the alternative
provision of temporary accommodation.
Figure 6 Proposed mix of homes to be purchased
Property Type
One bed flat
Two bed flat
Three bed house
Four bed house
Total

Number
16
36
45
3
100

5.20

The homes would be let by the LLP as assured shorthold tenancies of up to five years
after an initial tenancy of twelve months. This would enable the Council to discharge its
statutory housing duties and provide tenants with longer term security than is available in
the private sector. As the LLP as a landlord does not fall under the definition of the
Housing Act 1985, it would not be subject to government rent policy and nor would Right
to Buy apply to the homes.

5.21

It is anticipated that the homes would be managed on behalf of the LLP by Colchester
Borough Homes (CBH) as it already manages the Council’s stock and is an experienced
provider of social and affordable rented homes. CBH would be appointed under a
Management Agreement with defined performance standards and the requirement to
provide the LLP with all required management information.

5.22

To support the recommended solution, a full financial model has been developed to
project the operating income and expenditure and to ensure that the homes can be
acquired at rates which enable the repayment of the debt incurred in purchasing them.
The model also enables sensitivity testing of different scenarios to ensure that the
solution can deliver under a range of assumptions.

5.23

For the initial acquisition of the homes, the model incorporates:
• Purchase price;
• Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT);
• Conveyancing fees;
• Other acquisition fees (surveys, safety certificates);
• Refurbishment of the homes prior to letting;
The total cost of the scheme, including all implementation costs, is estimated at £22m
with an assumed grant of up to £2m of funding from the Council using its retained right to
buy receipts, the affordable housing element of new homes bonus and affordable
housing commuted sums from the Council leaving a residual funding requirement of
approximately £20m. The lease premium payable by the LLP for the head lease of the
100 homes will ensure that the Council is fully reimbursed for all costs, including any
short term debt charges.

5.24

The operational financial model includes;
• Rental income at the Local Housing Allowance (LHA);
• Management and maintenance;
• Insurance;
• Bad debts;
• Voids;
• Overheads to support the LLP;
• Life cycle fund for periodic repairs and replacement;
• Allowance for refurbishment of void homes;
• Interest costs and repayment of the principle of the loan.
All estimates are prudent to ensure that the solution can deliver financially in the event of
any changes in circumstance.

5.25

Figure 7 below sets out a summary of the financial model. Under the proposed solution,
the LLP surplus will return to the Council as rent under the terms of the lease agreement.
In addition to the surplus, the Council will also benefit from avoiding the cost of
temporary accommodation which is estimated, asset out in the paragraph above, at
£113,000 per year.
Figure 7 Summary of financial model

Rental Income
Operating Costs
Life Cycle
Net Rent
Debt & Repayment
LLP Retention
LLP Surplus
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Year 1
£000
(765)
166
55
(543)
463
20
(60)

Year 2
£000
(786)
171
57
(559)
476
20
(63)

Year 3
£000
(808)
176
58
(574)
489
20
(65)

Year 4
£000
(831)
180
60
(590)
503
20
(67)

Year 5
£000
(854)
186
61
(607)
517
20
(70)

To enable the implementation of the solution in a timely manner, it is intended to appoint,
using the Crown Commercial Service legal advice framework, the specialist legal
advisors used by the London Borough of Croydon who can provide draft documents
which can be amended for the specific circumstances of the Council. It is also intended
to appoint specialist finance advisors to arrange the competition to appoint a funding
partner for the LLP. To support the process of acquiring the homes, provision has been
made in the financial model for additional staff resources if required. Any implementation

costs incurred by the Council will be recovered from the LLP as part of the lease
premium for the homes.
5.27

It is estimated that the LLP and lease solution will take approximately four months to
implement and, in parallel, the Council will commence the acquisition of the homes.
Based on previous experience, it will take approximately 18 months to purchase 100
homes though it is anticipated that the properties will be leased in three tranches to the
LLP with a transfer every six months. To enable the acquisition of the homes, the Council
will need a short term borrowing facility of up to £10m which will be replenished with the
transfer of each tranche and fully repaid on the lease of all purchased homes. Acquisition
by the council would commence on establishment of the LLP and finalisation of the
associated agreements

5.28

In the short term, following acquisition and refurbishment but prior to leasing to the LLP
as one of the three tranches, the Council will let the homes under licence to households
in need of temporary accommodation. This will ensure that the homes are not unutilised
pending transfer, generate income for the Council to offset any operational costs and it is
planned that the homes will be let to the households who will ultimately receive the offer
of an AST from the LLP.

5.29

Once operational, the LLP will be overseen by an LLP Board consisting of both partners
– the charity and the Council. It will be responsible for overseeing the management of
the homes and tenants by the appointed property manager and ensuring the financial
performance of the LLP.

5.30

The LLP will need a level of administration, governance and finance support to ensure
the processing of relevant transactions, oversee the finances of the partnership and
monitor the contractual performance of the housing manager. It is proposed that this is
provided by the Council in the first instance, on market terms, with an estimate of 1.5 –
2.0 FTE assumed for planning purposes.

5.31

Whilst the Council will only be a minority partner in the LLP, to enable the granting of
Right to Buy receipts, the LLP will be setup to ensure that certain matters require the
agreement of both partners. Such reserved matters will include the agreement of the
annual business plan, the take on of additional debt or other liabilities and any issues
relating to the future of the homes, e.g. potential disposal or sale of any interest in the
lease. This will ensure that the Council’s freehold or long leasehold interest in the homes
and the interests of the tenants are protected.

6.

Equality, Diversity and Human Rights implications

6.1

The 100 homes project and the proposal in this report will increase the availability of
affordable housing in the borough. An EIA has been carried out and is regularly updated
for the provision of new and additional affordable housing. The assessment did not show
any particular areas of concern or that those with protected characteristics would be
unfairly disadvantaged. Please see link to the EIA below:
Equality Impact Assessment

6.2

It is not considered that the approval of the proposals contained in this report involves a
breach of human rights.

7.

Strategic Plan References

7.1

The 100 homes project will help to achieve the following goals from the Council’s Strategic
Plan 2018 - 2021:

Wellbeing - Making Colchester an even better place to live and supporting those who need
most help:
• Create new social housing by building Council homes and supporting Registered
Providers
• Target support to the most disadvantaged residents and communities.
8.

Publicity Considerations

8.1

There will be opportunities to publicise the progress of the purchase of the homes and
the Council’s financial contribution to enabling it to happen. One of the conditions of the
partnership will be that any publicity is jointly agreed between CBC, the Charity and the
LLP.

9.

Financial implications

9.1

All financial implications are covered in the background section of the report and, in
particular, paragraphs 5.15 to 5.31.

9.2

The financial model is based on prudent assumptions but has been tested with different
scenarios considering a different unit mix, higher purchase costs and higher funding
costs as the most significant variables. The model has headroom in which to absorb the
impact of such changes both individually and cumulatively whilst still delivering a surplus
within the LLP.

9.3

Whilst stated in section 5, it is important to emphasise that although the Council will incur
expenditure during the implementation period including legal fees and the setup costs on
behalf of the Charity and the LLP as well as he purchase and refurbishment cost of the
homes, it will be fully reimbursed via the premium paid on the head lease. As a result,
there will be no long-term increase in the level of debt of the Council from this
programme and any temporary borrowing costs will be offset upon lease of the
properties to the LLP.

9.4

The key financial risks for the scheme and ongoing operational management by the LLP
are:
• Purchase costs – the cost of acquiring the homes is based on prudent estimates
and prior experience. In the event, however, that sufficient homes cannot be
identified, the financial model can absorb higher initial costs. Alternatively, to
mitigate, the Council could opt to stretch the initial acquisition period to longer
than the planned 18 months or vary the unit mix to increase the acquisition of
homes where supply is more plentiful, i.e. if three bed houses are difficult to
purchase at an acceptable price, the Council could buy more two bed flats.
• Inflation – the cost of financing is linked to inflation for the length of the funding
agreement of 40 to 50 years. The risk of inflation being very high is mitigated by
including a cap of 5% as the maximum by which the payment to the funder can go
up by in any one financial year.
• Local Housing Allowance – the model assumes that LHA will increase by inflation
each year in line with the increase in the cost of financing. There is a risk that,
over time, the increases will be less than inflation. This is mitigated in the short
term by government announcements that LHA will increase by CPI +1% for the
next four years and, in the longer, by the option the Council will have, via the
lease, to flip the homes to an alternative form of affordable or market rent to
support the financial model if required.
• Reduced need for affordable accommodation – although there is a very high level
of need for affordable homes at the current time, this could reduce in the future.

•

10.

In that event, the Council, via the lease, has the option to vary the use of the
homes to be let at an alternative form or affordable or market rent.
Higher management and/or maintenance costs – the costs incorporated in to the
financial model are based on the experience of the Council’s own stock and that
acquired in recent years. It is possible that the homes purchased could prove to
be more expensive to operate in the future, though this would be expected to be
identified in any surveys conducted prior to acquisition. Additionally, should a
particular property subsequently be identified as more expensive to retain and the
additional operational cost cannot be contained, there will be scope to adjust the
agreements for that home.

Health, Wellbeing and Community Safety Implications

10.1 The effects of living in unsuitable or poor housing on a person’s health and well-being are
well documented. Increasing the supply of affordable housing will contribute towards
meeting local housing needs and improving the housing conditions of households in
Colchester. Households will benefit from a secure affordable home which is in good
condition and well managed. Tenants will have the support of Colchester Borough
Homes housing management and tenancy support services. The 100 Homes project will
also contribute to making neighbourhoods safe places to live. Colchester Borough
Homes, who will manage the properties, are well placed to contribute to positive
community safety outcomes for residents and already participate in local partnerships to
achieve this.
11.

Standard References

11.1

There are no particular references to consultation; or health and safety implications.

12.

Risk Management Implications

12.1

The key financial risks are covered in section 10 above.

12.2

The additional, non-financial risks are:
• Not acquiring the required level of homes and not improving the outcomes for
approximately 100 households. This is mitigated by including provision to ensure
the programme is adequately resourced with suitable project and property staff.
There is already proven success at acquiring homes through previous acquisition
projects and a robust process has been established.
• Lower than anticipated levels of homelessness leaving the LLP with more homes
than the Council can nominate to from its Housing Register. With the numbers
currently on the register, this is an exceptionally low risk but, should it materialise
in the future, the LLP will have the flexibility to let the homes at an alternative
affordable or market rent.

13.

Environmental and Sustainability Implications

13.1

The 100 Homes project will have a positive impact on the environment and sustainability.
In particular, across the three sustainability and environmental themes, the 100 homes
project will have a positive impact on:
a) the economic objective – affordable housing will be made available in the right places
and at the right time and at a cost that those on low incomes can afford;
b) the social objective – the 100 Homes project will support strong, vibrant and healthy
communities, by ensuring that a sufficient number and range of homes can be provided
to meet the needs of present and future generations;
and c) the environmental objective – the 100 Homes project will see improvement works
carried out to properties which improve the fabric of the home and improve energy

efficiency therefore assisting with mitigating and adapting to climate change, including
moving to a low carbon economy.

Appendix 1

RESIDENT PANEL CHAIRS REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD
Recommendations
The Board is asked to:
1) NOTE the highlights of matters discussed at the Residents Panel on the 11th December
2019
2) NOTE that a further Residents Panel was conducted on the 17th February which focused on
Complaints and Key Performance Indicators. The feedback from this panel will be
incorporated into a Complaints Annual Review which will come to Board on 22nd April 2020
Executive summary
This report separates the work of the Residents Panel into a stand-alone report. This
report highlights the matters discussed at the Residents Panel in December 2019.
1. Headlines from the Residents Panel 11th December 2019
•

The meeting was attended by Michael Campbell, Lorna Preece and an invited panel of 6
CBH residents.

•

The focus of the meeting was to review Housing services for Older people.

•

The panel meeting was promoted through Social media and contact with residents who
expressed an interest in the topics

•

The Group was taken through a PowerPoint presentation and questions were asked
throughout the presentation. The presentation included the role and structure of the team,
our housing stock – who can apply? Resident engagement and working with others and
modernising schemes.

•

The panel received introduction and updates regarding the assessment of applications, the
roles within the team, Sheltered quality assurance advisors and a short film undertaken at
the time of the modernisation at Enoch House.

•

Questions posed to the panel include an explanation of the gardening scheme, why Visiting
Officers were rotated and how much is the rent?

•

The panel asked who the Quality Assurance Advisor for Charles Smith House is.

•

Additional issues were raised by a resident who has on-going matters regarding security at
their home and which community-based organisations were best suited to meet his needs.

•

A summary was provided for questions raised at the previous panel meeting. A reminder
was given to the panel for a tour of the Colchester Castle focusing on the management of

the facility, an update regarding parking issues around Buffett Way and Rectory Close
recycling.
Recommendations
The Board is asked to:
1) NOTE the highlights of matters discussed at the Residents Panel on the 11th December
2019
2) NOTE that a further Residents Panel was conducted on the 17th February which focused on
Complaints and Key Performance Indicators. The feedback from this panel will be
incorporated into a Complaints Annual Review which will come to Board on 22nd April 2020

DRAFT BOARD WORK PLAN 2020/21

Business Development
Panel

Tues 28th January
2020
4.00-6.00pm

Current Project Pipeline, Fee Forecast and Margins
Financial Performance Year to Date
Future Commissions

Finance & Audit Committee

Tuesday 4th February
2020
5.00-8.00pm

Final Budget 2020/21 – For Recommendation to Board following Cabinet Approval
Internal Audit:
i.
Progress Report
ii.
Follow Up Actions
External Audit Year End Plan
Risk Register Review
Risk Register Deep dives
Risk Management Policy – For Approval
Finance Update Q3
Governance Update
5 Year Business Plan - FOR RECOMMENDATION to Board
Internal Auditors Procurement Update

Residents Panel

Monday 17th February
2020
5.00-8.00pm
Thursday 27th Feb
2020
5.00pm-8.00pm

Complaints
KPI’s

Performance Board Meeting
Quarter Three

Final 2020/21 Budget
5 Year Business Plan
Capital Investment Programme
Communications Plan 2020-2022
Resident Engagement Plan 2020-2023
Risk Management Policy
Community Plan Review
Q3 Performance Pack:
• Q3 KPI
• Medium Term Delivery Plan
• Voids Progress Report
• Finance Assurance
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•

Health &Safety

Strategic Risk Register
Mins and recommendations from Business Development Panel
Mins and recommendations from Finance & Audit Committee
Resident Panel Chairs Report

Confidential Finance Assurance Report

Residents Panel
Business Development
Panel
Board Meeting

Monday 6th April 2020
5.00-8.00pm
Tuesday 7th April 2020
4.00-6.00pm
Wednesday 22nd April
2020
5.00-8.00pm

Terms of Reference Review
Lettings
Current Project Pipeline, Fee Forecast and Margins
Financial Performance Year to Date
Future Commissions
Information & Confidentiality Policy
Complaints Annual Assurance Report
Performance Pack
• Voids Progress Report
• Finance Assurance
• Health &Safety
Strategic Risk Register
Chief Executives Report
Business Development Panel Chairs Report
Resident Panel Chairs Report

Confidential Finance Assurance Report

Governance Away Day
(Including Risk Workshop)

May/June - TBC
All Day

Risk Workshop ?
Radius 360 Revisited

Finance & Audit Committee

Thursday 4th June
2020
5.00-8.00pm

Terms of Reference Review
Company Accounts
Internal Audit End of Year Assurance Report - Mazars
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Internal Audit Programme Approval – New Auditor
Whistleblowing Policy
Scheme of Delegation
Risk Register Review
Risk Register Deep dives
Finance Update
Governance Update
Residents Panel
Business Development
Panel
Performance Board Meeting
Quarter Four

Monday 15th June
2020
5.00-8.00pm
Tuesday 23rd June
2020
4.00-6.00pm
Wednesday 1st July
2020
5.00-8.00pm

Financial Inclusion Team
Terms of Reference Review
Current Project Pipeline, Fee Forecast and Margins
Financial Performance Year to Date
Future Commissions
Approval of Company Accounts
Consumer Standards Compliance
Business Development Plan Review
Code of Governance
Scheme of Delegation
Whistleblowing Policy
Q4 Performance Pack:
• Q3 KPI
• Medium Term Delivery Plan
• Voids Progress Report
• Finance Update
• Health &Safety
Strategic Risk Register
Finance & Audit Committee Chairs Report
Business Development Panel Chairs Report
Residents Panel Chairs report
Chief Executive’s Report

Confidential Finance Assurance Report
Finance & Audit Committee

Wednesday 29th July
2020
5.00-8.00pm

Company Annual Report
Internal Audit
Risk Register Review
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Risk Register Deep dives
Finance Update
Governance Update
Residents Panel
Business Development
Panel

Performance Board Meeting
Quarter one

Monday 24th August
2020
5.00-8.00pm
Tuesday 15th
September 2020
4.00-6.00pm

Adaptions & Health & Safety (Incl Community Caretakers)

Wednesday 23rd
September
5.00-8.00pm

Approval of Company Annual Report
Strategic Health & Safety Policy Statement
Leadership Plan Review
Annual Report from F&A
Annual HR Report
Annual Equality & Diversity Report
Annual Safeguarding Report

Current Project Pipeline, Fee Forecast and Margins
Financial Performance Year to Date
Future Commissions

Q1 Performance Pack:
• Q1 KPI
• Medium Term Delivery Plan
• Voids Progress Report
• Finance Update
• Health &Safety
Strategic Risk Register
Finance & Audit Committee Chairs Report
Business Development Panel Chairs Report
Residents Panel Chairs report
Chief Executive’s Report

Confidential Finance Assurance Report
Residents Panel

Monday 5th October
2020
5.00-8.00pm

Early Response Rough Sleeper & Housing Solutions
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AGM

Board Meeting

Thursday 15th October Adoption of the minutes of the 2019 AGM
2020
Approval of the Annual Report
5.00-8.00pm
Adoption of the Financial Accounts
Re-appointment of External Auditors
Appointment of Board Members if necessary
Appointment of Committee Chairs
Thursday 15th October Housemark Data
2020
Customer Plan Review
5.00-8.00pm
Performance Pack
• Voids Progress Report
• Finance Update
• Health &Safety
Strategic Risk Register
Residents Panel Chairs report
Chief Executive’s Report

Confidential Finance Assurance Report

Finance & Audit Committee

Wednesday 4th
November 2020
5.00-8.00pm

Board Away Day

November

Business Development
Panel

Monday 16th
November 2020
4.00-6.00pm
Monday 30th
November 2020
5.00-8.00pm
Wednesday 2nd
December 2020
5.00-8.00pm

Current Project Pipeline, Fee Forecast and Margins
Financial Performance Year to Date
Future Commissions
Older Persons Services

Wednesday 9th
December 2020

Q2 Performance Pack:
• Q3 KPI
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Residents Panel
Finance & Audit Committee

Performance Board Meeting
Quarter two

Internal Audit
Risk Register Review
Risk Register Deep dives
Finance Update
Governance Update
TBC

Budget 2021/22
Internal Audit
Risk Register Review
Risk Register Deep dives
Finance Update
Governance Update

5.00-8.00pm

• Medium Term Delivery Plan
• Voids Progress Report
• Finance Update
• Health &Safety
F&A Committee Chairs Report
Residents Panel Chairs Report
Business Development Panel Chairs Report

Finance & Audit Committee

Wednesday 3rd
February 2021
5.00-8.00pm

Business Development
Panel

Thursday 9th February
2021
4.00-6.00pm
Wednesday 17th
February 2021
5.00-8.00pm
Tuesday 23rd Feb
2021
5.00-8.00pm

Internal Audit
Risk Register Review
Risk Register Deep dives
Finance Update
Governance Update
Current Project Pipeline, Fee Forecast and Margins
Financial Performance Year to Date
Future Commissions
TBC

Residents Panel
Performance Board Meeting
Quarter three

STAR Survey
Q3 Performance Pack:
• Q3 KPI
• Medium Term Delivery Plan
• Voids Progress Report
• Finance Update
• Health &Safety
F&A Committee Chairs Report
Residents Panel Chairs Report
Business Development Panel Chairs Report
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Colchester Borough Homes Board Values
December 2019
1. Question & Challenge
We recognise that our role is to question and to scrutinise the executive.
We will be brave in questioning, challenging and taking informed decisions.
We will always read papers and ask appropriate questions to ensure we have appropriate knowledge in order to make informed
decisions.
We will not take information at face value - we will ask for evidence.
There are no stupid questions – we will not be intimidated by executive expertise.
We will challenge assumptions and accepted wisdom.
2. Respect
We recognise that everyone on the board has a valuable contribution to make.
We will respect everyone’s contributions on and off the board and recognise different views and perspectives.
We will listen and reflect on views which are different from our own or that deviate from accepted wisdom.
We will encourage a culture of respect for all perspectives.
3. Transparency
We will develop a culture of transparency and trust amongst fellow board members and with executive staff.
We will invite staff to present ‘warts and all’ reports and encourage ‘no surprises’ culture.
We will be honest - presenting un-compromised factual information wherever possible.

4. Supportive, friendly and caring
We will invest in, and champion, relationships with our residents, staff and colleagues.
We will try to understand others before judging them or their situations.
We will listen with care and respect.
We will practice a ‘no blame culture’.
We will value each other, and not for just what we bring to the board table.

5. Trustworthy
We will build a culture of consistency by doing what we say we’re going to do.
We will keep promises and deliver on commitments.
We will be clear about what is achievable and manage expectations truthfully.

6. Purposeful
We will strive to act solely in the interests of our residents.
We will look at the big picture and be strategic.
Every decision we take will be rooted in the purpose of Colchester Borough Homes – to maintain the best housing for our
residents.
We will be brave in our decision making in the interests of residents.

